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DIRECTIONS FOR CORRESPONDENCE
All correspondence relating to the general interests ·
of tpe College ·should be addressed to the President.
Requests for the annual Catalogue and other publications, and -for information concerning credits, and
for entrance examinations, should be addressed to the .
Dean of the College or to the Registrar~
Correspondence concerning the admission of young
men should be addressed to the ·Dean of the College.
Correspondence concerning the admission of young
women should be addressed to the Dean of ·Women.
Correspondence concerning tuition, rooms, and other
expenses should be addressed to the Treasurer.
Correspondence concerning alumni should be addressed to the Alumni Secretary .
. Correspondence concerning work in music should be
addressed to the Director of the Conservatory.
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An airplane view of Rollins College showing its betiutiful · location on tlie _shores of Lake Virginia
with
or parts of -four -other lakes in the distauce
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ROL-L INS -COLLEGE
CATALOGUE 1929-30

■

WINTER PARK, FLORIDA

Rollins is a m·em~er· of the A.ss.ociation of- Colleges and· Secondary Schools of the S.outh~.r n
States, the Association of Amerfoan College's
and the American Council on . Educdtion

FORTY-FIFTH ANNUAL CAT:A,LOGUE .
WITH ANNOUNCEMENTS FOR . 1930-81

.~

..

F -O REWORD.

years ag~ Florida was a .pi~neer
state without a high school or a single
institution for higher education . .· _
It was to me-et this need that Rollins College
was founded by a group of idealists .who believed
that -Christian education was not only the -·salvation of the indi_vidual but the hope and protection
of democracy.
For nearly half a century Rollins has been
making her contri_b ution of culture · and Ch-ri_stian
training t_o help mould the character of thousands
of boys and girls: Her alumni are the· best .evidence of the service she has rendered.
.
Throughout the years Rollins has en~eavored
to maintain .the high standard of college education in Florida and was the first institution in the
lower South to be given ·the retiring grants for
professors by the Carnegie Foundation. This
recognition came in 1908.
Rollins is the only college in Florida, as distinguished from the state institutions of higher
learning, to receive the honor of membership in
_the Association of Colleges and Secondary -Schools
of the Southe·rn States. The college· is also fully
recognized by the Florida State Dep·a rtment of ►
Education and the New York Stat~-Departme_nt
of Education.
The colkge has endeavored -_ to stand for clean
athletics and to this end mainta-ins membership
in the Southern Intercollegiate· Athletic Association.
Rollins· College is an active member of the fol- ·
lowing national educational organization_s:
The · Association of Colleges and ~econdary
Schools of the Southern States.
The Association of American Colleges.
The America-n ·Council on Education.
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COLLEGE CALEND.A R
- 1930-1931
1930
September 25, Thursday, 4:00 p. m.
Meeting of F~culty
September 25~27, Thursday-Saturday, Freshman Week Ex- ·
ercises and Entrance Examinations
September 26, · Friday · . . . Registration ·of Freshmen .
September 29, Monday, Registration of -Upper- . Classmen;
Classes . Begin
October 4, Saturday, 8 :00 p. m., Y. W. C. A._and Y. M. ·C. A·.
·Reception to New Students and Nrw Members of the F acuity in Recreation Hall
October 11, Sa_turday, -8-:00 p. m., Reception to College at
Woman's Club
November 27-29, Thursday-Saturday, Thanksgiving Recess
December 19, Friday, 12:00 · Noon .
Fall Term Ends
Christmas Recess
1931
January 5, Monday, 8:00 a. _m. . . Winter Term Opens ·
February 18, Wednesday, 10:00 a. m., Meeting of the Board
of Trustees
February 20, Friday, 12:00 Noon, Sandspur Luncheon-; 4:00
p. m., Bacheller Essay Contest; 6:00 p. m.,
Class and Fraternity Reunions; -8 :OQ p. -mr,
Meeting, Phi Beta Kappa AssociaJion of ·
Central Florida.
·
·
February 21, Saturday, Alumni and Winter Park Civic Day.,··
12 :00 noon, Alumni Meeting and Luncheon;
3: 00 p~ m., Civic Celebration; 8 :.00 p. m.,
.
Civic Reception · and Dance.
·
February 22, Sunday, Day of. Prayer for Colleges; Literary
Vespers, "Rollins Animated Magazine," ·
Vol. V, No.- 1.
February 23, Monday . . . . . · . . Founders,. Day
-10:00 a. m., Convocation; 4:00 p. m., President's Reception~
Ma.rch 2J, Saturday, 12 :00 Noon .
Winter . Term Ends
Spring Recess
9

10

Rollins College

-M arch 25, Wednesday, 8 :00 a. m. · . - Spring T~rm Opens
April 25, Saturday, State Interscholastic High School Water
Meet
.
.
June 2; Tues·day -·
Meeting of the Board of Trustees
June 7, Sunday . . . . . . . . . . Bacccdaureate
June 8, Monday . . . · . . . . . . ·. Commencement
September 24, Thursday, 4:00 p. m., Meeting of Faculty
September 24-26, Thursday-Saturday~ Freshman·. Week Exercises and Entrance Examinations
·
September 25, Friday . .. . . Registration of Fresh;,,_en
September 28, Monday, Registration of Upper Classmen;
Classes Begin
November 26-28, .Thursday-Saturday, Thanksgiving Recess.
December 18, Friday, 12 :00 Noon . . . _.· Fall Term Ends
,
Christmas Recess ·
OFFICE HOURS
I

CARNEGIE HALL .

Office of the President
Is usually opeh from 10:00 a.
to 12:30 p. m., daily;
from 2 :00 p_
. m. to 4:00 p. m., except Saturday.
Office of the Pean of t-he College
Is open from 10:00 a. m. to 12:30 p. m~ daily"; from
1 :30 p. m. to 4:00 p. m., except Saturday.
Office ·of the Dean of Women
·
Is open from 10:00 a. m. to 12 :30 p. m. daily; from
1 :30 p. m. to 4:00 p. m., except Saturday. ·
Office _of the Registrar
Is open . from 10:00 a. m. to 12:30 p. m. daily; from
1 :30 p. m. to 4:00 p. m., exc;ept Saturday . .
Office · of the Treasurer
Is open from 9:00 a. m. to 12:30 p. m., daily; from
1 : 30 p. m. to .4: 00 p. m.; e_x cept Saturday.
Office of the Alumni Secretary
Is open from 9:00 a. m. to 12:30 p. m.,. daily; from
1:30 p. _. m. to 4:00 p. m., except Saturday. ·
College Library ·
Is .o pen from 8 :00 a. m. to 9:45 p. m., ·daily.
The Reading Room only is open from 2 :00 p. m. to
5 :00 p. m. Sunday.
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BOA.R D OF TRUSTEES .·..
.

.

·.· .·

.

·.,

Hamilton -Holt, President
William Rllssell .O'Neal, Secre.tary
Ervin Theodore Brown, Treasurer
Executive C omittee
Hamil ton Hol_t, Chairman . · ·
Donald A. Cheney .

Newton Pendleton Yowell
Halsted w: Caldwell - ·
Joshua C. Chase William Russell O'NeaJ, Secretary
Finance Committee
William Russeff O'Neal, Chairman

.

· · Fritz J. Frank
Milton . J. -.Warner
T_erms to Expire 1931
George Morgan Ward . . . . . Palm B·each, Florida .
Irving Bacheller . . . . . . . \Vinter Park, _Florida
George \Villiston Nash . . . . Yankton, South Dako~a
T~ W. Lawton · . · . . . . . . . - . Sanford-, Florida
. Winter Park, Flo~ida
Harley A. Ward .
Jos.eph K. Dorn . . .
. . . · . Miami; ·Florida
Joshua C. Chase . . . . . . . ·Winter Park, Florida
William T. Stockton . . . . . . Jacksonville, Florida
Terms 'to Expire 1.932
·Edward S.•. Burleigh . .
. Tavares, Florida
Paul E. Stillman • . . . . ~ . Glendale, Califorzj.ia
Newton Pen·dleton Yowell . . . . . . Orlando, Florida
. Donald A. Cheney . . .
. . . Orlando, Florida
Frances Knowles Warren . . . Boston, · Massachusetts
Chester Dewitt Pugsley -. . - . . Peekskill, New York
Henry Herman Westinghouse . . New York, New York
Hamilton Holt
Louis B_oisot

Terms _to Expir~ 1933

William Russell· O'Neal
Louis Boisot · . . . . · .
'Fritz J. Frank
. .
Halsted W~ Caldwell . .
Milton J..Warner - . . . .
John H. · Goss . ·. . . - .
Cornelius Amory Pllgsley

. . .
Orlando, Florida
. . . . . Chk~go, .Il'Iinois
.
New York/ .New; York ·.
. . . Winter - Park, Florida
Pine Orchard, .Cqnnecticut
. . Waterb_u ry; Connecticut
Peekskill, ._- New York.
4
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OFFICERS OF ADMINISTRA'flON
HAMILTON HOLT

President of the College .
\VrNSLow SAMUEL ANDERSON

Dean of the College
VIVIAN SAVACOOL BrNGHAM

Dean of Women _
'

ERVIN THEODORE BROWN

Treasurer and Business Manager
FRED ERIC HARRIS

wARD· .

Assistant Treasurer
EMILIE CASS

Registrar
ANNA BIGELOW TREAT

Assistant Registrar
CLARENCE CARTER NICE
Director of the C on-servatoiy
WILLIAM RUSSELL O'NEAL

Secretary of the Board of Trustees
ALFRED JACKSON HANNA

Alumni Secretary
KATHARINE LEWIS .

Assistant Alumni Secretary
EDWIN OsGOOD GROVER

Director of the Libra.ry
MAUDE COOKE CARLSON

Acting Librarian ·
KATE GREEN VANDERPOOL

Assistan~ Librarian
GEORGE CHARLES CARTWR_IGHT ·

Superintendent of Grounds and Buildings
ANNE FOSTER HAGERTY

Director of the Commons
Lida W cods, Secretary to the President
Cy~thia Eastwood, Secretary to · the Dean
Vivian Johnson, Secretary to the Treasurer
Chloe Lyle, Office of t-he Treasurer
12
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OFFICERS -OF_A.l)l\'IINISTRATIONAND 1·N STRUCTION
Executive Officers
President
Dean of. the College
Dean of -Women
·
Registrar ·
Treasu-rer
A ssis,tant to the President

HAMILTON HOLT
WINSLOW -SA;MUEL ANDERSON
·VIVIAN SAVACOOL BINGHAM
EMILrn CAss
ERVIN THEODORE BROWN
ALFRED JACKSON HANNA

FACULTY OF ARTS AND . SCIENCES.
-HAMILTON HoL T . . _·President
A.B., Yale Un.iversity; Post Graduate, Columbia University;· Litt.D., Wooster
College; L.H.D., Boston University; LL.D., Baylor University; Oberlin College, Otterbein College, Ursinus College and Wilberforce Unive.rsity; Editor,
Independent, 1897-1921; · decorated, Order of Sacred Treasure (Ja:pan_).; Of- fleer, .Order of George I. (Greece);' Officer, Order of Public Inst~ction
(France) ; Knight, Legion of Honor ( Franc,e ) ; Officer, Crown of ·.· Italy;
Knight, Polonia Restituta (Poland); Knight of North Star (S\veden); Weinstock _lecturer, University of California; Isaac Bro·m ley lectur.er, Yale University; member., American Institute of Social Sciences, Simplified Spelling
Board, ete.; President, Rollins College, since 1925.
REVEREND . GEORGE MORGAN
*THOMAS RAKESfRAW

wARD, D.D., LL.D~

President- Emeritus
BAKER, PH.D., LL.D., Director of_-the
Museum .
·

Emeritus Profess'?r of Natural Science; retired on tl!e Carnegie Foundation.
REVEREND CHARLES KIMBALL HOYT, A.M., D.D . .
Emeritus Professor of History and Biblical Literature; retired on the _car:.
negie Foundation.
SusAN LONGWELL, A.M.
Emeritµs Professor
English; retired on the carnegie Foundation.

of

WINSLOW SAMUEL ANDERSON

• ·

Chemistry

Dean and Professor of
·
·

B.S., Bates College; M.S. (Chemistry), University of Minnesota; further
graduate ·study, North Carolina State College; member of _cheniistr;y stair·-()f
· each of abov~ named institutions; member, American ·Chemical Society, American Electrochemical Society, Phi Lam_b da Upsilon,- Gamma ·Sigma Epsilon,
Ph\ _Beta Kappa, . etc.; author of articles on national fr.a~erniJies·.·.and ·in
chemistry; . consulting chemist; Professor of Cheniistry, Rollins College, '19211922, · 1928-; Dean of Men and Acting Dean. Romn·s College, -_ 1928-1929;
Dean, Rollins College~ since 1929.
·
·
. . ·
VIVIAN SAvAcpoL BINGHAM
Dean · of Women
A. R, Smith College; Resident Chaperon Lakeside ·normitory, Rollins
College, U)28-1929; Dean of Women, Rollins College, ·since 1929.
·
· *Deceased, March 10, 1930.
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Rollins College
Professor of Philosophy,. Psychology and Ethology, and Consulti.ng Psychologist

TnoMAS PEARCE B.AILEY,

A,.B.. South Carolina College; A.M., PJi.D., University of South Carolina:

Fellow (Psycllology) Clark University; Associate Professor of Education,
University .of California; Professor of Psychology and Dean · of Departm.e nt of ·
Education, University of .Mississippi; Professor of Philosophy; Psychology and
Ethlcs, University of the South; Psychologist, Mississippi State · Insane Hos•Pital; author, "Love and Law," "Race Orthodoxy in the '. Soutb"; member,
Phi Beta Kappa; Professor of Philosophy, Psycbolog_y and Ethology, Rollins College since 192G.
..
·
CHARLES AT~OOD CAMPBELL,

Professor of Biblical Li-ter"ature

and 1 nstructor in Entomology
B.S., Kansas State Agricultural College;_ field and laboratory work, State
Experiment Station, Department of Entomology; Post Graduate work in
Philosophy and Greek, Emporia College; B:D., Auburn -Theological Seminary; Instruct9r . in Logic and Rhetoric, · Auburn Seminary; D.D.,
University of Denver; member Colorado Biological Society; Author, "Handbook -i n Entomol9gy," "Traditions of Hartwood," and of · many articles on
ethical, religious and scientific subjects; Professor of Biblical Literature
and Instructor in Entomology, Rollins College,-.sirice 1926. ·
·
GLEN EVERETT CARLSON
· Professor of Economics
A.B., A.M., Ph.D., University of Michigan; Instructor in Sociology and Economics, Mt. Clemens High School, Michigan; Instructor -fn Sociology, Seattle
PacHic College; .Instructor in Sociology, University of . Michigan; Graduate
work, University of ~ichigan and University of Washington; member, Detroit Inter-Racial Commission, summer of 1926; lecturer, Michigan State Normal College, summer of 1927; lecturer, ·university of Michigan, summer of
1928; ·author, "The Negro in Industry in , Detroit"; Professor of· Economics,
Rollins College, since 19~7.
·

Enw1N LEAVITT

Professor of Sociology

CLARKE

A.B.; A.M., Clark University: · Ph.D., Columbia University; Assistant Professor of Economics and Sociology, Hamilton ·College; Assistant Professor
of Sociology, Ohio State University, University of Minnesota; Professor of
Sociology, Oberlin College; member, American Sociological So«;!iety, American
A$sociation of University Professors, Phi Beta. Kappa; author, ··''American
Men of Lett~rs," "Art of Straight Thinking"; Professor of · Sociology, Rolli ns College, since 1930.
HELEN WIEAND CoLE,

Professor of Gre.e k and Roman Cimlizations ,

A.B., A.M., Mount Holyoke College; Ph.D., Bryn Mawr College; Professor of

Latin, Cox College; Professor of Greek and Latin, Wheaton College: two
years of travel abroad; . author, "Spring Moods and Fancies," •·•Music and
Memory": member, Phi Beta Kappa. American Association of University
Women, Boston Author's Club, New England Classical Associ~tfon, American
Philological Association; Professor of Greek and Roman Civilizations, Roll"ins CoUege, sjnce· 1928.
RICHARD FEUE.RSTEIN

Professor of M .o dern _Languages

Ph.D., University of Vienna; Graduate student in Philology, Sorbonne
(Paris); Professor, German and French in Staats Realschule· and- Gymnasium: .(Vienna) for six years: Fellow in Modern Languages, University of
Pittsburgh; member, Modern Language Association of :, A1nerica, -Modern
Hum·a nities Research Association; Professor of Modern Languages, · Rollins
College, since 1921.
WILLIAM SuooARDS FR.ANKLIN ·, .
Professor of.Physics
B.S., M.S., University of Kansas; D.Sc., Cornell .University; . Graduate study;
University of Berlin a nd Cornell University; .Morgan F.ellow . Harvard University; Professor .of Physics and Electrical Engineering, Iowa Stat~ College, Le•

Faculty

15

ot

high University; Professor of Physics, ~~ssacbusetts Iristit:ute ·
.Technology, -19l7-29.; Fellow American- Association :for ·the .Advaneement of _Science~
American -Physical Society, American Academy of Arts _· and· .Sciences_;· .mem- _
ber, Phi Beta -·Kappa·. Sigma Xi, Ta.u Beta Pi; · Autlior · ~Bill's ·· School · and
Mine" and ·manfl books -and articles · on Mathematics, . Physics ._;;i.nd ·_Electrical ·
Engineering; ·Professor of ·physics, Rollins College, since 1929 • .·
/

ROYAL w ·1LBUR FRANCE,

.

Professor of Economics and . Voe.a~m
.

A.B., . George Washington Univer~ity-; A.M., Hamilton· College; Albany .Law
School; admitted to -Bar ·-of New York State. and the United . States; practiced law in New . York as member of the following· firms:- ~napp & France
(1906-1908) ,:_ Duell~ Warfield ·& Duell {1908-1916), Konta, Kirchwey, .Franee
& Michael (1919-1921)., Barber ,& France •(1928-); Vice-President and Gen-·
eral Man~ger, Triangle ·Film C<>mpany · (1916-1917); ·1egal ·adviser, .Quartermaster General 9t the United States (1917-191!)) with rank of maj_or.; ·president, Salts Textile Company (1921-1927) .; special adyiser , on V,<;>eations,
Columbia University (1928); Special Lecturer on Business SJ.nd Vocations,
Rollins College · W-inter . School, 1928-1929; Professor of Economics and- Vo- '
cations, Rollins Gollege~- ~ince 1929.
· ·
·
·
· ·
FREDERICK RAYMOND · GEORGIA

Professor of Chemistry

B.Chem., Ph.D., Corn~ll University; Division Sanitary Insp~ctor of ·-W:ater,
. American Expeditionary · Forces; Fellow, American Public Health · ·Association; Instructor · in Sanitary Chemistry, ·Cornell Univ~rsity; ·m e~her, Sigma
Xi. American Chemical S~(ety, American Water Works Association, · American· Ass~iation · of :Universlty.· Professors; author of· articles-· in chemical
research; Professor
of Chemistry, Rollins· College,
since
1926.
.
.
.
.
}AMES 11ADISON GLASS,

Pro/esso.r of Secondary Education

A.B., A.M., Hamilto.n · College; first principal, . · Wasbingtj>n .Jµn-ioi' . -aigh
School, . Rochester-. N. Y.; director of Junior High_ -Sch09ls,. Pennsylvania
· State Department of Publie Instruction; Special Field Investigator ·(1923) for
Commonwea,lth ~nd; · lecturer on Junio·r -Senior_· High SchoQF Education·,
State .and National Education Associations; Professor · of Secondary Education, summer sessions, Columbia- University, ·University of Pittsburgh~ -.University of ' Cincinnati_, University of Pennsylvania, University . ·of ·California;
State · University of Iowa, 1928-,-; member~ National Society• for · the Study
of Education; . Professor of ·secondary E~ucation, Rollins College, since 1927.
.

'

Professor of Books and Direc"t.or of
·· the College Library
·

EDWIN OsGOOD GROVER,

.B.L.,. Dartmouth ·College; · Litt.D., Uiii-versity of Miami; Gi;aduate ·study
at Harvard University· and · in Europe; Assistant Editor~- Ginn·· & ··C9in:.
pany; _ Editor-in;.Chiet', Rand McNally & . -Company; Editor and: Vic~Pre&
ident. . Atkins<>n, · Meritzer & Grover; -- Pr-esident, . The Prang · Coinpany; .
now · Chairman · of -its Board of · Di.rectors; Lecturer, · Bread Loaf' . School
ot English, summer · session, Middlebury . College; · New .Ha~pshire ·; Uni-:
versity ·Summer Library School; .. member, . Bipliographical S()clety ·of .· Amer.:.
ica, ·!3ibliographical Society of England, Midland A11thors Society (Chfcago); ·
Private Press~ ~'The Angel Alley · Press" ; author, . '.'1'he Gift 'Qt li'rl,endship,"
"Dinna Forget," "Roa.dmakers"; ·editor, "Nature Lover's :Knapsack/' , "Animal Lover's. Knapsack," . "My Little Book of .Em.erson,•~ ."Mr. ·Litt,Ie Book
Stevenson''; Professor-· of BO()ks, Rollins College, ·. since 1926; also Director
of the _L ibrary, Rollins :college, .since 1928;
·

:of

=
ot

lIERMAN .F'ERMAIN: , HAR,RIS
Professor ·_ E.ngliih, _
A.-B., Ped;B., A~M., :- Univ.ersity of ' Missouri; Gra_duate Student~ Yale-· Univer. sity; Graduate Student, -University of Paris (1922-1924); Columbi;1 _U niversity (1925); Professor pf Gt,e~k,.and Eduea.tlon, Emporia Coll~o-e; .. Protessor -of
Greek; :·Kenyon College; Profess9r of English, Fairmount Colfege~- Professor
of E~gllsb, Rollins College, since 1924. .
·

.· .....
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LELAND HAMILTON JE:NKS
Professor of History
A.B.. Ottawa · University; A.M.. University ot Kansas; Ph.D.. Columbia
Uni.versity; ·Assistant Professor of History, Clark College; Associate Professor of History. · Amherst College; Professor, summer sessions, University of
Chicago, University ·of _Missouri, Cornell University; author, "The. •Migration
of British Capital to 1875:' "Our Cub~n Colony"; . member, American Historical Association, · American Academy. of Political and Social Scierice,
Foreign Policy . Association, Economic History Society of Great Britain. etc.;
.Executive Secretary, Institute of Statesmanship. 1928-: Professor of History, Rollins . College. since 1926.
·
RALPH

REED

Professor of Government and
Political Science

LouNSBURY,

A.B., Yale University; LL.B., Chicago College of Law; ·member, · law firm
of Lounsbury, Ely and Fain; admitted · to Bar of New York State, Illinois,
and the United ·. States; member American Society· of .International Law,
American Political Science Association, American Historical Assocjation,
Phi Delta Phi; writer on legal. political and economic- .subjects; lecturer
on the Constitution; Professor of Government and. Political Science, Rollins College, since 1930.

Professor of Comparative _Literature

EDWARD STOCKTON MEYER,

A.B., Western Reserve University; A.M., ·P h.D., Heidelberg University:
author, "Macchiavelli and the Elizabethan Drama, .. various articlE>.s on German literature in The Nation, The Critic, Modern Lan.guage Notes, etc.;
editor. of editions of Hebbel. Grillparzer, Fulda, Otto Ludwig, Baumbach.
etc.; Visiting Professor of German, Rollins College. · 1928.- 1929; Professor
of .Comparative Literature, _Rollins College. since 1930. ·
FRED LEWIS PAT'",fEE
Professor of. American Literature
A.B., A ..M., M.L., . Litt.D~, Dartmouth College; Litt.D., Lebanon_ Valley· College; Professor of American Literature and Head · of · the DepartlJlent of
English, The Pennsylvania State College (1894-1928); Author of "Mary Garvin," "House of the Blank Ring," (novels); "The Foundations of English Literature," HA History of Anierican Literature Since 1870," "The Development of the American Short Story," "Sidelights on . American Literature,"
"Tradition and Jazz" (essays) : edited the poems· of Philip Freneau; member, Phi Beta Kappa; Professor of American Literature, · Rollins College,
since 1928.
HARRY RAYMOND PIERCE
Professor of P~blic Speaking
Syracuse University; Northwestern University; Professor . of Public Speaking and debating, Ohio University; Director of School of · Oratory, Ohio
University; Professor of Public Speaking and Debating, Mount Union College; Coach and critic for- Coi_t Lyceum Bureau; President of Boston Lyceum School; Character Impersonator for the Affiliated Lyceum Bureaus
of the United States; Professor of Public Speaking, · Rollins College, since
1929.

*RoBERT JAMES SPRAGUE,

Professor of Sociology and Government

A.B., Boston University; A.M., Harvard Ui1iversit.y; Ph.D,.. Boston University; Professor of Economics and History, Kn.o x COllege · (1901-1-906) ; Professor of Economics and Sociology, University of Maine . (1906-1911); Head of
Division of Humanities and Professor of Economics · and · Sociology, Massachusetts Agricultural College (1911-1920): special lectµrer, Educational
Corps, . American Expeditionary Forces; Banking Research .Investigator, Carnegie Institution of Washington: Fellow, American · Association for Advancement ot Science; study and research in Europe; member, Phi Beta
·*Deceased, December 27, 1929.

..

_.

.. · · ..

.Faculty
Kappa, Phi Kappa Phi; D.ean, _R ollins College, 1~20-1926; AC?Dg __Presi~e~t,
Rollins College,. 1922-1924; Professor of Econom1cs and . Sociology-, Rollins ·
College, 1920-192-2, 1924-19·2 8; Professor of Sociology arid G9vem·m ent, _ Rol. lins -College, . since 1923_~
.
- JAMES BISHOP THOMAS,

Professor of Bible and Comparative _
Religion
. .
.

A.B., Ru~ers_ Unive.rsity; B.D., Epfscopal Theological ·School; Ph.O~, Hallo··
University (Germany); ·Professor of Systematic Theology, . University of The
South·; . author. ''Religion: · Its -Prophets and False Prophets''; Professor of
Bible · and ·C omparative Religion, RoJlins College, since 1926._·
JoHANNES CoRNELI~ THEODORUS UPHOF,

·

· · ogy- and Botany

··

Professor o(Biol-.
· .

B.S., ·cone·g e of Agriculture and Horticulture, · Frederiksoord; · M.S., Unlversity of Amsterdam;· Ph.D., Highland University; Graduate Study, University of :Berlin~ and other European universities; Royal_ Botanical . Gardens,
Kew; British Museum for Natural History, (London) ; Instructor in Botany,
Michigan Agricultural · College: Assis_tant Professor ·of Botany, Michigan Agricultural College; Assistant_. Professor of Botany, University of Arizon_a; · mrector of Experiment Station, Amsterdam, Holland; author of ])ie Pflanzengattungen, and of many scientific treatises published in America ~~d Europe;
member, American Association of University Professors, Botanical Society of
America and many European Societies; Professor of Biology aild' Botany,
Rollins College, since 1922.
WILLARD

Aus TIN

Pr.ofessor o_f Lzterature and
Journalism
·.

WATTLES, .

A.B .• A.M., University of Kansas; Instructor in English, . Leavenworth High
School; ~.e llow in English, Uni_versity of Kansas; . · Instructqr ip ·English,
Massachusetts · Agrieultural College .-and University of Kansas; . Graduate.
student, Princeton University; . Assistant Professor of .E nglish, Connecticut
Agricultural College and Oregon . Agricultural College; author of · "Lanterns
in Gethsemane," •'A Trail on Toby," °Compass for Sailors.'' and _other volumes_;. inember, Poetry Society · of .America, The ·P oets Club · (New York).,
New England Poetry Club, Portland (Oregon) Press Club, . National Editor~
ial Ass9Ciation,. MacDowell Association, Phi Beta Kappa; · Professor of Literature and . Journalism, Rollins College, . since 1927.
EnwARD FRANCIS vVEINBERG ·
· Professor of Mathematics
B.S., C.E., Manhattan College; Clason Military College; Captain fo, _, United
. States Army ~nd Instructor in Military Map Reading . and Sketching,; , mem.
ber, Mathematical Association of America, American Association of - University Professors; Professor of . Mathematics, Rollins College, since· 192-3.

Director of Physical- Education and Coac.h
·

JoHN WITH_ERSPOON McDowALL,

B.S .• North Carolina State College; Instructor in English and Coach, Ashe- · ·
ville High - School; Instructor in English and Athletic Director•. Rollins Col.
·
·
·
.
· · •
lege, since l.929.

Director of Phys~cal Education
for Women
. ·
.

MARJORIE JEFFERSON WEBER,

·

A.B .• Goucher College; M.A., Columbia University; Athletic Coach, Glds
Latin · School, Bryn · Mawr Preparatory School, Athletic · _L eague for Stateof . Maryland; . Instruetor ·in Physical Edu~tion, Uni_tersity of ·-Chi~go:
Physical . Director, . Lindenwood College, Marshall College; Instructor .and
Director, ~a:Itimore Playgrounds, . Bronx Girl ·Scout · Camp, ·Cbaµ_tauqua
School of ·_Physical Education; member, Physi~l ·Education aasoeia.t ion;
Examiner in Life Saving · for American Red ·cross; Director of Physical
Education for Women~ Rollins · College, since 1929.

-. : ·~
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Rollins College
Associate Professor of English and
Literature
·
·

LYDE -DRUMMOND HARRIS,

A.B., Litt.B., EJh~orth College; B.S.• Christian College; . A.M., University of
Missouri; Graduate work (two· years), University of ·Paris; .Student uno.er
Dr. Johannes Becker. Berlin University (one · year); Professor of English,

]ringfisher College; - Professor of · English,
ciety of Midland . Authors, . Poetry Society
Pen Women; Instructor in English and
1926; Associate Professor of Epglish and
1926.

Ellsworth CoJlege ;·· member. .So·o f F:lorida, Ameri~n League ot
Literature, · Rollins College, 192-t.·
Literatur-e. Rollins College, since
.

· Associate

BEATRICE MILLER

Prof eS:Sor of Physics

A.B., Bryn Mawr College; A.M., University of Pennsylvania; Graduate work,
University of Chicagq Su~er School, Columbia Univ~rsity Summer School;
Instructor, W,est Philadelphia High School, Overbrook High · Sc.h ool . (Philadelphia), Wanamaker Institute; member, . American Association .· of University Women. ~erfca:n Association for Advancement · of Science~ Botanical Society of America, Physics Club of Philadelphia; Associate -Professor
of Physics, Rollins College, since 1928.
SYLVESTER

HINCKLEY

BINGHAM,

Assistant · Professor of

English
A.B., Dartmouth College; A.M., Harvard
year and in Harvard Law School two·
School; Instructor in English, Rollins
fessor of, English\ Rollins College, since
JEANNE MANTEAU. BowMAN,

University; Studied in Europe one
years; Instructor in English, Taft
College, i 928-1,929; · Assistant Pro1929.

Assistant Professor of French

Ecole Normale of Blois, Frai:iee; Brevet · ~uperieur; Certificat d'Aptitudes
Pedagogiques; Oakland City College; Instructor in French, . Rollins College,
i926-1929; Assistant Professor of French, Rollins ·college, since 1.929.

Assistant Professor. of Psychology
and Philosophy

JOHN MAl,COLM FORBES,

B.S., Uarvard University; Union Theolpgical Seminary; A.M. (Educational
Psychology} Teachers · College, Columbia ·University; · Instructor in Psychology and Philosophy, Rollin.s College, 1928-l929; Assistant Professor of Psychology and Philosophy, Rollins College, . since 1929.
NEWELL ORMSBEE MASON, Assistant. Professor. of History
A.B., Brown University;· A.M., Harvard University; Instructor in- History,

Norwich Uriiversjty; member, American Uistorical Association; Assistant
Professor of •History, Rollins College, since 1929.
*EDMUND ARTHUR MooRE, .

AssisJant Professor of Historr

. ·A.B., . A.M., University of Minnesota; Research Fellow and Teaching . Assistant, Unive,.-sity of Minnesota;_ Teaching Assistant in European History,
University of Minnesota and University of . Chicago; member, .PM Beta Kap~
pa, American Historical Association; Instructor in History, .• Rollins College,
1927-1929; Assistant Professor of History, Rollins College, since 1929.
RUBY

W ARRE.N

NEWBY

A sjistt:1,nt Professor of Art

Student and Assistant Instructor, Studio of Mrs. -G. W. Smith (Kansas City,
Missouri) 1907-10; Graduate, Berkshire Summer Schm,>l ot Art (three summers).; Carnegie Corporation-American Institute of ·Architects . scholarship,
Harvard ·Untversity, summers of 1928 and 1929; Pupil of Katherine· E. Cherry,
Ruby Short McKim, Raymond P. Ensign, Ernest Watson,. Everett E. Warner,
Will Taylor, Joseph Cowell, Gustave Cimiotti, ~rl Bolander, Hayes Quinn,
Pease, Warter H. Siple; Exhibited, Hug-Sarachee Galleries · (Kansas City, Mi!r ·

*Absent on leave,

1929-19·30.

.· ·:' .. ~,. .

.
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souri), Tampa Art Instit_u te, Birmingham (Alabama) Library, University , of
Georgia, Orlando Art Asociation; 2nd Vice-President ~lorld_a· Fedei:ation .of
Arts; 'member, -American Federation · of: Art; American . Professi9naI: Arti~.
League; Founder, Orlando Art Associa tion; Director, Soµthern · States ~
League; Art Chairman, Allied Arts, Winter Park." since 1926.; • Instructor m
Art, Rollins-· College, 1924-1926; . Assistant Professor of A~• . ·R ollins
College, -since 1926.
. ~ .
.
_
·
DoROTH.E A THOMAS, Assistant Professor of _Dramatic Art.
A.B., Smilh College; Henry 'Jewett Dramatic -School _(Bos.t on); member:
Chronicle Players (.Cleveland), Little Theatre Repertory~ Professional Stage:
member, Phi B'eta; Instruclor in Dramatics, Rollins Co\}ege, 1925-1929 ; - As.
· sis.tant Professor of Dramatics. Rollins . Colle~e, since 19-29. ·.
GEORGE ETIENNE GANIERE
·Instructor - in Plastic Art
Studied with Van Den . Bergen, Wuertz, ·Mulligan, _ ·Taft and :Colore~;
School, Paris; : 1n·structor, Art Institute . of Chicago; Represented in Chicago
Historical Society, State of Illinois · Historical Society, ·:Omaha · Art · lnsti- ·
tute, · Milwaukee Art Institute:: exhibited Pennsylvania • _4cademy·. of· the
· Fine Arts, N'ew York National Sculpture Society, Chicago Art Instituf~;
Sculptor of Heroic Statues -of Anthony Wayne, -Lincoln alid others, and ·of
Ideal Works, as "Innocence", '"The Toilers'\. etc.; Instructor, ~ollins . Col- ·
lege, since 1929.
·
VIRGINIA . HUGHES
Instructor in Psychology and _Art
A.B., - Mills College; University of California summer school; A.M .. ·Colum.- .
bia University; Instructor in Psychology and Art, Rollins College1 since 1928-.
ANTONIA GoNZALEZ LAMB

· ·

/

nstructor in. Spanish

A.B., Indiana University; Graduate study, Indiana University; Teacher_· 'ot
Spanish, High School, . San BeQito and Brownsville., . Texas; Instructor
Spanish, Indian<;l University; ·Instructor in Spanish, Rollins College, since

in

- 1930.

.

·

.

.

·

..

: .

.

HARRISON JAEN LANEY, Instructor in Educational Practices .
A.B.~ · Birmingham-Southern College; . Graduate work, Peabody College.;
Extra-Curricula Director, · Kirby-Smith Junior High School_; . Supervising ·.
Pri~cipal, · Oviedo -High School, 192.6- ; Instructor in ·Educational Practices. Rollins College, since 1929.
ALFRED MASTEN MEYER
Instructor i_n ._E c-on·omics
A.B., A.M., Indiana University; High School Instructor · in Social ·Studies,
Indiana; Superintendent Public Schools, Indiana;_ Professor of . History,
summer · ·session Indiana • State Teachers College.; . Director Junior- High
Schools. Orlando; author of articles on Student ·Government and- ·Stu-dent
---Counseling; $UIIllller· staff., ·cornell University; Instructor· in · Economics,
Rollins · College, 1929-1930.
·

SoPiiIE - FRANCES

P~soNs

lnttryctor in : Art

Art Institute of Chicago; · Academy of Fine Arts; Albright Art GaUery (Buf-:- .
falo) ~ Ernest Batchelder School of Design (Pasadena, calif-ornia); PupiJ '. of
Frederic-k .F ursman and Walter Clute of the Saugatuck ·School "(-:~fic-higan) .;.
Art . Supervisor, Buena Vista, Colorado; Ins_tructor · in .- Government . Schools.
Manila, P. · I.; Normal Institute, Western· College, Iowa;_ -High Schools ' of · .
Asusa and Monrovia, Caijfo-mia_; or,an¢lo Memorial ·High Sebo.pl; exb:ipited • ...
Art Institute of Chicago, l3u1falo iociety 9f· Artists,. Albright Art Gallery, ·
Florida ·F.ederation of Art-t member, Buffalo • Society ot· Artists, American
Federation · of Art; Vice-President, Orlando Art Association; Instructor in ·
Art, Rollins Colle.ge, since '-1-928.
·
VIRGINIA ROBIE
Instructor in' Interior Decoration·
Student, Museum of -F ine Arts · (Boston); Art . Institute -- '{Chicago); .Studied ·
· Historic· Ornatment :witb· Louis :Millet and St. John Granville ' (London}'; . form·e r editor, _u The I:Iouse· ;Beautiful''; fonp.er department editor, · "Keith's
Magazine"; author, . "Historic Styles in Furniture/' "By-p~ths in :Coll~tlng/'

c .·•
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Rollins College

"Sketches of Manatee," "The Quest of the Quaint"; melilber, Chicago Woman's Club, Pen and Brush (New York), Orlando Art· Association, Allied
Arts, _Winter Park; Instructor in Interior Decoration, Rollins College, since
1928.

BERNICE CATHERINE · SHOR
lnstru,,ctor in Biology
B.S., M~S., Rollins College; Assistant in Biology, Rollins ·College, 1926-1927;
Instructor in Biology, Rollins College, since 1927.
SARAH MEREDITH ·- wENSELL, Instructor in Latin and Greek
B.A., Wel1es1ey College; A.M., Columbia University; Graduate work, Western
Reserve University and . University of California; Member, ·American. Association of University Women, Classical Association of -Mid.die West and
South, American Classical · League; Instructor in Latin and Greek, Rollins College, since 1929.

MAUDE CooKE CARLSON
Acting -Librarian
A.B., A.M., University of Michigan: Instructor in History and F,nglish,
Royal Oak High .School, Michigan; University of Michigan School of Library
Science: Assistant in University of Michigan Library; . Assistant Librarian,
Rollins College, 1927-1 Q28; Ac.ting Librarian, Rollins College, since 1928.
FLEETWOOD PEEPLES
Director of Aquatic Sports
Special Examiner, first aid and life saving, American National Red Cross:
Director of Aquatic -Sports, Rollins College, since 1922.
SAMUEL OscAR GRAHAM
As sistarit Coach ·
B.S., Virginia Polytechnic Institute: graduate work at Southern Y.M.C.A.
College; teacher and coach at Asheville High School; .Assistant Coach, Roi;.
lins College, ~ince 1929".
·

B. AuxFORD BURKS
College Physician
B.S., M.D., University of Alabama; Graduate · work, Johns Hopkins University and Lyons University, France; Captain United States Army, 1.9 161919; Surgeon ·:United States . Health Service, . 1919-1926; .College. Physician,
Rollins College, since 1927.
ADDITIONAL FACULTY IN WINTER SCHOOL

Visiting Carnegie Professor of
1 riternational Relations

SrR HERBERT BROWN AMES,

·

Kt._, LL.D.; Financi~l Director of the Secretariat of · the League of Nations, 1919-1926; Delegate of the Dominion of Ca~ada to the Seventh Assembly of the League of Nations; Lecturer to Canadian and American
Univers1ties and Colleges; member of examining Board . of Harvard University for higher degrees in Government, History and" Economics; chairman of the Amherst . College Alumni Committee on Political . Science;
Visiting Carnegie Professor of International Relations, Rollins College
Winter School, 1929-1930.
·
ALFRED

I

i·

ii

.

JACKSON

Assistant . Professor of Florida
History

HANNA,

A.B., Rollins College; · Instructor, Rollins College, · 1914-1917; Registrar,
Rollins College, . 19i7-1918: On leave of absence in the United Stat-es Naval
Reserve Forces, . 1918.,-19i9; Assistant Treasurer, . Rollins; 1919-1924; author,
educational and historical articles · and monograp~; di;rector, Florida
Historical Society; director, District Ill, Ameri~n Alumni Couµcil; _Councilor Florida State Historical Society; editor. Rollins .Alumni Record; associate. editor, · Kappa Alpha J oumal; Alumni Secretary, Rollins College, since
1925; Assistant Professor of Florida History, Rollins· College Winter
School, since 1928.
·

.. ... . . ., ...~: .
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CoRRA

MAY

Professor.of "Evil"

HARRIS

Litt.D., Oglethorpe University, University ·of Georgia; L.H.D., · Rollins
College; author of "A Circuit Rider's Wife," "My Book and· Heart,'' "As ··
a Woman Thinks,'' "Happy Pilgrimage,"· and ·o ther ·novels an,d short stories;
Professor of "Evil'', Rollins College Winter School, 1929-1930.
·
RoBERT _ HERR1c·K, ·

Conference Leader a.n d· Consultant in
FictiQn Writing

A.B .., Harvard CoJlege; Instructor in English, Massachuse.t ts · Institute
of Technology; _ In~tructor in Rhetoric, Assistant ·Professor, Associate Prof.e ssor and Professor of English, University of Chicago.; ·Author· of "Master
of the Inn," "Chimes," ••Memories of an American · Citizen" and other
writings; · Conference Leader and Consultant in Fiction Writing, Roillns College Winter School, 1929-1930.
·
. ·
LYNCHJ Conference Leader and_ Con. sultant on World Peace

HENRY

FREDERIC'K

A.B., B.D., Yale; Editor Christian Work and Evangelist, 1908-, Executive
and director, New . York Peace Society; . trustee, American-Scandinavian .
· Foundation; · Educational Secretary, World Alliance for - -International
Friend-ship; member, Church Peace .Union of America;' Officer Order · of
Kin_g . George I (Greece); :Order of the . Nol'therri·- Star · (SW:ed~n); ·a'Qthor
of "The_ Challenge"; ''The Christian in War Time", "One ·Great · Society", ·
and other books on religious and international subjects; Conference Leader
and Consultant on World Peace, Rollins College Winter School, 1929:.
19:J0 •

. PERCY

MAcKAYE,

Conference Leader and . Consultant in
Poetry and Drama

A.B., Harvard University; -Honorary .A.M., Dartmouth CQU¢ge_; _Honorary
Litt.D., Miami Uqiversity; Council-Member of Poetry Society- of 1\.merica;
member, National Institute of Arts and Letters, Dramatists.' Guild and Au- ·
thors' Guild of America, Phi Beta Kappa.; author, ''The· :Scarecr-ow._'·' ·"Caliban..'' "The Gobbler of God," "Epoch" and, about fifty volumes of poems,
plays, masques,_operas, essays, tales and biogra.phy; Co_n ference · Leader and
·consultant · in Poetry and Drama, Rollins College Winter School,:. since 1928•.
JoHN

MARTIN, Conference Leader and Consultant· on Inter. national Relations ·
·

D.S., · .University of London; on the Faculty of the.::.Ea;st. London_· Tech--· .
nical Institute-;- Exeputive Director of the· Leagae ·· for Political Education · .·
in New York City; member, Board of Education , of 'G reater .· New for~.;
Vice-President -o f the League of :Nations Association · of N~w Yotkf Lecturer; author -of articles on social and political .subjects; Conference Leader
and Consultant on International Relations, Rollins College · Winter _School,
1929-1930.

.
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(Scot;~;\ Conferenc.e Leader ··
and Consultant in the Art of Poetry Wr#ing
·

JESSIE BELLE RITTENHOUSE

Graduate, :Genesee ·Wesleyan Seminary; Litt.D., Rollins. College; ins~ctor
in English .and Latin, - Ackley Institute -; ' lecturer . on Modern. Poetry, ·.Cohnn- bia University;. _w ith New York Times Review and -The BoQkman;- for te~
years .secretary of- the -:Poetry ·So¢iety of America; organizer· and_president
of the Poetry Society of Florida: author, "The Door of Dreams," ~•The Lifted . ..
Cup," '"The Younger American Poets"; editor, · The Little Book of .American
Poets; Little Book of Modern Verse; Second Boo-k · of Modern. Verse; The
Third Book of .Modern Verse ,; The Little Book of Modern . British Verse;
Conference Leader and · Consultant in the Art of Poetry Writing~ · Rollins
College Winter School, since. 192-;:
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Conferenci ·Leader and Consultant in International Labor· P.roblerit,s .

WILLIAM ENGLISH WALLING,

of

B.S!',1 University
Chicago; niember, · Phi B~ta Kappa, Ameria1.n Academy
Folitieal and Social Sciences, . American Economic · Association, . American
Political Scjence Association, American Sociology Society; · founder, Intercollegiate Socialist Society, Women's Trade Union, Na.tiona..l · Association
for Advancement of Colored People; author of · '~he Socialism of TO"Day",
"Sovietism."' ''American · Labor and American Democracy" and other
books and papers .on social subjects; · Conference Leader and · Consultant
.in - International Labor Problems, Rollins College Winter School, 19291930.

FACULTY OF THE CONSERVATORY OF

l\1:usic

CLARENCE CARTER NrcE
DirectQr of the Conservatory
Preliminary training, Combs Conservatory of Music ·-and · ·university of
Pennsylvania·; studied- and coached with Emil . Gastel~. Adolph . Schmidt,
Arturo Papalardo and · Richard Hageman; for seven consecutrve. years,. director g.e neral. nationally known Main Line Music Festival (Bryn Mawr); ·
coach, Hav~rford · ·College · Glee Club; director, . N~rbertb .C horal Society,
Mendelssohn Club of Atlantic County, Grace Choral ·Society of Camden;
conductor. Main Line Festival Orchestra (composed of members of the
Philadelphia Symphony Orchestra); guest conductor, .· ~ .n Carlo :Grand
Opera Company; musical director, La Scala Grand Opera Company; teacher
of many promtn.e nt singers .now on the concert and opera stage; builder
of voices, concert ·and operatic coach, opera and symphony conductor; also
Director of Rollins College Conservatory of Music, since 1928.

Assistant to the Director
MARY LOUISE LEONARD
Pianist; Founder and Manager of .the Winter -.Park Symphony Orchestra;
Assistant to the Director of the Conservatory since 1927.
Violin
GRETCHEN Cox
Pupil of Max Bendix, former concert nieister of the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra; Teacher's Certificate Course at Chicago Musical College, · under
the instruction of . S. .Jacobsohn; .· pupil of Theodore Spiering and . Leon Sameti-ni; bead of violin department, Southwestern · College (Kansas) ; suc~essfw . concert artist in recital and as soloist . with orchestra; teacher of
violin, Rollins Col.lege· Conservatory of Music, since 1925~
·
·Piano
HELEN MooRE
B.M., University · of Illinois, gra.d uating with honors; studled two years with
Harold Bauer and .Wynne· Pyle; fellowship fQur years Jui_lliard · Graduate
School of Music; · schplarship . two summers American · Conservatory, . Fontainebleau, France, studying with Isador Philipp, . ( diploma, "mention
tres. blen"); teacher of piano, Rollins Colleg.e Conservatory of Music,
since 1928.
·
EMELIE SELLERS
Piano and A cc9mpanying
A.B., Wellesley College (major in Music); studied org.a n~with Henry Fry,
piano with Mrs. Carl Busch, Hendrie Ezermann, ·P hiladelphia Conservatory · of Music and George C. Boyle; teacher ot piano and . accompanying,
Rollins College Conservatory of Music, since 192~.
·

w

Public School Music
HELEN
ARNER :
Graduate Wyoming Se-m inary, Allen-Freeman Studfos of M'1sic, Northampton· School of Music Pedagogy, Eastman summer: school, ~liool of Music;
. ·studied violin · and conducting with ·Marcbot and Vanderbecken (Brussels) ;
teacher of public school music, Rollins College Conservatory 9f Music, since
1928.

.,

:
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lIARVE CLEMENS
•
Theory ,
Graduate in Music Degree, Nortliwestem Unive:rsity; violin · st(ldent of Au- ·
gust Herbei:t ~nd ._J:Iarold _E. Knapp; · studied counterpoin~~ --compositl~ri _and ·
orchestration w:ltb Carl Beecher, Peter Christian and ·A~e -Oldbei:g; -f~ulty
of Northwestern University School of . Mu-sic. •1923- and 1924.; ·.D ir.~ tor of :.
vfo:Un and theory at Illinois; College· Conserv~tory · of ·Musi~ 1925 .,~µd ·~ 192-6•;teacber of violin an~ theory,- Rollins College Conservatory·' of · ~usic, since
1927.

.

...

Cello
RUDOLPH FISCHER
B.A., University of Basle, studied with . Fritz Kaufmann ·in Basie (Switzerland) and Willy Treichler at the Conservatory of ·Basle; later with Hermann Beyer; - teacher of cello; Rollins College <;onservatory- of ·Music,.-· stnce
1928.

HERMAN FREDERICK SIEWERT
Organ
Fellow, Amerfcan Guild of Organists; graduate, Guilmant . Organ $chool of
New -York City; ·charter member, Theatre Organists (New · York City) ··; concert organist; · composer; teacher · of organ, Rollins College Conservatory.
of Music,_. since 1923.
·

Harp
HILA V. KNAPP
.•
. A.B., Graduate in · Music ·Degree, Northwestern · University~ majoring in
piano; pupil in piano of Josef Lhevinne, Berlin; pupil in harp of Enrico Tramonti; membe,r , Phi . ·Beta Kappa; teacher of harp, Rollins :college Conservatory of Music. since 1928.
·
JoHN T. CoLEMAN
.
Flute ·
First flute, 48th Highlanders . (four years); first flute, Royal Alexander
Theatre (Toronto); tea~ber of flute. Rollins College· Conservatory of Music,
since 1927.
·
·
FRANCES

V ALiETTE

Piano and Pra_ct_ice Supervisor

B.M., Rollins College; teacher of piano and practice supervisor, Rollins·
Col~ege Conservatory of Music, since 1928.

Piano

ELSIE SHEALEY
B.M., Judson, College; Pupil of Ernest Hutcheson; teacher of elen:ientary
piano, Rollins College. Conservatory of Music, since 1928.
ALICE ·CLEMENS
·
Piano
Northwestern University School of Music; Oberlin Conservatory; teacher of
intermediate piano, Rollins College Conservatory of Music, -since 1928."
THEODORE DOLLISON
Brass Instruments .
Soloist with many prominent bands; teacher of brass instruments, Rollins
. College Conservato.ry of Music, since 192-7 .
_
..
... ·
GEORGE MAYHARD
Percussion -Instruments
Soloist with · prcµninent bands and orchestras; teac,her of percussion instruments, Rollins College Conservatory of Music, since 1 ~28~ · ·
JACK QuELLo·
·
Soloist with many bands and orchestras;
College Conservatory of . Music. since 1928.

Clarinet
teacher of. cJ.a.rinet,. Rollins

LILLIAN ELDREDGE
Poice
Ph.B., Stetson; ·Diploma in Singing, Rollins College~ · Certificate in Public
School ?dusic, Chautauqua Summer School; Rollins College Co~servatory
of Music, since 1928.
CHRISTIAN L. EasEN
.
!
· Dancing
Graduate .American Normal School of Physi~al Training; pupil -of· . Ted
Shawn, Louis Cbalif, · Serova, Mansfield, Swett, Cecil Grant and Roderick .
~rand; teacher of dancing, Rollins College Conservatory of Music,_since 1.928.

•~
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Instructor in Italian

CARLO MoRozzo

Ph.D.• University ·of -Rome; . Artist Diploma, Conservatory of Rome~ · Tutor
of · Latin and Greek, concert pianist, composer -and -:music: critic; . "Macy
Grant" Fellowship, . awarded by the International_ Institute .· of Teachers

College~ Columbia · University, 1928-1929: lecturer on · literary . and phllosophic subJects, Casa ltaliana of Columbia University"; Instructor in Italian,
Rollins College, 1929-1930.
·
·
·

Co:1\11\UTTEES FOR THE FACULTY -

Appointments for Graduates-Mr. Hanna, Mr. Giass, Mr. Nice, Mrs.
Newby.
Athletics-Dean Anderson, Mr. Weinberg, Mr. McDowall, Mr. Ward.
Bulletin-Dr. Grover, Dean Anderson, Mr. Brown, .Mr. Hanna.
Campus B :e autification-Miss Grace Edwards, Mr . .Brown, Miss
Elinor Flood, Mr.
W. Cald,vell, Mr. E. A. Potter, .·Mr'. Uphof.
Chapel--Mrs. Harris, Mr. Forbes, Mr. Nice, Anita Cross, Richard
Harris.
·

H:

Curricul-um-Dr. Georgia, Dr. Jenks, Mr. Weinberg, Dr. Feuerstein,
Dr. Franklin, Mr. Nice, Mr. Wattles, Dean Anderson.
Debat-ing~Mr. Pierce, Mr. France, Dr. Carlson, Mr. Mason.
Foreign Fellowships-Dr. Feuerstein, Mrs. Bowman, Dr. · Uphof,
Dean Anderson.
Founders' Week and Commenc-emen-t-Dean Anderson, President
Holt, Mr. Brown,- Mr. Hanna, Miss Thomas, ,Mr. Nice, Mr. Weinberg, Miss Woods.
Graduate Study-Dean Anderson, Mr. Harris, Dr. Jenks, Dr.
Georgia, Dr. Feuerstein.
Honors and Prizes____:Mr. Harris, Miss Wensell, · Mrs. ·Newby, Mrs.
Parsons, Miss Robie.
Improvement of Instruction-Dr. Bailey, Dean Anderson; Dr. Campbell, Mr. Glass, Mrs. Harris, Dr. Jenks, Mr. Weinberg.
Lecture Course-Dr. Campbell, Mr. Bacheller, Mr~ Hanna, Mr. Siewert.
'
·
Library-Dr. Grover, Mrs. Carlson, Dr. Pattee, Dr. Jenks, Mrs.
Scollard.
Museum. Dr. Campbell, Mr. Peeples, Dr. Franklin, Miss Miller,
Dr. Uphof; Carl Dann, Jr.
Public Service-Miss Lewis, Mr. Bingham, Mr. Pierce, Miss Hughes,
Miss Thomas, Dr. Carlson.
·
·
Radio-Mr. Pierce, · Miss Shor, Mr. Nice, Mis$ Miller, Dr·. Franklin.
Religioua Activities-Mr. Forbes, Miss Hughes, Miss Weber, Dr.
Carlson.
·

.
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Rhodes · Scholarship-Dr. Thomas, President Holt, Dean Anderson,
· Mr. Bingham.
·
Scholarships and Loans- Dean Anderson, Dean Bingha~, · Mr.
Brown, Dr. Grover, _Mr. France.
Social--Dean Bingham, Miss l;lughes, Miss McKay, Mrs. Gage,
Mr . . Forbes, Mr. Mason, ·Dr. Cole.
· Student ActivUies- Dean Anderson, Dean · Bingham, Mr. . Peeples,
Miss Weber, Miss Thomas.
Student Em.p loyment- Mr. Brown, Mr. McDo~all, Miss W9ods,
Miss Treat.
Student-Faculty-Dean ·Anderson, Dean Bingham, Mr. FTance,
-Robert Stephens, -Damaris Wilson, L. M. Moseley, Jane Folsom.
Student Health- Dr. Georgia, Miss Weber, Mr. McDowall,. Mr.
Peeples, .Miss .Shor.
Student Publications- Mr. Wattles, Mr. Harris, Dr. Grover, Miss
Wensell, Mr. Brown.
Student Standing- Dean·· Anderson, Dean Bingham, Mrs. Cass,. Dr.
Feuerstein.
·
Undergraduate Eng~h- Mr. Bingham, Miss Thomas, Dr. Cole, Miss
Wensell.

.. -
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GRADUATE STUDENTS

.·

Atterbury, Marguerite________ _Gr.eat Neck, L. I.
A.B.. , Wellesley:. College; A.M., . Columbia University.
Bandy, Olie Sherman~--------------- ________ Scottsville, Ky.
A.B., Western Kentucky Teachers' College · .
Conkling, Mary Elizabeth _________________________ East Orange, N. J.
A.B ., Wellesley College
·
·
· Dominick, George F .____________________________ Greenwich, Conn.
A.B., Yale University; A.M., Yale University
Fischer, Rudolph Henri ____________________ Basle, Switzerland
B.S., University of Basle
_____________Winter Park
Grover, Hester __·_______ _
·A.B., Oberlin College
McKay, -Margaret Almeria ________________________________________Tampa
A.B., Rollins College ·
·
·
M9rozzo, Carlo____________________
_ _ Rome, Italy
. Ph.D.,_University of Rome
Waters, Lucille Page -------------------------------------------------0 rl ando Diploma in Piano, Rollins College ·
I

11k
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1930
Adolf -Iara Bertha ______
------------cChicago, UL
mstron , John Eldred ____________________________ New York City
Banks, Car~'--\A/arnock _ _ ________ _;_______ Philadelphia, Miss.
Bartlett, Doris May ·__________Winter_ Haven
Bekassy, Zoltan ________________
Budape&t, Hungary
Berger, Peter --------------------------------~-Hamburg, Germany
Blish, Eleanor Hollister -------;--------_Manchester, Conn.
Boney, Robe rt Currie ---~---------------:----------------Wauchula
Boyer, Mary Annette ______ _ _ _ .· ______________________ Stuart
CadmaQ; Janet Margery ___________________________________________ Orlando
Carr, Dorothy Derby _________________________Yellow _Springs, Ohio
Carr, Helen Greenwood ____________ __: ____ yellow Springs, Ohio
Cawood, Thelma Gay ·
· - Winchester, Ky.
Chapman, Margaret Shepard _______Newtonville, Mass.
Cobb, Harrison Sikes ________ --~-------Fort Myers
Cockrell, Cyril Ellsworth
. uphyrhills
· Cole, Ruth Hazelton _ _ _ _ _ _
______ St. Petersburg
CLASS OF
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Cross, Anita Emily _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Manc:hesJ:er, N. _H:- , - .
Cum, Gertrude Elizabeth
. Steubenville, Ohio .
Daly; Barbara Frances .
Wisconsin Rapid~i .Wis.
Davis, · Dorothy Fr-ances .
· Miaml
Delamater, Howard Poole
Clearwater
Dinzl, Gottfried Eberhard ___
--..-Vienna, Au.s tria
--~~-Wauchula
Fisher, John Welch
ForFMyers
Furen, Flora Lee ____
Glos, Bohuslav Ing.
Olomouc, Cze_choslovakia
Green, S~rah Ethel .
Winter Park
Hahn; Ethel Blanche
Miami-Hall, Clementine
Melbourne
Hall, Louise Estelle ______
· San Mateo
Harris, .R ichard Ow_en
________Mt. Pleasant, Mich.
Blakely, Ga.
Holland, ·Sterling Price · ______
Howes, Lou_ise :Bowen Orlando
__________ Bessem~r, Ala.
Huey, Satah King
Ihrig, Chester Alva
F_ort_ Myers ·
Jacoway,. Sara ·oai:win _:._____________.:__Chattanooga, Tenn.
James:, Robert Elgin
__ New. York _City
Jennings, Asa Will .
Winter Park..,
Jones, Joe Browning
Lewistown; . Ohio ·
_...: _____ $hilon
Kuhl, Emily Henrietta
McKay, .· Aurora
·-:-·---Tampa
McKean, Hu-gh Ferguson __ · ___________
Orlando
McMichae.I, ·Marjory
· Winde-rmere ·
Maxson, Verna -Blanche
. Tampa
Miller, Gerard Matthew
______ St. Cloud
·Minter, Dorothy Ann
Atlanta, Ga.
Mittendorf; Dorothy ·Solger
Chicago,- Ill.
Moody, Virginius Wilkins · ~---:· ·Fulford
Morrow,_ Hden Ada.ms
.
.
Daytona· -. Beach
Moseley, Lucious Memphis
· Wauchula
Pepper, Robert._
.. ·
ort .Myers
Pickard, ·George Livingston
0rlando
Pickard, Rowan Marquis
· Orlando,·
Piltz, Cecile Louise .
New- Yor_k : City
Pipkorn, Harriet . Louise
Sarasota .
Porter, Frances -Campbell
· Orlando
Quick; -_:R uby ·Newcomb
Richfield-· Springs, N. · :Y.
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Russell, Cloyde Harlan _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Sanford
Schanck, _Martha Janet _____
-Hightstown, .N. J.
Sprague, Robert Guernsey
· Winter Park
Stelle, Virginia Mary
· Chicago, Ill.
Stienhans, Charlotte Marie
· Orlando
Walter, Carol Margaret ___________Orlando
· . Winter · Park
Weston, Stella Hyde .:__
Williams, Isobel Gertrude ~------------:.Grosse ·Pointe, Mich.
Wilson; Damaris Otwell ______________________ _: ___ ~--,.----~-----Jacksonville
CLASS OF
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Allen, Dorothy Elizabeth -----------~-------------_:__Fort Myers
Arnold, Elva .
__·...;-~---~----'---~--Groveland
Barnett, Leroy ________.___________ -------~----------------Orlando
Beebee, Hugh Wilbur -----------------~Winter · Park
Book, Morris .Butler· .
------------------;-Columbus; . Ind.
Braun, Elsie May _________,_ ___,__Canastota, N~ Y.
~umby,' Pauline · ____
· Orlando
Cardwell, Grace .Margaret
· Winter Park
Clarke, Willia.m Edward _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Jacksonville
Cover, Sara Appel _____________Meyersdale, Pa~.
Dickinson, Sarah Poole
·· ____ Dunedin-. Eldridge, Anne Margaret ___
· ____ Evanston, IlL
Folsom, Jane _______ _:______________Tampa
.Ball, Ilerre ----~---------:.---------------~Orlando ·
Hall, Whiting ____ :___________
· Tampa
· Hartridge, Dorothy _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Orlando
Ii.ill, Georgianpa _______ _ _ _ _ _ ___,_Maitland
Hj!l, Kathryn Octavia ____
St. Louis, Mo.
Hinckley, William Wheeler
St. Joseph~
Iiodson, ·Orpha Bartlett _ _ _ _ _ _-,--_________J\11am
·Holland, . Lang Floyd __________Blakely, Ga.
Holt, George Chandler
. Winter Park
.Huffer, Ellen ___________________________________ Orlando
. Ilirig, Elizabeth . Morton _____________________Sarasota
James, Robert ·Henry _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Lockport, N .. Y.
Jenkins, Logan Hocker
. Kansas · City; Mo.
Mt. Vernon, 0.
_kwell, Ada Isabel __
Kendrick, Benjamin Burks ·------------:-'..G.reensboro, .N. C.
. Krause, Eleanor Irma ----,-----~--..,---Orlando
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l:zevitt,: Robert -Daniels -----=----~Bro.oklyn.,_N\ ·Y . ....
Lewter, Jewel May · ·_______________
..-: ·- Qr\~ndo· ._•
Litsey, Genevfove . Grace
-~--------~Chicago;.. Ill ·
----'"-----~----· Orlando .
LoBe~n, Mary · Margu·erite
Winter:- Park
Meer,. Abraham
. Mizener, Mathilda
. · N·o rth . . East,. -Pa.
Moore, William · Smith
_____ Clark.sburg, W. · Va.
Morton, Gladys Louise
__________
· ·· Sarasota.
Pattison,, Penelope _____
.Asheville, N . .C: . ·
Powers, Yula _ .
--~-Des ;Moines, Ia.
lffoctor, Robert --------'---_____ Charlotte, ·· N. .C. E..ashid, Alfred Joseph ____
Davenport, Ia.
a_eid; John William ·___
------~----Lakewood, 0.
· Rice, . Wilfred· Ernest -'"
._____________ .:~:. ___ J3radenton · .
]ijnger, John Dean
---~--Omaha, Neb ..·
Rogers; Marcia
____ Day~ona· ·- B~ach .
Ruff, _Hazel Virginia
_
Latrobe; .. Pa .. · .
R~shm.ore, Marjorie Julia _
__,__Hudson, -N..- Y.
&l:anlon, Ralph Vincent
_Lakewood, . 0.
Schnuck, David Patte.rson
________
· Sanford ·
____________________ Pinecastle·
54:hofield, ··Hampton Lee
Pineca.stle ·
Schefield, Lizzie Mae _____
~cor, Candace · ______
· __ .
__ Des Moines., .la,:.
Sp.rewsbury~ Nancy Dickinson __
~----Wiµter ·.Park .
Soule, Eda Claire· _____________ ·
---~--West Palm·-._ B'each. ·
$iephens, Robert Ward
·
------·- .-. -. f .ort 1v.rye~s · ·
Slillman, Ronald York
__ Daytor.ia . Beach
Thomas, Myra ·A~elia _
-· Winter Park··
'f:.facy, Harry Herbert
___..;.Waterb-u.r.y, -C9nn...
Trclill, .Janet Mary
Northville~ Miph . .
Walker, Frank Perry
.
St. Joseph, Mo.
·. \ijalter, William Howard
______________ ..Asheville, . N. c.·
J
Weaver, Ruth Bailey _._
________ --- ------ . __ Tampa ,,1 i; 1.j
~~1 d_er, V~Ergdinia Wd-WeUes _
. · ______ NoBrth Hk.0 1s~onN; V~. .· '\ ~ •111arns, ·_ war · , a1ter ·
____ roo 1yn, . :.1 ·•

.· t> .

·
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CLASS OF 1932 ·

~ 19'7'\lford, .Ricker St. John _______West Pa.Im Be·ach
Anderson, Marian · Gray -----:-----------Washington; Iowa
Armstrong, Elizabeth Mae
New ·: York -City
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-Armstrong, James Glover
· Bessemer, Ala.
Arnold, Frances Lee ____________Groveland
-Arnold, John Samuel ----~----------------- ---,-Groveland
~air, John Wi Ilia m .------------------------------------------:--Munhall, . Pa.
Bishop, Priscilla Ann _ _ _ _
_ _______Oshkosh, Wis.
~rett, Louise _________ _:____________ Coconut G·rove ·
Briggs, Edna Louise -----------~-------:---Lake Wales
~rokmeyer, Henry Heywood ---------------~----Kansas City, Mo.
-&,ickmaster, Richard Lester __________
.
Orlando
-Builta, Tho-m as Rhode ----------------------.....:-Pine_ Village, Ind.
-Bushnell, _R ichard>Crocker _______ ~-~Oyster Bay, N. Y.
Carmichael, Imogene _ _ _ _ _ _ _West P·a lm Beach
-€-arr, Archibald Fairly, Jr. _________ _:________________ ~ __Umatilla
Cavanaugh, Helen ____
· Orlando
..Q.erk, JohQ Gordon --------------.- ~-Salem, Mass.
~ochenour, · William Harold
, . · -~--Orlando
Cooke, Frederick Wiltj.er _ _ _ _ _ _ _Honolulu, T. H .
...Curry, William Kenneth
·
•___Orlando
.Dann, Carl Morris, Jr. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Orlando
¼)oggett, Ft:ink Aristides _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Jacksonville
Douglas, Vivian Fr.ances
Bronson, Mich.
Dwight, Eleanor ______ . _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Summit, N. J.
Emerson, Dorothy Esther
_ _ _Morgantown, W. Va.
Estes, Dorothy Edna _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Orlando
~isher·, · Danny Sturgis _________ ---:--Tampa
.14ench, Donald Edward __________Winter Park
.Gee, Harvey Franklin
-Wisconsin Rapids, Wis..
-Craham, William Wade
· · Hamilton, Va.
Hancock, Lois --.--'------------· _Brooksville
I-{eilman, Gwen Flocile .:.::.._______ ______ E_v anston, Ill.
Heine, Carolyn _____:___________________Talladega, Ala.
Hobbs, Barbara Doris ______
Los Angeles, Calif.
Hohnq uist~ Florence Dorothy ---~---- - ~ - ~-----Orlando
..1:iolt, Roger Clerc -------~-------West Point, N. Y.
Hope, Mildred Josephine _______
·
____ Newark, N. J.
.Horner, Eleanor -Julia _________________ _: ____ .;___ Kansas City, Mo.
Howard, Mary Anthony ______________Winter Park
· Hury, Elizabeth Bernard ----------------------------'-~-~--} acksonville
·· St. Cloud
Jefferys, Herma Juanita
.--Kew, Theodore _____ ._
_ __ ~---Chambersburg, Pa.
•
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·!

-IfimbaU, Edm.1Jnd. Harrison _ .
. Northeast -H a:rbor, .)4'.e.
Knicketbocker, Ethloweine Ketchum
. Winter·
Lane, Stella ·
. . Tatii-pa
Laney, Ma-riqn Gray . ___ · _ _ _ _ _
_____Winter ·P,ark ··
. LaVigne·, AI~ia Marie --~---------------------'Lqngwood .
LeRoy, Lucille Eleanor ----~----------'--------------Winter·.·.r~rk
Living$ton, Dorothy. Brooks ------------:---.,--Orlari,d.(l
Lyle, Betty Louise
· Richmond Hill; N~ .Y~.;
-M.cCallum, ·D avid ·Ramsey
. .
--:--·-.,-~--Tampa
· ~cKerche_r, Donald ______ Wisconsin Rapids:, · Wis.
Mathewson, Jane Washburn _____:_ ____ New ··York City _
.· Miller, -Etrel _______________________________________ J3iriningham, Ali.
..Minster, bewis . Rose
.
.
Buck .Hill: E:alls, -P.a.
Mitchell; Hollis Eliot Buckingham ___ ~____W ashingtori, :Con_n : :
. · Winter .Pa.rk
Mousse-let; Vivian Louise ·
-Mungey, ~Richard James -~-------_:_--~--"'---Kansas· City,_Mo.
ours.~~ ·Arthur Lesure ___________ Westboro; Mass.
O~
Oldham, Margaret Mae . _________________ Springfield;.. _
Orr, Dorothy Brown
·
______:_ ______ ~-~---Orlando
~drs; James --------------------------'_:_:_____ Umatilla· .
Porter, H;elen Semple
__________________., __ Clinton, ··_ Ky.··
Rathbone, Elizabeth Mable _______ · Palmer, ·M ass.. ·
.Jkid, .Walter Carleton _________.___Topeka, · Kas·.
Robins, Henry .Gordon __________ Rochester; .- N.- ' Y . .
Saunders, Laura Harriet ___________ Cincinnati, Q ..
Smith, Polly Frances Stuart
B'ethlehem, Pa.
Snyder, -Audrey Celeste .··
Roches.ter, N. ·Y.
Sprague, ·Miriam G~ernsey _ _ _.:,___ _ _ Winter . Park
..-!fimson,. Robert Duncan _______________Winter :P ark .
Tolson, Lucille -~------~ ______
'. Miami
•.-+owle., Lloyd Acker-"--------- ____Qshkosh,··Wis.
Turner, Lottie Mild-red _______________
. T~mpa
ald~s, Albert Charles
·,. . T~mpa . ·
Van •Dame, Harriet Olive _ _ _
__
·. Saraso.t a
·Wallis, Kenneth --~-------------___Armour, .S~.- D.
Weeks, Ella Mae
.
~-Brooksville
Wilkerson, :Marilouise . --'--------~---_Jackson.ville
.Wilkinson, Richard ___________________________________ Warr.en, 0~
Will~ams, Elizabe_th Holland ._ _ _ .------,.-Asheville, N_
..
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1933 ·

.Anger, Arthur Allen
·
.
Evanston, Ill. ·
'--A.ristakes, Yervant A'vedis ----------------------------~-BcJ.ghdad, Iraq
Ashley, Mina ______ ·
·
·
· · Orlando
Baker, . Florence Way _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ St. Louis,· Mo.
Ball, Vida McGriff ___________Jacksonville
l.\anks, William Webb Uriah ___________ Philadelphia, Miss.
--Barnhill, Miriam Fittz _
·
· ______________ Dania
Bell, Sara
·
Strong, Me.
Bookw·aiter, · Emily Gintner _______ Springfield, 0 .
. ...._.Boss, John Winfred _ _ _ _ _
· Birmingham, o:--·
· Bowers, Marjorie Jane -----------. __Hartford, Conn.
Brother~ Katherine
Birmingham, Ala.
~uerk, Martin Edward ______
· _____Orlando .
Butler, Joslyn .:. :. __ ~ ______.::-___________________________________ ~_Hartford, Conn.
--Wrrison, Henry George _________ Bolingbroke, Ga.
- Carter, Jeanne Durant _ _ _ _
_ _ _ · _Orlando
---Cashwell, Lula Rowland
.
Apopka
t,1ild; Wall~ce .Holmes _ _ ______Woodstock, Conn.
~ndon, Edward .Birdsall
_______ St. Petersburg
Crawford, GeE>rge Earle _____________ _:_.,~Fort MyersCri~hlow, Nellie . Catherine _ ___ _ _ _ _ _ Bradent~n
wook, Donald Hurlbut ____________Toledo, 0.
---CJuger, Edward James
-------Peeks.kill, N. Y.
Cummings, Margaret
Boston, Mass.
~urrie, Robert .E rskine ________.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Cutter, Beth Alfreda
· Fort Myers
Daw~on, Grac·e .Wherry ________.:__New York City ..
J;>e Berry, James Thomas
· West Pa~m B e ~
-:0em.ing, Olcott Hawthorne
D::inbury, Conn.
-Oermid, Charles William _ _ _ _ _ ____.Asheville, N. C.
Dickson, Margaret ________________ Centerville, 0.
Dienst, Dorothy ·_______________________.I:Jillside, N. J.
Dudley, Polly Esther _ _ _ _ _ _ _Newtotl.ville, ·Mass.
-....... :Qunlop, Donalq_ Roger _____ ________ _Asheville, N. C . .
· - - F arfas, Mary Adelaide - - - - - - - ---------~--~-~----~Orlando
Fell, Sylva Elizabeth ____
. ~-~-New York City
- ~sher, Donald Courtland ________Webster Groves, Mo.
~ oster, Jeanne. Beverly ·------------------~--------------~-:---~------Orlando
...Fullington, Jean Williams ______:_________ ~ __ New Port Rich~y
,;.
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Gardne-r, J-{owar~~--~---Cleveland Heigh.ts; 0.
"--Goss, Katharine · Helen .
- D11nedin
Gropp.enbacher, William-- ,
·· Cincfo.nati~-.. 0 .
. Guentnet, Josephine Eloise .
ake _:W orth
·Hahn, Lois . Stilson .
Miami ·
Hall, Harold Hale'
Orlandp .
Hallett, Dorothy Elizabeth
· Winter ·.P ark
~ Hara, Kathleen Charlotte
St. Catherine, Ont.,.·- Cahada.·
Harrell, ·Thalia
- •ive Oalt· ·
--Hildebrandt, Elsa May
-Winter Parr--'
Hollo, -Vencil Willianr-'.
· ·cleveland; -O.
· · orton, Philip Wrigh<":
· Peekskill, . N; Y. ·
·Syracuse, N. · Y.
Houk, Robert Van Aker_
Jackson, · Jean Ruth
._
Springfield, 0.
Joiner, Charles Jeffersoft' ·
- . . -_Cocoa
Jones, Elbert Gord~
Denver, Colo.
· Kamper, Henry . Irving'
Fairhope,. Al~.
Kinmonth, Lillian Hqrne
Dayto:na ·Beach
-Kinser, Mary Eva
ustis
Kirillin; · Val -Fortuna-t"
New York ·CityKnickerbocker, Helen Louise
Orlando
-Kor:ns, Mary Lee____
.
Qlean, :N. Y.
---Kyner; Boyd Francrsr"_______
.. Wilson, Kan . .
"-- Lang, Doris ·. ___ _____________
New Roch.elle,· .N~ -'Y.
Leach, Wi1mah Bernice
·
Orl~tndo
.. Topeka,_"I(as.
· L~rrigo, 'George _Anguw'
Libbey, Edwin Bissel
-.ake;wood; 0.
Libbey, Marguerite Thelma
L~kewood, · 0.
~lly, Leo J aseplr"":
Orlando
Lombard,' Norman'""____
Sound Beach,_Conne-·
"-Lon·g, Effie Estelle ______
· Brooksville
Lundell,-Dorothy Jane___ San Juan, Porto Rico .
-------r.ynch, Elizabeth Deming
·
Yon-kers, N,_. Y,.
Lyon, Elizabeth Beach ____
·B~atfyville, ·Ky ..
· McIntosh, Nan~y
·New York . City
Mackey, John Frede.riclf.Kansas Cjfy; Mo.
-....... Marchman~ Watt Pe-arsoll-""".
. -Rartow
Miller; Theresa Evelyn · _ Los Angel~s;·Calif.
Miller, Victor Edward--: ·
:. Clermont .
"-Mills, Charles Hewlings Clar~
Charfotte;: N. ,Q:-Mills; Heroert Hagerma~
·
Jenkintown; P~~ _·
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Moffat, Edith _________________________ Portland, Me.
"'-- M9on, Bucklin Renssalear'____.__,....___ ·Eau Claire; Wis . .
Morris, Donald .Edwar&----'_________ ~ ____________ Winter Park
'-Morris., Thomas Jefferson--:_~--- ·
__ •
Winter Park
Murphy, Lillian ----------------------------------- . . ·Orlando
Nichols, Dorothy Elizabeth -----------------------:-No·r walk, Conn.
Odell, Liona Virginia
·
Mt. Dora
.. Owen, Miriam . Irene _ _ _"'.""_____________
.
Ormond
---...._ Parsons, Frank Ripley--:: _________________ ,:_ __________Winchester, Mass.
Peacon, Oscar- _________ _________________
.
_________Miami
Peshmalyan, .G loria Anush ------------~---· --~~New York City ._
Phillips, Ruth Jean ---------------~-----------------------------Denver, Colo.
Plympton, Waldo Huntingtor ________________
· Winter Park
Quintin, · Marion Miller Baker -----------------------~Winter Park
Reece, Myra Elizabeth --------------~-----------· ______ Arcadia
Reinstein, Ma'rtiR' ________________________________________ New York City
Rogers, Burton Arthur ____________________________ .,________ Orlando
--Rogers, William .Alber- -------------------------------s-~~-----Dover, N ·. H.
Ro.we, Thomas Hugh'" -------------------------~.: __________ _;__7 ___- .----~0rlando
Seas, Helen - ~--~---------------------St~ Petersburg
--._ Shor, Floyd Wilbur" ______________________________________Orlando .
Shrewsbury, Robert'_____________________________ . ·
.Winter Park
Simpson, Clara ·Louis·e ----------------------------:-----.--New York City
. Smoak, Dorothy Louise --~-_:----------------~----------Oak Park, IlL
Somerville, . Alice Mary ~---------------------· -----~--~Orlando
--..._ Spelman; Katherine Lo1:1ise · ______________ Lake -George, N. ,y_
Stevenson, Robert Lom~ __________________ Qrlando
Stone, Janet ___________________________________ Framirighain. Mass.
Sugino, Ta'ka -:----~----- ------------:.._________Qs·aka, Japan
~ Todd, Arthur Stanley, J . __________
·
Greenwich, Conn.
· Toma, Yusuf-_______~ ___________________________________:. ________ ~_Baghdad, Iraq
. Transeau, Elizabeth Hastings ------~----------------;__ Columbus, 0.
"Van ·Buskirk,. Thelma Louise -------------------~-~----------~~-Orlando
, .AValke-r Florence Cnarlo.1:w __ ~-------------------"'----~-Jamaica, N . .Y.
· Provid~nce, R. L
. Wa po e~ Benjamin Monroe--____________ ·
Walton, Theodore Olena--_________ _; _________________ ~ ____ Brooklyn, N. Y.
- Weeden, _Louise ------------------------------------:---:. _____________Winter· Park
Weeden, Walter Scudder-____ ____________ ·
___Winter Park
West, Harriett~ Logan -----------------------"'-------------:-Jackson ville
~ -Williams, Deborah ____________________________________. . :___ Rockford, Ill.
'Vilson, Willie Pearl --------------~--------------~-~-~--"----Jacksonville
'. J' ;:
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---Windsor, :Laura .Eliz~beth _ - -·- - - -e--Lak~ Worth·__
- Winslow; William Henry --~-~----·- .-Winter-' =Patk
--Worl~y, Paul Lyde ______ A~heville~_N~ C~
__wright, Eleanor Ga~r _----~_____.____Clifton ·Springs, -N~ -Y~
.UNCLASSIFIED . STUDENTS

Dawson, M_iles _Bu~nett -----------~---------New York .City -:
Foley, Helen Erskine --~----: - Winter. Pa.rk ·
Manookian, Virjin. -~-~-------~----------------Beirut, Syria
Marshall, Harry Algernc;m _ _ _ _
·- -Orlando
Matsumoto, Yasuo _________
-Tokio, Jap~n
Squier,_ S_a rah Phyrne --------·-----Wale~,-·Mas.s.

-_

+
l ,.J <-

SPECIAL STUDENTs--ARTs AND S -..c IENCES . .

Race, Mary ------------------------------- _____- Winter ··Haven _
Urrechaga, Jose Luis ________________ _:_ _____________M -atanzas~ -Cub~ Urrechaga, Nemesio ____ _
Heringer, Ezechias Paulo

w INTER

'N

.

--

3

. I --·

y

.

Matariza~~ .: Cuba
Minos Guais, Brazil

SCHOOL STUDENTS

Algee, Mary Ella- .
_
Birmingham, Ala.
Allen, Katherine Knowlton- ·
Holland _Patent, _N. Y. _
Beverly,.. M-ass.
Baright, IreneCartwright, Margaret May_
Orlando
Dewing, · Mary Stooe ·
_______ Cambri~ge;_ _M"?ss.- .
Dodge, Charlotte Peabody- _______Honolulu, T. -H-.
Drake, Dorothy- ______________ Boston, Mass.
Fairbanks, Lucy Elizahettr~
Woodstock, Vt. Fulton, Christine- ----------------Waltham,_-Mass.
Genius, Jeannette Morse- _____________ Chicago,, _Ill.
Harris, Rutlf" _ _
------,----Winter- Park

Hubbard, Richard _____________
· -Oi-ta:ndo
Jacoway, -Ma11renr ___________ Chafranooga,_·';f,enn.
Johnson, Tho.mas Phillips ---'--------OrlandoLang, -Elizabeth Vincen-t~_ _ _ _ _ _Jersey . City, <N. J.
Lenters, -Howard Derks -------~-Chicago,- · Ill.

Ludlow,. Isabel Hartwetr ______________ ~vail_
ston,·_Ill.
Lye,
l -A.
_hce - Leona- ___________________ Smethport,
. :Pa..
MacK~ye, 'Chrisry-:_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ -~-Wind·s or; Vt.
Osterheld, fJetti e- • -New -. York :City
Phelps, M-arion Batchello
-·Nashua;· N~ H-.

.. ··-~
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Randall, Cqrinne Louisie- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Dayton, 0.
Randall, Virginia Belt' _________ Cincinnati, 0.
Rouse, ·Frances ·vreelanr_____
_New York City
Slaughter, · Madge Rayl _
-------Orlando
Slemons, Catheri~ _ _ _ _ _ . ~-~--------------------Orlando
Stanley, Letta Mar-----'-_.___________Winter Park
Stewart, · Elsie- ____
· Orlando
Turnbull, Evely _________________
· _____Winter Park
Wright, Hayden Lockwood --------------------~--St. Clair, Mich.
STUDENTS IN CONSERVATORY OF

11

Music

Anderson, Norman-:__________________________ :._____~ _______Winter Park ·
Barber, Virginia --------------------· Kissimmee
Barbor, Alvera ________________________Winter Park
Bills, John--______ _________________________________ Sanford ·
Bishop, Lucille ________ _______________________
. Orlando
Bolz, Lucille _ _ _ ______ _ _ _ _ _ _
Sanford
Bowles, Mrs. _Marian
.
Jacksonville
Brown, Neena C. _______________________Jacksonville
Bryan, Louise ______________________________________________________ .:._Jackson ville
___
___ _ _ _ Winter Park
Bryan, Willia
Call, Alfreda ____ _ ______________ Orlando
Cooley, Bill-____________
.Winter . Park
Corbett, Jean __·_____________________________ _ _ ____Orlando
Daniels, A. H:· Winter Park
Davenport, Russdr
___________Winter· Park
Dominick, Mrs. Geo. F ~ _________________ Greenwich, Conn.
- Orlando
Eldredge, Lillian
, .
Entenza, Mrs. J. P. ____________________________________ _:_ Jackson ville
Gaskin, Th el in a ______ :. ________ ----------------------------~-----------------Or1an do
Gleason, Carol _______________________________________.:._:-~--Orlando
Hansen, Mrs. E. R. ·________________________________________________ OrI.and o
Harrington, William--____________________________ · ·
Winter Park
Henning, Harriette ______________________________ :._~ ______________ Winter Park
Howell, · Ro~-------------------~------------:- _______________________ Sanford
Hughs ton, Dorothy Ad a ms ------------------,.--.: ____________________Or1and o
Jennings, Bertha ________________________________________ :~--~-Winter Park
Laing, Curti ------------------~-----------------------Winter Park
Liddell, . Mrs. Walter --------------------------------------1 acksonville
McKinnon, Mrs. Maye T. _____________ _Jacksonville
May, Christine _____________
- - - - - - -.--Jacksonville

Register of Students
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· Meyer, Dora - ______ __ ____________Tampa ·.
Middleton, Welch--'---_
. ·Hastings ·
Mitchell, ·D r. Hinckler------------~-~-----:_ ____
· --·- --. __Orlando
Murray, . Margaref
. Orlanµo ·
Myreck, Thoma _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Qrla~do
Nice, Clarence C., J .
· Orlando
Nice, . Helen ---·------·Orlando
Powell, Wendel ___
·. · Eustis ·
Sanderson, Colfa~-~ ---------------------Orlando
Shader, Meyer-~.
.
_________Orlando
Shealey, Elsie· · ________________
· ·Orlando
Slater, Vincent"~--- _________
.-Orlando·
Stevenson, Ruth _______ .
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ E-au ·, :Gallie
Sweeney, Mrs. William - - - - · - - - - - - - - Jacksonville
Taylor, Catherine _______________ Ea,u : Galli_e
Vallette, Frances___
_ _ _ _ _ Winter _P,ark
Willink, Margaret
.
Sanford
Yarbrough, Haz~l: Darlington ·
· Orlando
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GEOGRAPHICAL DISTRIBUTION·

:Exclusive of Extension Students
Alabama
7 Missouri·· _ _ _ _ _ _
California
2 Nebraska _ _ _ _ _
Colorado
2 New Hampshire ______
·Conne~ticut .
·11 New Jersey_·____
Florida __ --,-- _ _ _ _ 177 New York
Georgia .
4 North Carolina
Hawaii.an Islands ________ 2 Ohio ______
Illinois
11 Pennsylvania
Indiana __
__________ 2 Porto · Rico
Iowa _
__ 4 Rhode Island
Kansas
3 · South Dakota
Kentucky _
__ 4 Tennessee
M~ine
3 Vermont
Massachusetts
13 Virginia .
Michigan
5 West . Virginia .
Mississippi
2 Wisconsin

10
1
3
6
38
9
23 ·
10
I1

1
2
l·
·2
2
6

Foreign Countries
Austria _ _ _ _ _ _ 1 H.u ngary .
1
Iraq
______________
·
_
_
_
2
Brazil -- - - - - 1
Canada -------------------------- 1 Italy ____ .:._____________ · 1
Cuba ___________
2 Japan ------ 2
Czechoslovakia ___
1 Switzerland ____________________ 1
Germany
___
1 Syria
1

States represented _....:.. _____ 32 .Foreign couritrie~ _____ .:. ___ 12

YEAR 1929-1930
__ ·
· Registration by Classes
" •
~(.,
Lf O .
.
. .. .
d S
Sen~ors _______th_Ci-;-~f!------ 66 Graquate __ students
. 9
Jum ors ______T ___f .J_______ 64 Sp~_cial stu~~nts · ~-: __ j__ 4
Sophomores l v i.., l? ___ 82 Winter School students __ ·30
.. stu·aents _ _ _ 48 .
F res h men · __~ ¥'" · &' . _______ 125 . M us1c
"fi
d·
,
:
~
·
6
.
Unc1ass1 e ---~-..,..----T-----,.,...
.
GENERAL SUMMARY FOR

1

.

Total undergraduate
enrollmentf ~-:J.--d~~--t--343
.

;

Total enrollment ____434

DEGREES CO-N FERRED ·
JUNE

5, . 1929

Doctor of .Humanities

Harry Jewett Jeschke

Rosalie Slaughter·Morton
Master of Arts

Rannie Belle Baker

.-

· Maxwell William McRoberts
Elio Gianttirco
Bachelor of Arts

-Frank Sterry Abbott
Anne . Elizabeth Lupton
James, Elwood B.artlett, Jr. Luella Vi vi~n Lyle
Nancy Knox B·rown
Howard_Aubrey -McDonald
.Dorothy Primrose -McMakin
Robert Amos Burhans
· Adolf -M ertl
Philip Harry Cummings
William Murrah Davis; Jr. Virginia Irene Mitchell
William Bacon Evans
Mabel Wood Mmisselet
·Anna
Bowyer·_ Race
Mary Virginia Fisher
Elizabeth Rhedey kisredei
Russell Lewis Fuller
Elroy .Ray Goodell .
Ernst Arnold Upmeyer, Jr.
Mary Elizabeth Veasey
Evelyn Hughey Green
. Ling ·Nyi Vee--... _·.
Richard Hayward ·
Lois Bartlett Walker
Harrie Abi ja.h James, Jr.
Phyllis Harlen~- Walter
Wilbur Ferguson Jenning
Ruth Emma Ward .
Leon Johnson Laner- f~
Albert John Wam·e·r
Lucille Borden Langston
Virginia ·cherry Lawrence
Donald Powers White
Ernest Zoller
Rodman John Leh~a~
Bachelor of Science

i
f .

Katherine·- I verne Galloway Ione Frances Pope
Ross Edward Robertson·
Mary Ellen-Hall
Sidney
Brewster · stoneburn•
Hollis Carlyle Ingram
*De_gree withheld until certain deficiencies a~ removed . .
Bachelor of. Music" -.

Mabel -Alv~r~ Barbor
Arina Margaret James
Hazel Darlington -Yarbrough
39
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FEBRUARY

24, . 1930

Doctor of Laws
Harriet Burton Laidlaw
William Lyon Phelps
Frank Lyon Polk
Doctor of Divinity
J. Delman Kuykendall .
. Doctor of Science
Thomas Alva Edison
Frederick Lewis Lewton
Doctor of Humani_ties
Burris Atkins Jenkins ·

1:

t:
I

I..

i.

in
1.

t! ..
l:

AWARD OF H ·O NORS
JUNE

,_·· ·
. ·-.,

5, 1929

Magna Cum Laude .
Ross Edward Robertson
Cum Laude
Ruth Emma Ward
Rodman John Lehman
PRIZES AND AWARDS

Algernon Sidney Sullivan Medallion
Ma~y Virginia Fisher
Rodman John Lehman
Sprague Oratorical Contest
Cecile Louise Piltz, First
David Ramsey McCallum, Second
Ernest Zoller, Third
Flossie Hill Short Story Prize
Phyrne Squier
Howard Fox Literature Prize .
John Cummins
Gamma Phi Beta Economics Prize
Anne Elizabeth Lupton
Norris Athletic Trophy
Elroy Ray Goodell
Allied Arts Society Prizes Wo.n by Students of
Rollins College
Ponce· -de Leon Poetry Prize, Madise Johnston. _.
Best Poem of the Year, Donald Brenham McKay, Jr., 1928.
Quill Drivers' Short Story Contest, Mary Lee Korns, P'.i rst;
Phyrne· · Squi_er, Second;· Stella . Weston, honorable
mention.
Prize for Best Color Work, Roger Clerc ~olt, First; Hugh .
Ferguson McKean, Sec(?nd . .
Prize for Best Monotone, Penelope Pattison.
FEBRUARY ·24, 1930 "

Algernon Sidney Sullivan Medallion
Judge · Leonard J. Hackney
41
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GENERAL INFORMATION
HISTORY AND ORGANIZATION
OLLINS · College

is · the oldest institution of higher
foar~ing in Florida. It shares,- with .Harvard, . Yale,
Amherst, Williams, Dartmouth, .Oberlin;, and others,
. a Congregatio_nal inheritance, but, like these institutions, it is
now, though deeply Christian in character, cdrripletely undenomina ti onal.
Rollins was .incorporated under the Florida ·statutes, April
28, 1885., ''to provide for its students the best educational
facilities possible, and throw about them those Christian
influences which will be adapted to restraiff them from evil .
and prepare them · for a virtuous; happy and useful life."
. Among those _who, as ·e arly as l883, conceived the idea
of establishing a college in Florida was Miss Lucy A.
Cross; a pioneer in the educational field of ·.Florida. Through
her pastor; the . Reverend · C. M. Bingham . of Daytona
Beach, she appealed to the Florida Congregational Associa. tion, at its first meeting, held in ·Winter , Park iri 1884, as
follows: . "My desire is to found ~a college thorough and
complete in its. courses of study and illustrate. by practice
the doctrine of 'The Education of the South at the South'."
A report · made by the American Home Missionary Soci.;.
ety of this first meetir1:g of the thi.rteen • Congregational
churches of Florida states that they "unanimously· resolved
on the day -of prayer for colleges, after .earnest discussion,
. with prayer and praise, to plant a Christian schoo1 .for the
higher education of the youth of Florida. The ,need of such
an institution was felt to be impe.r~tive . . The public school
system of the state was inadequate. · The commercial development · of Florida, the building of ·.many new . railroads, ·
and the consequent emigration of families from · the East ·
and West, strengthened the demand for -.improved · means
of. education, ·.and made the brethren .of our churches a unit
in their purpose to provide them. This proposition, when
made ·public_, received the instant and urianinious approval
of the best public sentiment of the State."
Several Florida communities extended invitations for the
C<:>llege to -locate with them. · Mt. Dora offered ten acres

R
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General Information

overlooking Lake · Dora, valued- ~t ·$10;000, and a fund _,of .
$25,00o.· Orange City and· Daytona Beach also offer~ed at. tractive inducements. .Mr. Frederick w. Lym.a.n ·:·W?S 'p~obably the first_to suggest the location of the College_. .Win~
ter Park~ -their a small village only five years old. ·This· plan
was strongly championecl by Dr: -E . P.. f!Qoker, · who
"p.reached an eloquent sermon -in the town hall, January
15, 1884" pointing out the ne,e d for such· an .insiit~.tion .
. Funds totalling $114,000 were offered by _ friends of educa~
tion in Winter Park and thus the College was brought to
the shores of Lake Virginia.
The College opened November 4, 1885, with -66 students .
. "Pinehurst" wa_s· built in 1885, "Lakeside" followed · in: 1886, ·
arid the. first Knowles Hall; the gift _of F; •·B. ,Knowles, .~as
also constructe-d under the superiilte_ndence of ·George A. ·
Rollins in 1886. "Cloverleaf" was· added. in 1889 ~- _A .gyninasi um was later given by Frede.rick W~ Lyman, first -presi~
dent of the Board of Trustees, .who has _given: the .following
description of the first equipment: "The La,rabee :House
·facing the ·boulevard to the west of the South Florida ·Railway Station was rented for a boys' dormitory. A _little cottage on Os.ceola Avenue was taken for a girls' dormitory.
The unfinished loft over a store. on. Park Avenue was used
for what are often spoken of as 'the classic halls_of._learning'-in other words, the administration and recitation.bui_ld-·
ing and chapel. The library ·consisted of the Bible and -a
dicti.ona-ry, and the physical and chemical apparatus indud~
ed a ruler and thermometer, but, so far as known,· e:x;cluded
everything else."
.
.·
.
.·.
Dr~.- E ..·P. Hooker, the first president, in
early statement, gives the following information: "Rollins College is ·
broadly non~sectarian. In the Board of twen_cy-one trustees· seve:r.al <;lenominations are represented; and · the ·- only
religious .qualification for membership on the .boa.rd .- and-· the
faculty is m;embership· ·in some evangelical ·church. ·The
College .take:s its name from Mr. Alonzo W. ·Rollins -of .Chicago~. who has headed·· the endowment with the -princely s.u m
of $50,000. The College is located at Winter :eark, Orange .
County, one of tjie most beautiful and healthfµl_. pla:~es in .
the State. · The pine trees impart a balsami~ ·quality to ~he_
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air while the clear _spring lakes increase ·_ the charm of the
landscape, and afford excellent opportunities for bathing
and boating."
·
_- ·
Among outstanding members of the ,faculty who joined ·
at great personal .sacrifice this pioneer educational move- ment ·and whose · contribution to the life of Rollins in personality, character and scholarship has been lasting_ were
Dr. Nathan Barrows, Professor L. A. Austiq, Professor J.
H. Ford, later acting president, Professor Annie W. Morton,
Professor Caroline Hills Abbott, Professor-Eva J. Root and
Dr. Thomas R. Baker.
Despite the generosity of many friends: of education in
that most worthy of investments-the education of young
people-at Rollins, there came, following the illness and
retirement of President Hooker in 1892, a. .long period of
depression and distress, which was greatly intensified later
by the "Great Freeze." For one year Dr ..· Charles G. Fairchild guided, as president, the .destinies of Rollins. · In 1895
the trustees succeeded in electing to the .presidency, the Reverend ·George -Morgan Ward, a graduate of Dartmouth, of f
Boston Universi~y Law School and of Andover Theological - 1
Seminary, who was the first general secretary of the Chrisl
tian Endeavor Society.
·
By the investment of his own personal fortune ·and with · j
the aid of a large · number of gifts from friends, President
Ward was able to keep the doors of · the College _open and
give college training to many deserving students·--who are to- ·
day · returning, many fold, the help they received during
this -trying period.· Mrs. A. W. Rollins, widow of the founder, who share-cl with . her late husband his desire to project
into the centuries to come high ideals of educational service, made herself responsible for an important part -o f Pres·
ident Ward's program.
Associated with President Ward on the. faculty were th~ee
educators of national reputation whose long period of service to the college has indelibly impressed th~ir names in
the history of Rollins·. They were Dr: E. C. Hills, the eminent Spanish-American scholar, who ·was Dean and Profe-ssor of Modern Languages; Professor Su.san Longwell,
fqrmerly professor of English at Smith;_ and Professor
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Frances E.-L~rd, who previouslY: taught Latin at Vas.s ar· .and
at Wellesley. . .
··
·
The reputation of Rollin_s for -high _character· training,
thorough .. scholars4ip and ·a ttractive climatic advantage.s;soon spread and in corise_quence . students .came ··from fair and
neat. Vice-President Oliver C. Morse played an important
part in th~ administration of the College at this ·time.
In 1902 President Ward was called tc) the presidenc"y of
Wells College and was succeeded ·by Reverend William ·F remont Blackman, Ph.D.., LL:D., a man who had already
gained distinction in · the North as a pastor, author, scholar,
and executive of ability.
·
One _of the principal undertakings of President Black- .
man was to seek an ·income-producing endowment to eliminate recurring deficits. · During his administration thi_s fund
reached a total of $240,000 and the following buildings were
erected: the . Studio ·in 1906; Chase Hall, a donnitorjr · for
men, the .gift_of Lorin_g A. Chase, in 1908; Carnegie ·Hall, the
gift of · Andrew Carnegie, in 1908; Knowles- Hall, the·;l~rg'."'
est building on the campus replacing the first Knowles Hall,
destroyed by fire, in 1910; the power house in 1911.
· President Blackman added greatly to the prestige of Rollins, enlarged the curriculum, and succeeded in ·securing· for
· · the College the endorsement ·of The Carnegie · F oundati_on
in the retirement of professors. After a meritorious · service
of thirteen years President Blackman retired in -191.5.
. Willic1m R. O'Neal, LL.D., treasurer of R.ollins. for ·thirty-one years and a trustee since 1888, assisted by Dean Arthur D. Enyart, conducted the admin_istrative policy -·o f-)lollins for" a year with that self-sacrificing devotion _a nd extraordinary ability that have marked his long ·connection with
the educational life of .Florida. .No one has done more for
the financial su.ccess of the College than he.
A group of trustees including . Treasurer O'Neal, William
C. Comstock, one of the founders and a· generous . donor,
Charles H .. Morse and Mrs. Charles L .. Smith,- who ·as. fac~
· ulty. member and trustee was a ·1arge contributor to RoHins,
both in service and in gifts, induced Dr. George Morgan·
Ward to return to the acting presidency ·in · 1916 ~o place-_.
the College on a more stable financial basis. Dr. Ward
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served, without salary, until 1923, with the ·exception of two_
yea.rs, during which period Dr. Calvin H. ·French was President. -Upon his return to Rollins Dr. \Vard headed a movement for endowment which added $'500;000-. to · the income
producing_ funds. Mr. Morse contribute.cl · more than $100,000 .of this amount and George A. Rollins, . brother of the
founder, whose intelligent arid unselfish service in superin""."
tending the erection of the early buildings had constituted
him a heavy donor, continued the tn1ditidn and the generous
benefactions -of the Rollins family by _a gift of.$168,750. ·
Upon his second retirement, Dr. Ward was elected President Emeritus and -remained a member· of . the Board of
Trustees.
For two years Dr. Robert J. Spragµe, who had been Professor of Sociology and Economics since 1920, .se.rved as acting president and. was succeeded in l 924'-25 · by President
·
·
William C. \Veir.
In 1925 Hamilton .Holt, ~itt.D., L.H.D., LL.D., accepted
the pre$idency. At his suggestion the trustees voted that
Rollins would never aspire to grow beyond 700 students.
Under this policy President Holt began a series of edu_cational improvements which have a_!:tracted the ·a ttention ·of the
educational world and which have. already beco·me a contributing factor in the progress of higher · education in
America.
President Holt has so enlarged the faculty that there is
a ratio of less than ten students to a professor, and a teaching faculty which, because of its character; scholarship and
. creative achievements, ranks with the best .in the country. _
With the enlargement of the library . artd ··an adequat~
crease in equipment, ·aided by the - Carnegie Foundation,
Rollins was admitted in 1927 to membership in the ·.Association of Colleges and Secondary . Schools . in the Southern
States and the American Council of Ed4cation.
Duririg President Holt's administratio.n· more than $1,500,000 for buildings, current expenses, endowments, scholarships, etc., and in lands for general ·purpose_s, have been
raised, $357,7_88.74 of which was pledged · by former students and residents of Orange County.
Some of the outstanding benefactions received include a

General Information

. gift of $500,000 to our Endowment Fund_from a friend who
prefers ·his name withheld from · publjcation, ·as well- .as· -a
gift,_of $125;000 from a_n other friend under the same condition. _· Other . large.· gifts include- a contribution -o( ·$100;000
from M:rs .. Homer ·Gage .and -Mrs. George E. ·warren, the
daughters of F. B. Knowles, who was one of the outstanding benefactors of Rolli_ns during his 1ifetim½. The·- late·
Edward Warren Rollins, LL.D., made possi_hle. tlr~ first un_it .
of our new campus by a contrib1,1tion of· $35,000 iri_l 929,
which is a clear indication of the loyal s:u,pport· ~ollins College has continued to receive from the family for .which· the
College was named.
·
.
Among ·the ·most recent contributions are . two girl~.' -dor.-.
mitories, . one given by Mr. ·cornelius A. Pugs,ey, the other
by an anonymous donor, and $3.5,.000 contributed toward the
Endowment Fund by -Mrs. George -E. Warren~ :
President Holt ·is now engaged in a movement to: raise
$2,500,000 .additional endowment. Although active work in ·
this direction - has been under way but a· short time. ove·r
one-third of this amount has been raised.
Bequest to R-ollins College
"To place your name, by .gift or bequest, in the k~eping
of an active college, is to be sure that money _- and the -project ·
_with which ·it is associated will contiriue down through the
centuries. which are to come, to -quicken the·miii.ds and :hearts
of youth · and thus ma_ke _a perpetual contribution to . the
wealth · of humanlty."
.
·
~ For the information of friends of education who may wish
to have a · part in the greatest of all investments, the educa..:
tion of worthy boys .and girls, the following ·forms are sug-··
gested .for those .who may desire to m·ake provision in their
wills for Rollins College:
BEQUEST OF PERSON AL PROPERTY

I give. devise -a nd bequeath to Rollins Colle·g e, located at Winter · Park,
Orange County, . Florida, ·the sum of$
· (or, if be~t. i8
of perscnuu -property other _titan monev, 8ubstitute description- of property in
place of "the sum. of $ ·
").
J)f;v!'SE OF

REAL - PlloPERTY

I give, devise and bequeath to Rollins College, located .at Winter. ·P ark ..
Orange County, Florida (here insert dea'cription of f)roperty deyised}.
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RESIDUARY CLAUSE

I give, devise and bequeath · to Rollins College, located at :Winter Park.
Orange County, Florida, all the rest, residue arid remainder of my property
-and estate .. real and personal, and wheresoever situate.
CoDICIL TO WILL

Having heretofore made my Last Will and restament, · dated (here in8ert date) and being of sound mind and memory, I ·hereby make, publish,
and declare the following codicil thereto:
·
(Here insert ·any ·change, it is desired to make in .the will.)

Except as bereinbef ore changed I hereby ratify and confirm . my said
Last Will a-nd Testament.

Should it be desired to name some: ·specific purpose for
which the Trustees are directed to use the· bequest, such
purpose should be indicated.
LOCATION AND ENVIRONMENT

The City of Winter Park, the seat of ·Rollins ·College,
is located on the main line of the Atlantic Coast Line Railway,, one hundred and forty-two miles south of Jacksonville,
and one hundred and five miles northeast of Tampa. It
is within four miles ·of the growing city of Orlando (35,000)
with which it is connected by excellent roads. Busses operate between the two cities.
·
Winter Park has an enviable Teputation . as one of the
most beautiful, . healthful · and progressive communities in
the State. It is situated in the high pine region of Central
Florida, amidst the orang_e .groves, lakes and sub-tropical
forests·. The .city rambles around, the s.hores of some. of the
most beautiful lakes in the State; virtually every street
either terminate·s in a . lake . or encircles · one. There are
eighteen lakes wholly within the city limits, all of which are
bordered by luxuriant sub-tropical vegetation.
·
The mild, dry winter climate and rare frosts make pos.sible an all-year-round outdoor life with continuous exercise
in land and water sports that insures v1gorou.s health.
Stormy or cloudy weather is of rare occurrence. and always
of short duration. The almost unbroken continuity of days
of .sunshine makes · colds and other health-depleting · epidemic diseases almost a negligible quantity.
Young people here mature sound, vigorous bodies and lay
the foundation for strong constit1.1:ti:ons and good health essential for physical well-being and ·success in later life .
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. . · Literary and Other Advantages
. .. .
.
· The _civic, .social and literary .environment of Wi_n ter,- Park
is in· keeping .with its· uniqu:e physical advantages and s<;emc .
location. Probably few towns of its size in : the _,.l1nited
States _offer : so ·many -"literary and ·artistic . ad.vantages·· as.
Winter Park. The following ·are a few of its . active ofg~nizations: .
·
1. The Woman's Club occupying its own be~utiful buildmg.
· 2. . The Allied Arts Society of which Irving _Bacheller ·is
President.
3. T~e Poetry Society .of Florida of which Jessie B. ·Rittenhouse is President.
·
4. ·Tuesday Evening Free Lecture Course.
5. The Fortnightly Literary Club.
6. The ·Rhymers Guild.
7. · The-Little Theatre Workshop of the College.
8. · Th~ Winter Park Symphony Society, · {42 ._ pieces, 5
. Concerts~) .
.
·
·
Most of these organizations hold open meetings from time .
to time and offer prizes for c_reative work which are_open to-·
the undergraduates . . In . addition to these activities, . the
Rollins Conservatory of Music pres~ch season ·a number of concerts and musical eve.nts of a high order. . .
The . town is noted for· its dean, brick-paved; oak-shaded
streets, . its large estates, attractive residences, .. well-:kept
grounds and p·ublic parks. Within two :miles there ·are· two
well-kept golf courses. Thre.e large winter hotels occupy
scenic locations on the shores of two of the_lakes .:which preserve ·their wild and wonderful-semi-tropical vegetation . .
Winter Park ·has the finest of pure water, a sanitary sewer
system and the whole region ·is entirely free from malari~_.·
. Many noted authors, artists and eminent men ari.d .women
from all over America have their winter homes here and· tlie
winter season is ·crowded with lec,tures., recitals, c;oncerts, de~ .·
bates and ·_ other ·interesting entertainments · of the highest
quality.
Tuesday .Ev.ening Lecture- Course -.
·
Among th~ -cultural opportunities offored Rollins students
and _the citizens of Winter Park is a free course of Tuesday
evening lectures throughout the season. . ·._ . . .
··. ·
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Amc;mg the speakers . and entertainers -of the season of
1929-30 \yere Pro~essor Harry R. Pierce; M. Andre Siegfried; . Profe.ssor Robert J. Sprague; Mrs. A. ·Starr Best;
. Dr. Frederick H. Lynch; Miss -Helen .Moore; Mr~ William
English Walling; · Mr. John Martin; Mr. Robert Herrick;
Mr. Irving . Bachellor; Sir ·He·rbert Ames.; Mr. Seumas McManus; Sir Wilfre·d Grenfell, and -Honorable .John Bassett
Moore.
_
_
There were also several concerts and ·recitals by the Rollins Conservatory of Music, and dramatic performances by
the Little Theatre Workshop of Rollins College.
Symphony Orchestr.a

The Winter Park Symphony Orchestra, . an organization
of about forty professional musicians, was· ·founded by the
enterprise and generosity of Mary L~ Leonard. It is supported by the gifts of private individuaJs and several civic·
organizations. It .is under the coµductbrship of Clarence
C. ·Ni~e, Director of the_Conservatory of Music. The faculty,
in most instances, play first chairs of their section, and qualified advanced students have an_ opportunity to play with the
·
orchestra.
Distinguished Visitors -

Few colleges in the country have. so distinguished a "call-ing list" as Roliins. Among the notable people who have
been at Rollins for a brief or extended stay during the past
yea.r are the following: Ex-President and Mrs. Calvin Coolidge; DL Frederick Lynch, peace advocate; ·sir Herbert
Ames, --Secretary of League of Nations; Robert Herrick,
novelist; Percy 11acKaye, playwright; Ray Stannard Baker;
writer; Colonel L. M. Maus, U. S. A. retired Commissioner
Philippines; Thomas· A. Edison, inventor; William Lyon
Phelps,. literary critic.; Reve~end Burris A.· Jenkins, preacher
and writer; Frank L .. Polk, forme·r Secretary of State; Mrs.
James Lees Laidlaw, leader in public welfare work; Mrs.
Ida Clyde Clarke, editor; Mrs. Henry W,. Peabody, peace
advocate; Andre Siegfried, French ·political economist; Mr.
William· English Walling, political economist; Opie Read;
writer and humorist; Mrs·. A. Starr Best, founder of Drama
League; John Martin, internationalist; Dr. Rosalie Slaughter
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Morton,.. Serbian Red Cross worker; Philip_Marsh~ll -Br,~wnr
Profe-s.s-or of International Law, Prin~eton::;.· F. Stuart ·craw. ford, editorial ·writer, New ·York- Herald-Tribu-n.e; Dr..Er,ie·s1i · ·
H; ··Gruening, editor Portland -Evening ·News;_H. V~ Kalten~
born, .associate editor, . Brooklyn D-a:il,y . Eagle.; ·Clyde: L.
King, Professor of Sociology, University· of -Pennsylvania; ·
Norman Lombard·, Stable -M oney Association; .George_Fort .:
Milton, editor, Chattanooga News; Carlton · K. ·. Matson, ·
. editor, Cleveland Press·; Victor Rosewater, .formerly _'of the
Omaha Bee.; Oswald Garrison Villard, . editor, ·The.· Nation;
Chester D. Pugsley, philanthropist; Dr. Herbert .E-. Wright, .
Presi'de!lt Drew Seminary; . Mrs. Florence Kelle"y;· Executive
Secretary National Consumers'· League; Harriet W.:·Eiliott,
Representative National League of Women Voters; .-Dr. A.
E. Winship, editor, / ournal o(.Education; ·or~ · Elmer D.
Graper, Department of Political -Science, University-of ·Pittsburgh; Dr. Charles H. Judd, Director of the Department
of · Education, University of Chicago; Dr. Samuel Paul
Capen, Ch_ancellor of the University of Buffalo:; Dr. _. H~!bert Ed~in Hawkes, Dean of Columbia College; : D_r. _Ralp~
E. Heil:rnan, Dean of School of Co~merce, · N-orthweste.rn
University; -Colonel Lucius H. Holt, -Dean ·of _the :U .. S.
Mi_litary Academy at West Point; Mrs. Thomas J~ ·Preston,
formerly Mrs. Grover Cleveland; Dr. Charles ·F .• Thwing, .
_former President of Western Reserve University; D.r. Harold ·
R. Bruce, Professor of Political -Science, Dartmouth;. Dr.
Charles William Dabney, former Chancellor of the ··university of Cincinnati; Cale Yourig Rice, poet; · Alice Hegan
Rice, novelist; Raymond Robins, social ·w orker; .Dr. . Lindsay Rogers, Professor of Sociology, C9lumbia. ··university;_
Dr. Albert Shaw, editor, The Review of Revie_ws; Dr . .W~
J. Shepard, Dean of the College of Liberal-Arts, Ohio State
University; Rex _'. Beach, . noyelist; Canon William . SJ}:eafe
Chase, Executive Secretary of the· Federal Motion Picture
Council in America; Richard Halliburton, t~aveller and . :
writer; - Sir Wilfred Grenfell, medical •. niis-sioii~ry; -·, Lady
Grenfell; -M-rs. Thomas A~ Edison; Cqrra Harris.; . novelist;
Reverend Cleland B. McAfee, Moderator _of . Presbyterian
Church in U. S. A.; Dr. 0. C. Kiep, Counselor .of.Oerman .
· Embassy; Senator Thoma-s J. Walsh; Cornelius· A~ ·P _ugsley,
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philanthropist; Joseph C. Lincoln, · novelist; John Bassett
Moore, formerly Justice of World Court; Winston Churchill,
noveljst; · Seumas McManus, poet; Miss Anne Morgan,
philanthropist; Mrs. Crosby Adams, musician·; Pr. James ·
A. Robertson; historian; August Heckscher, philanthropist;
Dr. Edward Robert Seligman, econom~st.
Rollins students have an opportunity not only to see and
hear the_se distinguished visitors but in- many cases to meet
them socially arid to ;make memorable contacts.
·
BUILDINGS AND EQUIPMENT

The Campus
The College Campus, consisting of · forty-five acres, wellshaded by pines and live oaks, skirts the northern shore of
Lake Virginia for nearly half a mile, affording excellent athletic grounds, as well as bathing and boating facilities
throughout the year.

.

Build~~

There are fourteen principal buildings on · the campus, viz:
Carnegie Hall, containing the Libr~ry and Administration
- Offices. · ·
K no~les Hall, containing the Chapel, laboratories, Thomas
R. Baker Museum and class rooms.
Rollins Hall, a dormitqry for m·en, the first unit of the
new Spanish-Mediterranean type of architecture, ,erected
in 1929. ·
Chase. Hall, a dormitory for men.
Lyman · Hall; providing class rooms._ . ..
.
Sparr ell Hall, a remodeled dwelling, used fo.r class rooms,
mostly for the -English Department." · ·
_<;loverleaf, · a commodious three-story dormitory for
women.
Lakeside, another dormitory for women.
Pinehurst, the home of the Conservatory- of Music, containing studios, practice rooms and offices. ·
The Studio, a remodeled bungalow on· the campus used
by the Department of Art for class rooms and exhibition
·
gallery.
The Commons, or general dining hall.

.
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· The Recreation Hall_, on the .edge of La~e Virgin.ia, has a
well equippe-d stage and · dressing rooms, .a ·basket :·1:,a11 court
with bleachers, and a total seating capacity for -:_concerts and
entertainments of 2,000.
.
The Public Speaking StU:dio, a building ~cup1ed by the
Department of Public Speaking.
. .
. · The . Shell House on Lake Maitland, ·-which houses the
large rowing . shells.
.
Besides these are several cottages and fraternity and sorority houses, near or. adjacent to the college campus, which
are owned by the College.
.
The franchise · for the Broadcasting _Station WDBO. 1$
also owned by Rollins College .although broadcasting_ is
usually done from the studio in Orlando. ·
·
The Library
The library of Rollins College occupies the west half of
Carnegie Hall, a · two-story brick building located near the
center of the campus.
·
The_general read.ing room on the ground floor is forty by
sixty ·feet in size and is both attractive: and well eqµipped.
The magazine and newspaper racks contain more_-than ·o ne
hundred periodicar$. The . large reading and . study <tables ·
are equipped with Windsor ,a.r m chairs . . Fine·larg~ oil paintings of .fo~mer presidents ·and friends of . tlie College . have
been recently- presented to the College and hung in~the .general reading room. The · reference alcove is well equipped
.
·· .
with the standard books ~of reference.
The. work -room and stack rooms on the second_-floor pr<r.
vide ample space for the rapidly increasing numbe·r of hooks
which a-re being added by purchase pr gift. ... ·
Over 23,000 volumes have been _accessioned by _the ·library
since the organization · of th.e College. : In addition .to · the
bound volumes there is .the · usual supply of government
documents. _There are also several thousand pa¢phlets ·of . ·
various kinds. The · Copege has been particularly fortunate ·
in receiving many gifts of books.
. .
·
~.
The · Pattee Semin~r R-0on1 contains about i,SQO., books in
belles lettres, largely the gift .of Dr. fred Lewis Pattee . .·.
Plans are . ·u_n der way for the continued growth ·of the
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library, since it is believed that a library is the he.art of a
cultural college such as Rollins.
The 'facilities of the College library are open without
charge to all citizen$ and winter residents of Winter Park.

· Carnegie A rt Collection
Rolffns was one of the twenty colleges in the United States
to receive from the· Carnegie Foundation of New York, a
collection of art books and art photographs valued at $5,000.

Thomas R. Baker Museum
The Museum occupies a large part
the second floor of
Knowles Hall and contains a valuable collection of specimens
whi~h are of great use in the .scientific , teaching .of the Col...
lege. Dr. Thomas R .. Baker, Professor Emeritus, was . in
charge of the Museum from its foundation until his death .
in March, 1930. · Persons having material, or knowledge
where such is located, which may be obtained ·for these collections are · urgently requested to notify the College. The
Museum now contains over twelve thousand specimens.
One of the chief recent contributions to · the Museu~ is a
collection · of ethnological. specimens from the Smithsonian
Institute, National Museum, Washington; . D. C.

of-

ALUMNI ORGANIZATIONS

ALUMNI AssOCIATION. .The Rollins Alumni Association was founded in 1898 by Miss Clara Louise Guild, the
first graduate. Since that time the Association has d-one
much to extend the · influence of Florida's oldest college.
THE

MEMBERSHIP IN ALUMNI Assoc1ATION. All former stu.dents who .h ave taken a year's. work are eligible to membership in the Alumni Association. The Rollins Alumni Association is a member of the American Alumni Council, and
· the Rollins Alumni Secretary, A . . J: Hanna, is Director of
District III . of this organization. ·
·
ALUMNI MAGAZINE. The Rollins Alu~ni Record is published by the Alumni Association as a quarterly. Its object
· is to keep · former students in close ·touch with their alma
mater and' with each other.
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.Rollins Loyalty Fund
.

- ·~

.

.-

.

. At its annual: meeting in _i 929:the- Rollins ·College Alumni
Association ·established t~e Rollins Loyalty Fund; .prov;iding
means whereby each former student might make_· 'an an.nu-al
contribution, varying .according to 'his individual ·desire:_and
ability to prove his loyalty to Rollins, his belief in her servke
and his de·sire to forward President Holt's program of common sense education.
.
.
Amounts ranging from $2 up are contributed by former
students· to this fund. The receipts operate the Alum1;1i Association budget -which usually amounts to $4,000. All con:tributions in excess of this bt1dget are applied
some sp~ci- _
fie need of the college, riot otherwise pro,vided for. · This
plan is in accordance with the best experience of other
alumni associations. ·
·

to

Special Alumni Funds
THOMAS R ..BAKER FuND. The first of these fu·n ds is the
Thomas R. Baker fund which is made up of all life memberships in the Association, the amount of s.uch membership .
being .$100. If totals $600 at present -and is designed to
memorialize the great devotion of Dr. Baker _to. Rollins.
MEMORIAL ATHLETIC FuND. The second fu·n:d _1s -the Me~
morial Athletic Fund, now totalling $600 for . the .building
of an athletic field in honor of Rollins -men who lost their
lives in the Great War.

. :..·

Endowment Insurance
The class of 1924 established a policy for class gifts which
four succeeding classes· have continued. These gifts are policies for endowment. insurance maturing .after a period_ .of twenty~five years, with ·Rollins as beneficiary. _ Gi_fts_which ·
have been established and are being maintained -up to the
present time are as follows:
.
Class of
Class .. of
Class . of
-Class of
Class of

__._;.

·-· ..·

.

1924
--------,.---~-----~--$3,000
192·5 ______ --------------- ·4,000 ·
1926
· ___ 5.,000 :
1927 --~----------- .6,J)OO ·

·- 1928 ___________._. 7,ooo·

.
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Rollins College
Officers of Alumni Association for 1930 .
Thls year's officers of the Alumni Association are:

GENERAL OFFICERS:

Rex Beach, '97, President.
Charles A: Noone, '10, Vice-President.
J. Hanna~ '17, Executive Secretary.
Katharine Lewis, '27, Assistant Secretary.
Frederic H . . Ward, '21, Treasurer.

A.

EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF ALUMNI COUNCIL:·

R. W. Greene, '23, Chairman.
Carl H. Pihl, x91,
Frank J. Booth, '07,
John H. Neville, x98,
Lillian Wilmot Fishback, x07, Chairman, Social Committee.

Other Af embers. of Alumni Council
CLASS SECRETARIES: .

'90 Clara Louise Guild-Winter Park.
'91 Edna Giles Fuller-605 Delaney St., Orlando.
'92 Walter Fientye-919 Central Ave., Wilmette, Ill.
'93 Stuart v; R. Hooker, M. D.-E mpire .Bldg., Seattle.
'94 Clara Layton Ward-Winter Park.

'95 E. E. Missildine-Tryon, N. C.
'96 Fritz J. Frank, 239 W. 39th St., New York City.
'97 Fred P. Ensminger, D.D.-Demorest, Ga. ·
·'98 Myra G~ Williams-Rockledge.
'99 Susan T. Gladwin-Hawthorne.
'00 J. Harold Dale-Billerica, Mass.
'01 c.· Arthur Lincoln, Daytona Beach.
'02 · Fannie Henkel Smith-Demorest, Ga.
'03 T. W. Lawton-San/ord.
.
'04 Mary Hardaway Algee· Box 1065r Orlando.
.'05 Ada Bumby Yothers-251 S~ Orange Ave., Orlando.
'06 Carrie · Ensminger Nickel-San/ord. ·
'07 Berkeley Blackman-Miami Beach~
· 'OR Leon B. F ort-604 S. Cherokee Drive, Orlando.
'09 Arthur L. Slater-St. Augustine.
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'10
'11
'12
'13

Marguerite Doggett-Clemson College, S. -C.
Mary_G. Branham-~26 _L11:cerne Circle, Orlando. C. A. B-oyer--525 E. Ce"ntral -Ave., Orland-o. ·Harry A. Nicke-rson--86 Lyndhu.rst St., Dorches"ter,
Mass.
'14 Kathleen Hill Bucher-Santiago, Cuba.
'15 Anne_Bellows-Y. W. C. A., 9th and· Walnut St., Cin·
cinnati.
'16 Geraldine Clark Harris-Winter H ave.n. .,.
'17 A.-]. Hanna-Winter Park.
_
'18 Sara E. Muriel-803 Anderson Ave., Ft. Myers.
'19 Florence Stone-630 W. 168th St., New York City.
'20 J. Harold Hill-Maitland.
'21 Elizabeth Meriwether-U. K Vet. Hosp., Ft. Snelling,
Minn . .
'22 Warren Ingram-Winter Park.
· '23 Florence Bumby Fishback-1222 Kaley. St., Orlando.
'24 Margaret McKay-824 S. Orleans Ave,, Tampa~'25 ·Douglas W. Potter-Kentucky Title Co., Louisville.
'26 John Scott-Statesville, N. C.
· Winter Park.
'27 Katharine Lewis- '28 ·Gladys Wilkinson-Edgewater.
'29 Nancy B-r own-645 Putnam Ave., Orlando.
'30 Clara Adolfs-Winter Park.

Rollins Alumni Clubs
Honorary President: Dr. George Morgan Ward.
President: Eleanor Sprague, x25, c/o Robert B. Bri_gham
_ Hospital, 125 Parker Hill Ave.
·
. Vice-President: George L. Benedict, x02, 201 Devonshire
Street
·
··
Secretary-Treasurer: Madeleine Appleby, '23, 36 ~lorence
Ave., Norwood.
:-

BosToN:

CH1cAGo:

.

.

. ·

Honorary Preszdent: Louis Boi~ot.
_.
President: Robert Sedgwick, x23., 159 Ravine Drive,-H~ghland Park, Ill.
Vice-President: Walter S. Flentye, x96, 919 Central Ave.,
Wilmette,. Ill.
.
.
. .
· Secretary-.Treasurer: Ruth Stagg Laur·en, x24, 8153 Eber.hart Ave., Chicago.
·
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CuBA:

President: Eulogio Gonzalez, x00; .Box 996, Havana . .
DAYTONA BEACH:

President: Rev. C. Arthur Lincoln, xOl, 128 S. Palmetto
Ave. ·
. FbRT M 'Y ERS:

President: }vi. Flossie Hill, x0.1;
Vice-President: Paul Hilliard, '28. ·
Secretary-Treasurer: Sara E. Muriel, '18.
JACKSONVILLE:

President: Rev. Guy H. Frazer, '06, 327 Hendricks Ave.,
- S.:'Jacksonville.
·
Vice-President: Jane Axtell Payne, xlO, 2015 Riverside
Ave.
Secretary: Gertrude Davies, x22, 2240 Post Street.
Treasurer: Dr. James B. Parramor~., x09, St. James Bldg.
MIAMI:

Honorary President: George E. Merrick.
President: J. K. Dorn, '97, .Box 1434;
Vice-President: Lelia Russell, '18, _319 Seybold Bldg.Secretary: ·curtis T. Atkisson, '24, Fla. Power & Light Co.
Treasurer: Fred ~anderpool, x07, Vanderpool Building. ·
NEW YORK:

President:. Fritz]. Frank, '96,239 West 39th Street.
Vice-Presid~nt: Elizabeth Russell, '18, 247 West 4th Street.
Secretary: F. A. Swain, ~96, 239 West 19th ~street.
·
Treasurer: Frank \V. Palmer, '23, 191 Broadway.
OHIO:

H onora.ry President: Mrs. Stev~nson Burke.
President: Smith Fletcher, x25, 1421 Ridgewood Ave,.,
Lakewood.
·
·
Vice-President: J. C. Teare, x24, 3389 Dorchester Road,
·
·
Cleveland.
.
Secretary: Ruth l\1cKee Bonsteel, _x22; 3133 Chadbourne
· Road, Cleveland. .
··
Treasurer: Marcia Converse Bower, '24, 2589 Colchester
Road, Cleveland.
.
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ORIENT:

· President.~ Clelia Avery Shannon, '14, Box· 436,.· Socony,
11:anila, P. · I.
Vice-President: Mabel.E. Daniels, '13, Golden Castle Girls .
College, Japan. ·
·
Secretary: Rebecca Caldwell, x25, Sillima·n .· Institute, ·
Dumaguete, P. I. ·
.
'
. Treasur.er: John Shannon, '14, Box 41·6, Socon.y', 11:anila,

P. I.
TAMPA:

President: James F. Taylor, .x96, Citizens Barik .Bldg.
Vice-President: Dorothy Grey Lawrence, '25, ·75 ·_ Bahama
Circle..
·
_
·
. Secretary: E. A. Upmeyer, Jr.,. :--29, .263 5 Prospect Road.
Treasurer: Ada McKay, '26, 824 S.. Orleans Ave. ·
·
PUBLIC SERVICE

In order to carry out the ·aim of ·Rollins College to render service to the communities and to the State, as well as to
its undergraduate body, public lectures and addresses are offered ·by the men:ibers of t!_ie Rollins· faculty. The topic.s
covered have wide range and include political theory, rea..~..:_
ings in English literature, musical programs arid scientific
subjects.
The Public Service . Committe~ acts as a clearing house
for this ,vork, handling the correspondence and arranging ·.
details of time · and place. Each 'autumn the . ·comm.ittee
i&sues a pamphlet listing the members of the faculty who are
·on call for such addresses arid giving the topics on wllich each.
is qualified fo speak. This year 35 -speakers with 207- ·t opics
were included in this announcement. During the pa..st year
· 175 engagements have been filled and this service has -· extended- even into the North.

a

COLLEGE p ·U BLICATIONS

Th~ Quarterly Bulletin is the official publication of ·the
College.
·
The Annual Catalogue is one of the issues · of the Quarterly Bulletin.
.
:.
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The Roll-ins Record is a house organ for the .-College. Its
purpose is to inform alumni, donors.; and friends of the Col-·
lege as to · the . development and progress .which Roll_ins is
making. An edition of 12,000 copies of The· Rollins Record .
is distributed bi-monthly.
·
The Alumni Record is published quartedy throughout
the year under the editorship of A. J. Hanna, '17.
The · Rollins Animated Magazine. Unique among the
Rollins publications is the "Rollins Animated · Magazine"
issued annually during Founders' Week. The contributions
are by well-known authors, and are presented by the au-:thors in person. Each year from fourteen ·to sixteen · distinguished editors, novelists, essayists and pqets appear as
'~contributors'' reading their manuscripts before a large audience of delighted ''subscribers." The director ·of the New
York Public Libraries said of the "Rollins Animated Maga. zine": "From my p·o int of v_antage"' it : seems to me that
there is altogether too much printed matter in the world;
and for this reason I am pleased to know that there is one
· . magazine that is spoken and not printed."
ROLLINS INSTITUTE OF STATESMANSHIP

A feature of the Winter session of the College is provided
by · the annual meetings of the Institute of Statesmanship,
which g'ather trained , experts, members of the general public, and undergr·a duates, in groups for discussion of important public questions. _
.
The second session of ,this Institu_te mer Jaijuary 6 ~o ~
1930, and ·was devoted to a cons1derat1on of the theme,
"The Formation of Public Opinion." · Round tables were
held up0n the fallowing subjects:
How Public Opinion is Made; Currene Developments in
the Press; Efforts to Control Public · Opinion: Propaganda;
The Control of Political Processes; ·Psychology of Public
Opinion; The Role of . the Movie in ·Public Opinion.
There ·was also discussion of:
Public Opinion and . Prosperity; The . Press and Foreign
Relations; Public Utilities and Their Propaganda; Radio
and Public Opinion.

.
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Among the speakers who took part were: ·
V. -A. Belaunde, University of Miami, .Coral Gables, Florida; Philip: Marshall Brown, Princeton; ·Harold R. Bru~e,
Dartmou.t h College, Hanover, ·N. H.; Canon•-Wi:lliam-Sheafe
Chase, Brooklyn, N. · Y.; F. 'Stuart Crawford, Political Editorial Writer, New York Herald~Tnbu-ne; Dr. -Ernest H.
Gruening, . Portland Evening News, Portland, . ·Maine; Dr.
E. P. Herring, Har_vard University; C~ptain - Stan.ford
Hooper, Navy Department, Washington; H. V. ·K altenborn,
The Brooklyn Daily Eagle, Brooklyn,-N. Y.; ··Clyde_·L. ·Kirig,
University of - Pennsylvania; Norman Lombard, _- Stable
· Money Association; George Fort Milton, Chattanooga :N e.ws,
Chattanooga, Tenn.; Carlton K. Matson, _Scripps~ttowan;l
representative; Lindsay' Roger~, Columbia UniversiJy;_Victor Rosewater, Philadelphia; Oswald Garrison Villard,
Edi tor, The Nation.
·

.
·
·
-.

ROLLINS INSTITUTE OF RELIGION

A three-day_ "Parley on Religion and the Modern · Min_d '_'
was held at Rollins · College, April 19-21, 192-9, under the
. auspices of the Federal Council of the Churches · of Christ
in America, . and the · Religio~s Education Associ~t~on assisted by .a committee of ~ollins students and fa~uhy. A large
number of delegates were present from other colleges and
the .forums and round tables brought out illumi~ating discuss1ons. .
.
Among the leading speakers were Dr. William Adams
Jrown . of Union Theological Seminary; Rabbi · S~lomon
Goldman, the head of the Jewish Centre of .Cleve_lanq., -·
Ohio; Professor Cornelius Kruse, Professo~ of · Philosophy ·
in Wesleyan University, Middletown, Conr1ecticut,. · and
Father John-. Elliot Ross, .advisor to Roman Catholic students in Columbia -University.
.

- · ....

• -;-!
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES
.
Cooperative Student Government
Student .activities at Rollins C<?llege . are· cont~olled by the
students with the cooperation of the Admin:ist_ration and
F acuity of the College. The authority of the student body
is .vested in the Student A&sociation which has for its purpose the control and management of athletics·· and other
student activities, the promotion of good fellowship and the
·e nforcement of law and order in the student body of the
·
College.
. Upon registration, a regular -· student . automatically becomes a member of the Rollin·s Student Association. Members of the . faculty become members ._ of this organization
only by speciaLelection of the student body.
The· executive .and judicial powers of the Association are
vested· in ·the Student Council wh~ch is composed of the officers of the· Student · Association and :one man and one
woman from each of the three upper classes and one man
from the freshman class who are elected by the . student_s
early each fall. For the general maintenance of good order
and proper conduct, the College depe11ds to a great extent
upon the voluntary application of the·· Rollins College Honor
. Tradition enforced by the Student ·Council and public opin- .
ion among the students. Major ma·ue·rs of discip1ine are
handled by the Student-Faculty Committee.
SOCIETIES AND ORGANIZATIONS

Th~ various interests of a wholesome .s tudent life are sustained· and promoted by means of appropriate_organizations.

The "R" Club
The "R" Club is composed· of letter men who have earned
their major or minor "R"s. It also includes the ·managers
of the different teams. The purpose of the dub · is to promote greater athletic interest.
W. A. A.
The Wome·n's Athletic Association was _organizecl to promote and foster the highest spirit of sportsmanship and co•

•
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operation ainong the girls. All women stt,1dents · interested
in cleari . sports a"re
eligible to apply -for membership.
.
.

.

· Rollins Art Club
The Rollins ·Art Club was .organized in 1928 _to stimulat .
interest in art among the· student body. · Students registered
in the Art Department -.are eligible to membership.- The
Club is .affiliated with the Southern States Art League. _
Studio Club
.
The Studio Club is open to upperclassmen majoring -in
Art, or who' have_in some way distinguished_themselves in
the Art field.- The Clµb keeps in -touch •with National Art ·
organizations and educational groups. The ·aim _is to ,sti_m ulate ·interest ·in Art and its development in this ·c<?mmunity.

Little Theatre W or/ishop
The Little Theatre Workshop presents many .-fine plays'·
throughout the year. During l929-1930, the Wo~kshop has
presented in addi_tion. three groups of orte-act plays; · "The
Enemy," "Enter Madame," and "As . You Like It." .· Membership is open _to students- enrolled in the Department of
Drama tic ·A.rt. ·
The Rollins Players
A group of advanced members ·.of · The Workshop _who
make road.-trips throughout . the State accompanied · by._. the .
Director.
·
Le Cerde Francais
L-e Cercle Francafr is a departmental organization; . membership in :which is open to those who have a working- kno_wl~
edge of French. It_is affiliated with Le Federation de ['Alli-

to

ance Francaise aux · Etats-Unis -et au Canada. ·

Circulo Espanol
Circufo Espanol .was . organized for the purpose of as.sist- ing students to learn Spanish, and is open to . those .who· are ·
en·rolled in ·the Depart_m ent of Spanish.

Rollins Literary Society
.
Th_e "R. L .. S." is a literary organization mad~ up ·of yo_ung
women especially interested in creative literary work. Membership is limited to thirty. :
·
·
· ·· • ·
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Gargoyle
Gargoyle is a secret order made up .of those who have
obtained · distinction in some form of lit~rary work. The
first Friday after th~ second Sunday in_December has been
designated as ''Gargoyle Day.n
1 nternational Relations Club
The International Relations Club was organized during
the year 1926-1927 under the auspices of the Carnegie Endowment for International Peace.. Through this connection
the local dub receives current -literature on related subjects.
Through the broad experience and acquaintance of some of
the friends of the club, it is able to present some distinguished authorities and enviable pers·onal. ·contacts.
Rollins Key Societ y ·
The Rollins · Key Society is an honorary society founded
in 1927 for ·the purpose of fostering interest in all campus
and scholastic activities and promoting the welfare of Rollins College. Membership is open to-.juniors and · seniors
only and is based on their scholastic work and activities
during the first two years of college. ··
Oratorical Association
The object of this organization : is to promote a higher
standard of literary excellence at Rollins, through annual
contests with other_ colleges and universities, in debate,
oratory and other forms of literary discourse. The debating
schedule for 1929-1930 included debates with University of
Kentucky, Albion College, Furman -University, University
of Pittsburgh, Carleton College, University of Miami, Southern College, Georgia State College, Westminster College. In
. addition entertainment programs and weekly radio talks are
given by the- members.
The Liberal Club .
A group having a common interest centering around an
~attitude of openmindedness toward pertinent. problems and
having for its purpose an unprejudiced ·study and a free discussion of all sides of a question.
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-A men's student .organization.
Glee Clubs
The College maintains three glee clubs under the ·leadership of the Director of the Cons.e rvatory of. Music: a .men'.s
glee club, a women's glee club and a mixed glee club.
· Student Trio
The Student Trio consists of piano, cello and violin.
Violin Ensemble
This is one of the newer musical. organizations among· the
students of the Conservato~y.
Piano Ensembles There are several student piano ensembles which · give re·
citals during the year.
Instrumental Club
This is an organization for those especially interested in
brass, string and wind instruments.
RELIGIOUS LifE

Christian Education
Rollins is a. liberal Christian college, not te:aching religious
. · dogma but endeavoring to maint~in a wholeso~e religious
atmosphere ~nd to work for the developmenf of Christlari
character by means of the Y. M. C. A., Y. \V. - C. A., special
speakers at assembly, and the teaching of Christian ·philos~ .
·ophy and ideals in the class rooms." Bible -s tudy of both Old·.
and New Testaments is ·required of all graduates to .the .
amount of six term hours. Several other courses are. opei:i to
students in the Department of Biblical Literature . and -Re~
ligion.
. . .
·
·
It is the earnest desire of the faculty tha~ pr~ncipl~s of.justice, square dealing a-nd .Christian manhood shail control
the athletic and s.porti~g" actiyities of the· student ·body-._ All
athletic. managers are instru.cted and urged to build up this
sp!•rit of righteousness in the conduct of their various ente~- .
pnses.
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Christian Associations
Rollins maintains both a Y. M. C. A. ind a Y. W. C. A.
The executive .work of each organization is carried on by a
cabinet comp_osed of _four officers and ·chairmen of standing
corn.·mittees. Each student takes an active part in some
phase of the committee work in which he is interested. The
student cabinets are assisted by advisory boards made up
of people interested in "Y" work who are always ready to
At the weekly
help the students - in every possible way.
meetiI?-gs of the two associations, the programs vary; at
times a. student leads the meetings, or there may be an open
discussion of a problem of interest ·to the -students. Once
a month an outside speaker is invited . to the associations.
,Sometimes joint meetings of the Y. M. C. A. and Y. W. C. A.
are held.
. All students are invited and -urged to join in the services
of the five local churches-Baptist, Catholic, Congregational,
Episcopalian and Methodist.
STUDENT PUBLICATIONS

Rollins College is noted for its interest along literary lines
and this interest is demonstrated by the number of publica- .
tions which it issues.
·
·
The following are _members of the Rollins Publications
Union:
The · To.m okan is a year-book published annually by the
Senior class. It gives a complete resume of all the activities,
organizations, and events pertaining to ·Rollins, and to the
students and faculty of Rollins.
The Flamingo, a magazine of drama, short stories, and
poetry, is sponsored by the English Department of the Col~
lege. All _m aterial printed in the Flamingo _m ust be approved
by a c:ommittee from the English faculty as :well as by the
editorial staff. In this · way a remarkably high stan,dard has
. been attained in this publication of undergraduate writing.
The Sandspur is a weekly newspaper issued by" the editorial staff and the journalism class of the college. It prints
all campus and local news. It has the versatility in tea:ding
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matter of a city. newspaper, .and keeps the .Rollins ·students
well posted through i"ts editorial, social and news 'columns._
ATHLETIC ACTIVITIES

Because of the e·xcellent and mild climate of Flotjda, .Rorlins is able to maintain out-of-door athletic. activities through- ·
out the year . . Two hours each day are set aside-a& a recreation period in order to enable the students to -participate :in
the sports ·in which they -an~ particularly interested. · :
Football
Rollins maintains both varsity and freshman football
teams. Each team has an extensive schedule.
Basketball
Basketball is also a major sport at Roilins with . both
varsity and freshman teams.
Baseball
With a long. ba.seball season, Rollins has in the past had
some excellent teams~ A schedule of games is arranged with neighboring colleges and _with other teams -that pr~ctice in
the state. .The Florida State Interscholastic Baseball cham~
pionship is held at Rollins.
·
Tennis
Tennis is a game _which may be played throughout the·
yeir at Rollins. Teams are chosen by means .of eliµiination
tournaments.

_

. Goff

.

Rollins is fortunate · in having several golf cours.es -within
easy reach. Opportunity is offered for-- play in company with ·
champions. A golf team is ~aintained by the .·College.
Aquatic Sports
Rollins is ideally located for water sports and these oc-_
.
cupy a large p~ace in the activities of the campus. Rollins has al:vvays had excellent swimming teams. · · - · · · ·
Women students have an expert physical director.for their
sports, · with special ".instructors for swimming _and _other
water sports. .
_
The College features the aesthetic type- of athletics · for
women rather than the muscular.
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The Florida State Interscholastic · Aquatic Meet ·is held
annually on the swimming course of Rollins College. Near_ly all the high schools of the state enter teams. ·

Rowing
- Rowing began at Rollins in 1903 and continued until 1912.
Three years ago the sport was revived and _a n endeavor is
being made to stimulate an interest" in it throughout Florida
and the South, where natural ·advantages exist in the lakes
and waterways. Through the generosity ·- of Cornell _University, Rollins has two excellent eight-oared shells and the
purchase of additional shells is · contemplated _.when needed.

Eligibility Rules for Athletics
In athletics, the Southern Intercollegiate Athletic Association rules are · maintained by Rollins.

Cam ping Trips
Students at Rollins have the privilege · of enjoying a re~l
camping trip in the wilds of Florida. The .Wekiwa River is
noted for its beautiful scenery. There one ma:y study all manner of wild life, also plant life. A log cabin on ·Shell Island,
three miles from the spring, furnishes shelter for eight Rollins students every week-end during ·the school year. The
. weekly camping excursions are made by groups· of students
in canoes, under the direction of Mr. Peeples, down the pie. turesque Wekiwa River.
GREEK LETTER ORGANIZATIONS

The Interfraternity Council is composed of the following
·
men's fraternities:
TH~ FLORIDA ALPHA CHAPTER oF THETA KAPPA Nu FRATERNITY, installed at ·Rollins in 1924. · It · occupies a large
chapter house near the college campus.
.
THE ALPHA Psi CHAPTER OF KAPPA ALPHA FRATERNITY
(Southern), 'installed in 1927. It owns and occupies a new
brick house with spacious g.rounds adjoining the campus and
overlooking Lake Virginia.
KAPPA PHI S1GMA FRATERNITY (local), organized during
1926. It owns and occupies a new chapter house overlook-

ing Lake Virginia. ·
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·THE X CLyB. (local), organized ' in 1929. It· occupies a
chapter · house ·n ear the campus.
· .
__ _
rhe Pan .Hellenic· Ass.9ciation is composed of the following
.sororities:
·
THE ALPHA Mu CHAPTER OF GAMMA PHI BETA SoRORITY,
installed at Rollins ·in .l 928.
THE ALPHA OMEGA CHJ\PTER OF PHI 1ifu SORORITY, .installed at Rollins· in. 1~29.
THE FLORIDA GAMMA CHAPTER OF Pr BETA PHI SoRORITY,
installed at Rollins in 1929.
KAPPA EPSILON SoRORITY (local), organized in _1902.
LAMBDA .P.HI : SoRoRlTY- (local),. organiz.e d in 1929.
All -of these Sororities occupy chapter houses located near
the campus.
_
In additio~ to the above, _Rollins has the follow1ng honorary an_d p:rofes-sional fraternities:
_
_.. ·
·
THE THETA. CHAPTER OF PHI -'BETA FRATERNITY, a musical
·
and dramatic art fraternity,- installed in 1923.
RHo KAPPA .SIGMA, a local honorary chemical society,- or- .
.- ·
ganized in 1927.
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SC-H OLARSHIPS AND LOAN :FUNDS
SCHOLARSHIPS·

It has been the practi~e of : the· Board of Trustees of
Rollins · College to provide a number of honor ·scholarships.
Some of the special scholarships noted below are included in
. .
.
this list of honor scholarships.
These scholarships are awarded for a period of one year
on the basis of interest in and attitude _toward education,
scholastic standing in .high school and college, and on indica. ti9n _of qualities of leadership. Failur_e on the part of the
student to maintain _a high scholastic average will cause the
cancellation of a scholarship. These scholarships are open
to freshm_en in exceptional cases only. Any student desiring
to apply for a scholarship should call upon or write to the
Dean of the College.
·
Exceptional scholarship, financial need, and promise of
potential leadership . or unusual ability shall . be the basis
on which aid is· granted.
In case a student who has a scholarship transfers to
another institution he shall refund the amount previously
granted before being · given dismissal papers. ·
SPECIAL ScHOLARSHIPS. The following scholarships have
been established . in honor of the persons named who have
contributed to the ~ndowment of the College, or to the endowment of specific scholarships. ·
1. THE CHASE ScHOLARSH;IP, established in honor of the .
.
late Loring Augustus Chase.
2. THE HALL ScHOLARSHIP, established in honor of the
late Mr. and Mrs. Charles Henry Hall, of Evanston, Illinois.
3. THE MARK SCHOLARSHIP, established in honor of Mr.
and Mrs . . Charles LeRoy :t\1ark, of Fredonia, New York.
4. THE Scarr -ScH·oLARSHIP, established in honor of Mr. .
and Mrs. John F. · Scott, of Pittsburgh; Pennsylvania.
5. THE BuRLEIGH ScHoLARSHif, established in honor of
the late -Mrs. -Matilda Burleigh. .
·
6. THE .PEARSONS · ScHOLARSHIP; established in grateful
recognition of the .gift to the College of $50,000 by the late
Dr. D. K. Pearsons, of ~hicago, and ·donations made to _the
70
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Endowment Fund ·by faculty and students duri_ng the ·years _.

1903-19.05.
,.,.
7. · THE ANGIER SCHOLARSHIP, .established _in honor of A. E. Angier, of Boston, Mas·sa_chusetts~ is available for ·young·
.

men only.

.

. ·

8. THE WYETH ScaoLARsHIP, endowed by Mrs. E~

J.

\Vyeth and . Messrs. Henry B.· Wyeth, John H. Wyeth, Jr.,
and George A. ·Wyeth, in memory of their husband ·and
father, John H. Wyeth.
.

.

,

9. THE · PALMER ScHOLARSHIP, established in honor_·of_Francis Asbury Palmer.
·
·10. . THE DuvAL ScHOLARSHIP_, available for a graduate
of the Duval High School, established .in honor of the_· fol. lowing donors to the Endowment Fund: · J. -"W. Archibald,
E. P. Axtell, Hon. N~ P~ Bryan, Coons and Golden, ·R. _V.
Covington,· H. & W. B. Drew Company, Col. :E. C. Long, .
Mrs. E. J. MtDuff, J. R. Parrott, K~ P. Richardson, .C. B.
Rogers, Cha des ·P. Sumner, Union Congregational ·Chui-c:h,
Edwin S. Webster and Lorenzo·A. Wilson.
· 11. WORTHINGTON SCHOLARSHIP. The income of the
Eliza Worthington Fund of $1,000, createq by the· Hon.
-Augustus Storrs Worthington, of Washington, D. C.., . and
Mrs. Lucy -Worthington Blackman, of Winter P _a rk, in
memory of their mother.
·
12. _LITERARY SCHOLARSHIPS'. ·Through the .g enerosity of
friends, several "Literary Scholarships"· are sometimes· ·
awarded which pay the ·tuition of freshmen who have . shown
unusual ability. in creative writing during their high- school
course.
13. - SusAN H. DYER SCHOLARSHIP IN Music, to prepare _for the profession of ·Supervisor of M -u sic, offered by ·
the Florida ·Federation of Women's Clubs, op.en to _a ny-graduate of a stan~ard High School.~of Florida, who can _qualify
. as to scholars.h ip, musical- ability, character and_expectation
· '
·
of teaching the subject in Florida.

.

Brn~H _ ScHOLARS.HIP. ·Mr. Irving T. Bµsh, . · ·
founder of The Bush Terminal, New York _City, _bas estab- .
Ii.shed _a . scholarship of $700 a year for . four ye·a rs· toward the

14.
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education of soine worthy Florida boy who desires to attend
Rollins .College.
· ·
·
15. · ScHOLARS.HIPS FOR FOREIGN STUDENTS. . Through the
generosity .of interested donors and with the co-operation· of
· the Institute of · International Education, Rollins offers a
numb~r of teac~ing scholarships Jor foreign students.
Among these scholarships _are the Davey Scholarship, donated by M. and· Mme. Phillippe Davey, ·a nd open· to _a student from France; the Aldred Scholarships, donated by Mr.
J. E. Aldred, and open t~ students from China, Hungary,
Italy, Germany, and other foreign countries; .· and the Jermain Scholarship, donated by Miss M. C. Jermain, and open
to a student from Switzerland.
16. €.HESTER D. PUGSLEY ScHOLARSHIPS~ Through the
generosity of Chester D. Pugsley, a _well known ph~lanthropist · of Peekskill, New York, five special scholarships
were awarded in 192~9-30 to selected applicants.
LOAN FUNDS

A number of students, especially _men, earn a part of their
expenses ·while attending Rollins. A student is honored at
Rollins for an honest effort of this kind, and many of the
best students pursue this method of partial support through.:.
out their whole college course. In no instance is it advisable
for a student to try t9 earn his entire expense while attending
college. Freshmen are expected to _have on hand funds
sufficient to pay the major portion of one ·yea es· expenses
as the ~number o.f jobs is necessarily. limited ··a nd most of
those., available are naturally taken by upper-class students.
Full particulars ·may be obtained by wri_ting the College
Treasurer. All students expecting to earn any part of their
expenses should apply to the College ·Treasurer before coming to Winter ParE __
Exceptional scholarship, financial need, and promise of
potential leadership or unusual ability shall be the basis on
which aid is granted. ·
In case a student who has been gr·a nted a loan transfers
to another institu_tion he shall pay back the loan in full be~
fore being given dismissal papers.
·
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Scholarships and· Loan Funds
.

.

ELBERT H. GARY LOAN · F-uNo. Many .· worthy st1ide~ts.
· of limite.d _means - may profit by the generous gift o.f Judge
Elbert H .. Gary, who has recently . created a- loan fu~d-· o-f
$25,000 to be · used in · helping ambitious and hard~wo_rking .
boys or girls to secure a college education .which -they could .
not otherwise afford._· Except .-in very great . emergencies
loans will not be made ·to freshmen.
RoLLINS INVESTMENT . LoAN FuND. This is -a ·ue·w · em.er--.
gency loan fund ~ith resources amounti~g ·to. about $5,000. Small-_sums are. loaned to approved students at 6% with
ample time for repayment. · It is used to supplement · the
other loan funds, especially for seniors.
. .
·
_
SENIOR LoAN · FuND. A small fund .started by ·1:he senior
class ·of 'l 929 to be loaned only to · seniors .
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. HONORS AND PR_IZE·S ..
Sprague Oratorical Prize C0ntest
This contest was .originated by Pi Beta Phi 's orority with
the co-operation of Dr. Robert J. Sprague. ·. It is sponsored
by Pi Beta Phi Sorority and Kappa .Phi Sigma Fraternity
in memory of Dr. Sprague. Original speeches are written,
c·o mmitted . and ·delivered in competition· before the college
·
assembly or a public audience.
The Bacheller Prize Contest
The S_enior High School students of · Florid.a are invited
to come to Rollins _College during Founders' Week and deliver original orations in competition for the prizes offered by
Mr. Irving Bacheller and the Florida Historical Society.
The orations are sent to a board of judges and the authors
of the best ones· are called to Rollins to -deliver them. The
contest constitutes one of the notable occasions of the year.
Thelma Baker, Orlando, won the Gold Medal _in 1930.

Flossie Hill Short Story Prize
This prize is offered by Miss M. Flossie Hill of Fort
Myers, Florida. Miss HiU- is a .Rollins alumna ·deeply interested in stimulating productive work among the Rollins
students.
·
·
Katherine If olland Brown Short Story :Prize
Through the generosity of Katherine Holland Brown a
prize of $50.00 is offered for the year · t929-J0 .{or the best
short story dealing with life or history of Florida. ~
Economics Prize .
. The Gamma Phi Beta Sorority offers . a cash prize to
the giri who has the highest s.cholatship record in Economics.
The object of the prize which will be-awarded. at commencement time is to create interest in this· field among the girls.
Little Theatre Prize
This prize is awa_rded for the best one-act play presented
during the year. The L~ttle Theatre Workshop offer~ a
first prize of $25.00 and Pi Beta Phi Sorority gives the second
prize of $10.00.
·
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'15

The ·n award Fox Literature_ Prize

__ .

A prize of . $50.00 is offered by Dr. Howard f ox _·.- of
New York City for the best piece of l_iterature ·produ_ced ·by _a
student at Rollins College. In awarding this: p·rize, originality, human interest and craftsmanship a-re considered . .
The Norris Cup

Through the courtesy ·of the Norris-- Candy Cc:>-mpaiiy of
Atlanta, -Georgia, a silver loving cup will be ·awarded at
Commencement to the student who most distingu'ishes him1929-1930.·
self in athletics during the scholastic year
.
.

~

Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion -

- In 1925 the New York Southern Society, in order to-_ pe~-:petuate the memory of its esteemed founder, established the .
Algernon Sydney ~ullivan Award. This -award, which is_-~ a
bronze medallion, is intended _to "recognize and . encourage.
in others those same prindples of ·1ove for and. service to
men, which were his dominant characteri~tics.'' ·. - . · ·.
Rollins College has the honor of being one of the fourteen
institutions chosen to be$tow this award. It may be given
.each year to not ·more than one man and one ·woman ~£
the gra_d uating _class and to one other person who is not a
student at the College.
''The . recipients ·of the Award shall be chosen by the faculty · of the College. In the selection of the reci_pients, -no- ·
· thing shall be considered. except the possession of .such .char~ eristics of heart, mind and conduct as evince a spirit of
love for ·and helpfulness toward other men · and women." ·
The first award of the Algernon Sydney Sullivan Medallion by Rollins College was made in_ 1927 to Mr. Irving
Bacheller, the distinguished_novelist.
-·A !lied A rti Society Prizes The following prizes are offered by the. Allied Arts Sodety
of Winter Park, of which Mr. Irving ·B.acheller is President.
The competitions are all open to Rollins ·students-~ _·
.
1. The Ponce de Leon Prize of $100~00 for the ·bes_t poem . _
.
by a native or winter · resident .·of Florida_.
2. A prize of $50.00 for the best poem submitted at the
monthly meetings of the . Poetry Society of Florida. ·

~
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3. The Quill Drivers prize of $35.0O -for · tlie best short
story, and $15_.00 ,for the second prize.
_
4. The · Music Makers prize of $50.00 for the best unpublished musical composition.
_
S·. A prize -of $50.00 for the best _one-act play, masque,
pageant or musical comedy submitted to the ·society.
6. _A-prize of $25.00 for the best painting in ·oil or water
color submitted by an undergraduate.
7. A prize of $25 .00 for the best picture in pencil, charcoal or monotone submitted by an undergraduate.
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·ADMISSION OF STUD·E NTS
educational facilities of Rollins Coilege· ar.e

The
open~to
both men and women.· As the number ·of ·new· freshmen ··
that can be admitted . in · any one. year is .limited, it
the
purpose of the College ·to .select students whose qualities: of
characte·r, personaJity, intellectual ability and_ in_terests in
scholarship .fit them to pursue a college course with· pr9fit~ ·.
All pertinent facts in a candidate's t e ~ e considered hi
the admission of students, but ·undue delay in maltjng ap-·
plication may prevent the consideration of the candidate for ·
admission. Application should therefore . be fil_ed as earlyas possible.
·
·
Ordinarily candidates. are not admitted unless they . can
meet the requirements in full, but', in rare cases and -under ·
certain conditions, students of-high scholarship wh.o .have not
. completed all of the stated requirements are given individual
consideration and may be permitted to make certain ~ubstitutions. Exceptions of this kind are-made-for the benefit
of able students, who la.ck certain req-uirem.ents through
a<:cidental causes, not through inability to master the subject.All candidates for admission to the College mu·st---offer .sat:..
isfactory testimonials .· of good moral character; and ··those
that have be·en members of other colleges must pr-¢.sent cer~
tificates of hQnorable dismissaL Every new student must
furnish a certificate ~f good health. · A ~pedal hlarik for ·this ~
purpose. may-be procured froni the Office -of the Dean. The ·
scholastic requirements .for entranc;e may ~e satisfied by (1)
certificate from the Principal or Headmaster of an accredited. ·
. high or preparatory school; or (2) certificate of . examinations; or ( 3) examination. _·
. .
.
·. .
Students _desiring admis$ion to Rollins College should.send
for an application for admission blank and .a blaJi~ on. which.
to have secondary school credits certified. The. _sec9ndary
school credits ·blank is to go to the principal of the· secon_dacy school from which ·the studen.t is graduated~ T~is ·transcript
mus.t show the _number of weeks during which :_·each-:s~·b ject
was studied, the number· of ·recitation periods each we~k- and
the length of the period together with the grade _r~~eiyed~ ·
With the ·application blaqk properly filled out the:. candidate
should send the ten dollar matriculation fee. . This fe·e is ·
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paid ·but once by any student,. and will he returned if the
applicant is not accepted for admission; otherwise it is not
refundable.
Upon the receipt of the application; blank and the matricu- ·
lation fee the ·Dean of the College will arrange 'for the student
to take the Rollins College entrance questionnaire. As soon
as the questjonnaire· and the secondary school credits can be
given careful examination the candidate will ·be notified.·that
he will · be admitted or that .his application Ior admission
cannot be· accepted. If admitted a · matriculation card will
be sent to him. ·
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS

Fifteen units . of secondary school work ~atisfactorily completed and · the .Rollins College entrance · questionnaire are
required for admission to the Fteshinan -Class of the College.
·The Committee on Admissions may also require a· personal
.
· .
interview of the candidate. ·
A . unit represents a year's study of a subject .in a secondary school. · The definition assumes that the academic year
in ·the secondary school is not less than thirty-two weeks;
that •the class period is not less than forty minutes in length.;
and th.at the . subject is pursued for five periods a week.
Of the fifteen units required at least three shall he in English, two in Mathematics, one in History, one · in Science,
and two in one foreign Language . . The remaining number
of units may be selected from the list of subjects· following.
Subjects· Accepted for •· Admission
Subjects
Topi,cs
Units
English A_ _ _ Advanced ·G·rammar and Compositio
1
1
English n___ composition and Rhetoric
English c _ _ _Select_ions of . Literature
1
English D____,._ _ Hfstory. ·of Literature - - - - - - - -··············--·······-·····
1
Mathematics A-Algebr~ to .Quadraties
·-···················-···1
Mathematics n_·Quadratics, Progressions, Binomial Theory
½ to 1
Mathematics ·c_Pla~e Geometry, Complet
1
Mathematics D_Solid Geometry
1/2
Mathematics E.__Plane Trigonometry
½
History A..__ _ Andent
l
History ·n___ Me~eval and Modem
1
History C
English
1
History D-----~erican Hi~ory and Civil Gov.ernment
1
Latin A* _ _ _ Grammar and Composition
1
Latin n___ caesar. four books .
1
Latin C
Cicero, sb: orations
1
Latin n_ _ _ Virgil, six books
1

/
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Greek A* _ _ _ Grami;na:r _and ·Comp9Sition · _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _____.
Greek B _ _ _Yenapbon, four .b ooks ·
French A*.-----Grammai' an<l Composition - - ~
- _ ___,:,_.;.___
Fr~nch B
· Jntenn~ate·.Grammat.' Reading and Exerclse;i:,.s_
· ·__
Spanish· A*· _ __. Grammar and · Composition _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
Spanish B·
l11ten:nedlate. Grammar, Reading and Exercises.:
Gen:n,an A * _ _Grammar and Composition -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
German .B
. h~rmedja,t«, ·Grammar, · Reading- and Exerci$e.s..__ _
Scien~e A
Ybysical Geography -----·-..:..·--., _ - - - - - - - - - -Science B, _ __,...__.Physics,~with- laboratory work ·. - - - - - - - Science C
. C~emistry, with . labc,ratory wor~~....
· ______
Science · D
Botany, . with laboratory . work : - - - - - ---'---'
Science E
Physiology .
·
-·Science F _ _ _ zoology, with laboratpry wor
. ½
Science G---General -Science, wi_th laboratory · work-

Bili~

·1
1

.l
1.

l
1
1
I
1 ·
1
l

1/2

·½
½
to l
l

Economics ·or Sociology .

1

· Other Subjects (not more than •thr,ee units)

Manual Training.,.Drawm-g
½ to 1
· Shop : work ..- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -½-to 2
Domes~c .S cience
_i to 2
Agricul~re ·
(Accredited Agricultural School ' Course )- - - - ·1 to 2·
Commercial
Commercial Geography
. . 1/2
Subjects...,.____ _ commercial · Law
½.
Shorthand
% lo I
Typewriting
½
Bookkeeping
.
.·
½· to l
Commercial Atjthmetic
½ to 1
Home Economics_Sewing - - - - - - - - - -- --'------½ to I
·
Cooking
½ to 1
. Music
I·
Military or P~ysical Training
· . 1/:i :to l

*Note-At least two units. in the same language must be submitteo where
language is ottered. AdditiQnal_units will be ·accepted.

Admission by Examination
Candidates for the Freshman Class who are not graduates
of an accredited secondary school will ~e expected to submit
tr~nscripts from such schools showing the subjects stuili,ed,
and in addition will be required to pas~ ·entranc~ exani_inations in- four ·high school subjects, English being one of the
four.- Entrance examinations _will be given ·free of charge .. at ·
the · College, September 2_5 to 27, 1930. Examinations may
be given at other times·, with the consent of the Dean,: £9.r .
which a fee of $3.00 is payable in advance to the Treasure.r.·
In no . case will the fee be · returned.
·
Admission by Certificate of Examination
Academic diplomas issued by the Reg~nts of .th~. UnJyer.;.
sity _of the State -of New York. are accepted-in all required ·
-subjects covered by them.
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Certificates of the New York State Examination Board
a re accepted.
Certificates of the College Entrance Examination Board
are accepted.
Admission by Certificate
Graduates of accredited secondary schools are admitted to
the Freshman Class :upon presentation: of a :certificate issued
by the superintendent or principal. -Blank certificates. may
be obtained by applying to the Dea_n of t~e C9llege.
Admission from Other Colleges
Students from other c·olleges, seeking admission · to Rollins
College, in addition to· answering the entrance questionnaire
.and complying - with · all registration requirements, . must
present the following credentials: A letter. of ·honorable dis- .
· missal, a statement of method of admission; an official statement in detail of studies taken by terms or s~mesters, with
standing in the same, the exact number of terms of attendance, and a marked c·a talogue. of .t he institution · showing _
each subject that has been c_ompleted. Credit on work done
in other colleges will . be given in general only for grades
·
·.
·
carrying_quality points. _
Advanced standii1g may also· be ob_tained by -examination
in the subjects for which credit is desired. Fee, $4.00 per
term · hour··
- .Special Students
Mature - students may be allowed, under certain restrictions, to take special courses. Such students .may be ad~
mitted to those classes for which the.· professors_ ii! .charge
may think they are .prepared; ·except that they· shall not be
admitted to any -class for which entrance examinations are
required without having satisfied those requirements either
by certificate from an accredited school or by ·~xamination.
Should a special student wish · to ·-become a candidate for
a degree, lie must satisfy the entrance requirements.
The College does not wish .to encourage the tegistration of
special students, but will accommodate a limited number of
them to meet the needs of important cases and the necessities· of the community. as far as it' is not inconsistent with the
fundamental purposes· of the College and its· connection with
the Southern Association.
·
·
-·
The admission and control of special students rest entirely
with the Dean.
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STUDENT ·. EXPENSES 1930-Si
General Expenses

If paid in advance for the year· ·
Tuition _:_ ___ _:_________________________________
$3 00.00 .
Board -'"------------------- --------~--------------~-- 290.00
. Room-Rollins Dormitory for ·Men --------------::---~ · 1.80.00
Roorn--other dormitories _____: ___________ _:_________________:__ 1.2'5 ..00
Student Association Fee ---~----------------------~------------ Z·l.00
Breakage Deposit -----------:----~----_:-----------~-------~-- 10.00
Health ·F.ee · ----------~--------------------.:________ _ _ _
5.00
Matriculation Fee ________________________.:_________________ 10.00
If paid .by the term.
.
Tuition · _______· ----------------------------------------------- · ________ · $105.00B oa rd ---------------- -------------------------------------·_________________ · 100.00
Room· Rollins Dormitory .for Men ______________ 65J)() .
Robm~ther dormitories -------------------~-------~-- 45~00
Student Association Fee ---------------------------- 7 .00
· Breakage Deposit, Health .and Ma tri~ula tion Fees
are annual ·fees · payable when student registers . .
( For ~xplanation of general expenses see . tollowing pa.ges) ·

_
Laboratory and Special Fees ·
(For the purpose of determining .laboratory _:and, ·special
fees "regular" college students "'are defined as those who are
paying the full academic tuition.)
Laboratory Fees: (See description of cour~es in Biology, Chem;istry and Physics.)
Special Fees: (See description of courses in Art; Public

Speaking, and Dramatic Art.)
Music Tuition a.nd Fees: (See special Conservatory
catalogue for complete d.etails.)
Special Tuition Fee, (Academic, per terni) :·.
For less than ten hours, per. hour· __________ $10.00
Excess Tuition- Fee, for students who carry in excess
of eighteen hours .per term, per hour _ _ _ _ 5.00
Re gist ration_ Fee:
Special . Students. Payable on first registration,
per year ------------- ------------------------- -----,-- .3 .00
81
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Late Registration Fee:
.
First day after ·registration day --:-------------------------For each day thereafter add $1.00 up-to _ _ _

2.00
5.00

Change of Course or Dropping Course:
Except in case of conflict, or on advice of Dean
and Major Professor ------------------------C---~--------------- 2.00
Gradu.a tion Pee:
College or Conservatory of Music · ______________________ 10.00

Explanation of _Fees ·
1. TUITION. The regular tuition fee of $105·.00 per term, .
or ..$300.00 for three terms if paid in advance," covers all ·
academic subjects except special work in the Public Speaking,
Dramatic Art, · Art and Music Depa~tments and_. laboratory
fees. For less than ten hours, the tuition fee is $10.00- per
credit hour. The tuition fee covers· but a small part of
the actual cost to the College, the balance of which is met
by income from endowment funds and · gifts from friends
of Christian education.
The above rates are effective for_ the school ·year 1930-31
only. The Board of Trustees has voted that tuition there·
after be $400.-00 per year.
Refund of Tuition:
- (a) - For_a student leaving college on account of s.erious
illness or on recommendation of the med-ical director: during first two weeks, refund of three-fourths of tuition; dur- ·
ing second two weeks, on_e half of tuition; during third ·two
weeks, one-fourth tuition; after six weeks, no refund (unless
paid for three terms in advance). · · · ·
(b) For a student leaving college for any other reason:
during first two weeks · of term, one-half tuition; after first
two weeks, no refund (unless paid for three terms in advance.)
·
(c_) A student will be considered as in attendance at the
College until the · Treasurer's -·Office ·has · been ·. notified in
writing by the Dean of the College of a student's withdrawal.
Claims for refund previous to such notification will not be
~
considered. .

·..=:.•·.
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2. BoARD. Unless a · special -diet has been.- pres~cib~d by··
a reputable phy.sician and approved by the College ·Physi-cian, and that special diet cannot be_furnished · at the C~llege
Commons:, all· students -_no\ living· at home are· _required ·_ to
eat at_ the College Common_s, which is conducted..- without
profit. For a period of less than a full term, · the r_ate _-for
board is $10.·50- ·per week .
. 3. . RooM RENT.· . The dormitory room rent is _$45~00 per
term, or $125.00 for three terms if paid .in advance. ·· This
applies in ·all dormitories except ·th~ new .Rollins·:· dormitory
for me_n, the rates of which .are $65..00 per term or '$180.00·
for three.terms·if paid in advance. No extra·electric~-1 -_eq~ip:men( is allowed in the rooms-. Se·rvice rooms are --p'ro:vided . iti
the dormitories for the use of electric irons. The room res- ·
ervation fee _· of .$10.00 is applied on room rent for _t~e third
term.
Each dormitory occupant . is required to provide four · single sheets arid three pillow cases. The laundry of_ these
items is _·provided by the College .
. Refund of Room Rent:
(a) $10.00 deposit fee refundable up to September 1. ·_
(b) . Up to . end of first week of college term,.- refund ·of
one-half of room rent in case of withdrawal; · after firs-t ·
week, no refund.
· 4. · STUDENT AssocIATION. FEE. Upon registration a ·regular student automatically becomes a member of the; .Student
Association which, in general,. controls the student ente"rprises. '_He pays,_as ·part o~ his college bill, a ·fee of $7 .00 a·
term~ This constitutes a special fund for the :maintenance
· and business-like m_a nageinent of student activities· and campus interests~
.
·
All such funds are handled b_y the College Off.ice and expended .only by · order . of the Executive Comm~ttee . of th_e
Association and the Faculty Committee oil Activities;
Upori -payment of this fee a Student Associ~tion ticket is ·.
given the ._ student entitling him to ( 1) a subscription to the·
Sandspur, . (2) a subscription to the Tomokan, (3). admission
to all athletic contests, (4) admis-sion to all concerts a11d· lectures, ·( 5) admission to all debates and other· activities,
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specified by ·the Executive Committee, (6) . a subscription to
the Flamingo:
_
.
.
The .activities · are conducted by _the ~tudents with Jhe
co-operation of the administrative officer_s of the College.
Unexpended money apportioned to any activity is held over
to ·t he suc~eeding _year to be re-apportioned .for the· benefit
·
·
of student activities.
.
This fee may · be changed at a·ny time by a vote of the
Student Association. ·
5. · DEPOSIT . FEE. The . $10 deposit or · breakage fee is
paid by all regularly enrolled students on first registratipn
and ·is refundable· at the end of the year less any charges for
room damage, .laboratory breakage, library fees or fines, or
other assessments.
6. HEALTH FEE. $5.00 a year, required of all regular
students.
7. M~TRICULATION FEE. Upon application for ad~ission
in the college, new students, whether freshmen or of ad. vanced standing, pay the matriculation fee of $10.00. - This
fee is refundable only in case a student is not accepted for
.
·
admission.
'

Payments
Tuition and all other fees are due in full in advance each
term and must.be paid in the Office of ·t he Treasurer before
the .student attends recitations. Instructors will receive into
their classes only- those students who present class_ c:ards
stamped . by the Registrar. The Board of Trustees reserves
the right to cancel or increase any of the fees listed or to add
any new fees necessary to meet an emergency or ~any unusual
conditions that may arise.
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ADMINISTRATION
. Conduct of Students
.College -administration relates not only to scholas,tic work ·.
but to the habits and influence of the individual student. It · ·
is the duty :of the· faculty and ad~inistration to reje.c t those
· who are u·nprepare-d in scholarship. It is equally-their. duty
to eliminate those who are injuring the scholarship~ or the
~oral standards of the institution. -Such personal habits as
drinking, gambling . and licentiousness · are contagious,
· harrnful to ·the student body, and .fatal to the individual 'addicted · to them. -N"o student whose . personal conduct ·gives
evidence -of bad · habits will be allowed ·to remain at the
College.
Rollins is jealous of the quality of its ·student body.- One
of the duties of the Student Council is to maintain high
· standard ·of conduct in the student body. _ Every s-tuden~-;is
expected to observe the conventions and proprieties .of refined society; t-0· be diligent in his _studies, and to.he prompt
and regular -in att_endance at classes-, chapel, and other -aca- .
demic functions of the College.
·
Any student who · is- persistently negligent in academic
work, who violates the regulations ~f the College, who brea·ks .
the laws of civil society, or makes himself an undesirable .'
citizen of the campus or community because of specific ac_
ts, .
or general attitude perversive of good o~d-er, may be·warned,
placed on probation, suspended, dropped or expelled, as the ·
conditions warrant. A student may forfeit his connection
with the College withou~ an · overt act, if, in the ·opinion of
the faculty, he is not in accord with its standards. ·· ·

a

. Withdrawal
Students receive the admonition and _counsel of the Dean,
or President, or both, ·before the infliction · of any_. penalty.
If a student gives evidence of exerting a bad influ~n<:e · on..
others, or of failure to derive benefit .from his courses of
study, he may be required _to withdraw.
A student who wishes to withdraw from the College must ·
consult the Dean before doing so.
·
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Rollins .College

Dormitory and Commons Regulations
The Board of Trustees has adopted the fol1owing require- ·
men ts for the CoHege ·_D ormitories and Com~ons:
1. Every freshman regularly enrolled iri ·Rollins College
a_n d not living. .at home is required to live in_one ·of the College dormitories, until one full year's work has been com- ·
·
pleted.
. 2. Every upper-class student · regularly .e nrolled in Rollins College and not living at home is required to live in one
of the college dormitories · or in one of the approved fra- .
ternity or sorority houses.
,
·
3. Every regularly enrolled student not living at home
is requir_e d to board at the College· Commons unless other
arrangements .are made with the Treasurer of the College.
· 4. Only regularly· enrolled students who are active undergraduate members of local organizations may live in ·fraternity or sorority .houses without special .w ritten approval
of the College Administration.
Physical Examination
Freshmen qnd . new students are required_· to furnish a ·
certificate of good health before being .admitted ·t o matricu·
. lation.
All students shall take a complete physical and medical
examination each year. A conference with the consulting
psychologist may form a part of the examination. The examinations will he ·given by the col1ege physician and . the
Depart.ment of Physical Education. Examination a-ppointments, beginning with the freshmen, will :be made alphabetically during the first week of the college year. A _me_dical
0. K. or advice will then be filed so · that no- student shall
enter any activity throughout the year for which ·he or she
is_not physically fit.
·
Absences From· Classes
·Rollins College ha·s no system of cuts or unexcused absences. · Prompt and regular attendance is a ·pa·rt of the
work of each course-. A student who is consistently absent
·from classes without . the permission of his ·in~tructors will
be required to withdraw from college. Whenever a student
is absent, it is his _responsibility to arrange with each of his
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inst,rµctors to make •up the work lost. Whe~ it is .nece:ssa.ry .
for a student to' be .absent from the :campu's;for. OD:e ✓da:y. or .
. more, he should . obtain the written pe·rmiss~on of · each ·of
his instru~tors .and the .Dean before leaving~
.
Matriculation .
. ·_ .
·
Every applicant desiring to be regularly entered mus~t. pass ·
the entrance tests and· be matriculated or formally admitted
as a student .in Rollins College.
.
Matriculation should be arranged before the student leave~
home, and· must be ·completed ·before arranging _a·.·sch·edule-·
of courses.
The procedure for freshman enrollment is as follows:
1. (a) Application for A·dmission.
(b) Record of High School Credits.
These_.two blanks are · sent to each pro~pective student.
The blank-Record of High School Credits-should be· for~
warded by the applicant to his high school ·or . preparatory
school prindpal,'.who fills in the .high school credits ·and re::.
turns it directly to the Rollins College Registrar. The Application for Admission blank should be filled out by the pros:-:
pective student and maileq to the Dean of Rollins _College,
_with t.he ten dollar ·matriculation fee.
2. The · Entrance Questionnaire.
The Entrance Questionnaire is then sent .from the- Office
of the Dean to the Supervisor named· on the ·Applicat~on for
Admission blank. In answering the Questionnaire the applicant· may take as much time as is necessary to ac~cimplish
· the work satisfactorily; but the blank must be filled otit in
the presence of the Supervisor, w1thout help.
3.. Matriculation. ~
If the applicant's qualifications and the evaluation of hi-gh
school credits prove satisfactory, the applicant is-·notified
at once that he has been accepted as a student ·i_n Rollins
College, and .a Matriculation Ca-r d is issued by . R6Ilins College, and sent to the now regularly enrolled student~ ..
Freshma'.n ·week
The Freshman Class assembles· at ·the College ·a few .days
-in advance of the rest of the student body, in ord~r_· to begin
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its college work under more favorable circumstances than
have been possible hitherto. Besides becoming .fairly f amiliar beforehand ·w ith the· conditions unde_.r which they are
to work for the next four ye~rs, the ·. member_s _
of .the class
are able to complete certain preliminary exerci~es which ordinarily interfere with a prompt and smooth ·-b~ginning of
the business of the year; and b~n their _acquaintance with
each other . unhampered by the dist~acting presence of a
large body ·of older students. During Freshman Week the
adrhinistrative officers of the College, severa\ . members of
the faculty, and a number of selected 1I'pperclass students
are at the service of the class.
In the course of the week the .m embers of the class complete their registration for the work of the year; take physical examinations at individually designated tiines; hear lectures upon the use of the library, how to study, care of
health, management of finances, college regulations and customs, and requirements in regard to studies and grades;
visit the library in smap groups under the guidance .of con·
ductors·.
All these matters are. of great importance to _members of
the new class, so much so that it is imperative for all of
them to be present throughout the period. Attendance is
therefore required of all· who enter as freshmen.
Reservation of Rooms
Rooms will be assigned to new students in order oLreceipt
-of application. All rooms must be reserved in advance upon
payment of a fee of ten dollars to the Office
the :Treasurer.
This fe~ will · apply on the student's bill at the opening p,i
the Spring Term. .Should a student who has reserved a
room by making the ·advance payment decide . not tb · enter,
a refund of this amount will be .made provided such refund
is claimed on or before September· 1, 19.30. ·
Students not residing in Winter Park . artd its .vicinity or
in the homes of immediate relatives are· requir~d to room in
the College dormitories and board at the Commons unless
other arrangeme~ts are made with the Treasurer of the
College.
Dormitory rooms are furnished with single beds with
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wire springs, mattresses, pillows., dressers, study. table_s and
. chairs. All other furnishings desired . are to be pI"ovided by
the student. Each occupant of a dormitory .roc;>m .must
· bring four sheets, three pillow slips, at least two blankets,
one comforter, one mattress pad, two bed spreads for a si~gle -hed · and personal linen. · All these articles · should be
_plainly marked with the owner's name.
· · Each occupant of a dormitory room -will ·be required · to
sign a receipt for the furniture and equipment ·o f his room_
and will be held responsible for its return in good condition
_
.· · . ·
·
when he departs.
A student to whom a dormitory room is assigned is obligated for its rental for the year, unless another- student, _
not a resident of the hall, agrees, with the approval of the
Dean of the College, to occupy the room, paying the deposit
and rental fees. ·
.
Students may not have pets in any college dormitory. .
Waiting List
The names of applicants who do not secure admission at
the beginning of the college year will .be placed on the "wait.ing list" and appointments to vacancies made in .regular order provided that the application is . accompanied · by the
customary retainer fee.
· Correspondence
Communications in reference to the personal welfare of
women students during the college year may be sent to .the
Dean of Women. Correspondence in reference to the men ·
students and from prospective students should be ~ddressd .
,, D_ean of the College, Rollins College, Winter Park,
~
- Florida.
REGISTRATION

Students will present themselves for .registration on the
days assigne,d . for that purpose. The Matricl.llation · Card
must be shown .advisers before .registering. _lf the card · is
los·t, a new one. may be obtained by -payment of twenty.:. .
five cents .at the Office of the Dean.
Registration afte·r the regularly appointed day subjects. the '.
student · to a- late registration fee as follows: Two dollars_
for the first day and one dollar per day thereafter up to a
maximum of five dollars.
·
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Students entering College late must make up all back
work within _one month_ after -entrance. .All· exceptions to
this rule must be authorized by the Dean.
Advisers

Each student chooses as early as possible the -department
containing the line · of study which .he wishes to emphasize ·
in his course~ Some professor of this department _becomes
the student's adviser in his course of study and · must be
cor,isulted at each subs·e quent registration or chan,ge in reg·
·
istration.
Each freshman is assigned to ian adviser. who continues
as counsellor to· the student on the selection of courses until
he chooses his major~ ·
. Normal Re gist ration

The average number of credit hours needed _to make up
the requirement of 192 credits for graduation is 16 .credit
hours per term. This is the amount recommended for students in all classes, .to secure best results. The maximum
allowed a new matriculant is 18 hours, including 1 hour of
physical education.
· Excess Registration

More than 18 credit hours per term is excess and cannot
be allowed except by consent of the Dean, in applying
definite regulations of the faculty. To register for._ 17 hours
the student must have accumulated · in the preceding term
19 yoints in 16 -hours, with no mark below pas.sing; to
register for 18 hours he niust have accumulated 21 po"ints in
16 hours; for 19 hours, 23 points. This gr-ade·of.work must be
maintained during the current term. A fee of $5_~oo shall be
charged for each registered hour in _excess of 18. Permission
to register for more than 18 hou.rs must be· obtained from the
Dean. No student will be permitted to register for more than
.21 credit hours. Without special permission from the D.ean,
15 credit hours shall be the minimum amount of registration.
Changes in Registration

Ordinarily no changes are allowed in re_gi.stration after the
registration card has bee~ filed with the Registrar. For eyery
change that is allowed, a fee of $2.00 will be ·charged, unless
remitted by the Registrar or Dean for satisfactory reason.
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· Dropping · 1¥.or k
.
· .. : · . ·
Work for which the _student has . onc~steredcannot·
be dropped except · by formal · permission · secured· ·.th~o.ugh
the office of the Registrar. A course .abandoned witho.u t
such ·permission, · likewise . ( under certain conditions) .·· a
course in which the student is failing, will. .be counted· as a·.
failu.re and so recorded on the permanent record. A course
dropped after four weeks will be recorded as a faihue.
lYithdrawal
.
Students who find it necessary to leave the College before
the close of a term report to the Dean and receive withdrawal
card. This card is then· presented to the Registrar,' who
completes the withdrawal.
GRADING SYSTEM

The grading system in use at Rollins is as follows:
"A" gives three. q~ality points. The student must do
more than the required work and do it in a superior ma~ner . .
•c "B" gives two quality points. The student must do the
required · work in a superior manner or must on his· own
· volition do extra work of a satisfactory: grade.
"C" gives one · quality point... The student ·must do the
. required work-- in a . satisfactory manner. It .is u11derstood
that required work ineans:·- what can be done duri.ng th.e
con£erence period.
·
"D." The student does the work but the work is not
satisfactory enough to receive quality credit.
.
"E." The student is··conditioned. The $tudent ·may-con.tinue in the course running for more than one term . and .
tnay raise his ·grade to. "D" upon passing an examination · or
the performance · of other work to the satisfaction of the
instructor. A student who has done "low passing~'. or "D"
work which has not been complete.cl by the ei:id of the term .
shall be reported with the grade of "E." If the student
does not remove this condition· by the end of the first ,.te-rm ·
in which _he is registered at the College .followip.g the one in
which the condition was incurred, the grade-"E" automatically becomes an "F"~ (N. B. A grade of "E" can never be
changed to more ·than a "D".) ·
·
·
"F." Failure.
·

.

.
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"INC." When a student has done- work .of at least "C"
quality in a course but has failed to complete all of the required work, the instructor may at his . option report the
stud~nt's work as "INC" or may report ·the-student for credit
in the course at . the lowered grade. It is p_resumed that
students will complete the work of •a course . within
the · period for which they have registered, ·unle~s prevented by illness or some other similarly legitimate excuse. · When the grade "INC" is ·. used it must b~ accompanied .by a supplemen~ary symbol indicati~g the character
or quality of th_e work already completed. (N. B.. Unless
an "INC" is made up in the next term in which the ·student
is registered following the one in which the "INC" was received, the "INC" automatically becomes an "F.")
. "W." Withdrawal.
Honor Points

In 1927 Rollins · adopted the honor point · system which
requires that in addition to having 192 hour credits, a candidate for a ba~helor's degree must have 192 honor points.
For a .course carried throughout a term with a grade of
"A," three honor points will be awarded for each terrri hour
credit; for a course with a grade of "B," two honor points;
with a grade of "C," one honor point. .In Physical Education and other subjects in which credit is allowed without
honors, no more honor points will be granted than hours
of credit. Students, who during their course make in 192
hours 460 honor points, shall be graduated cum Laude; students making 500 honor points in 192 hours shall be graduated magna cum laude; and students making 550 honor
points in 192 hours shall be graduated summa cum laude.

Academic Standing
All regular students who obtain passing grades in twelve
hours of academic work in a term will he permitted to register for the fallowing term unless dropped from the College
for other reasons. H less than twelve hours of academic
work are pass-ed in any· term the student w_ill be required to
show cause why he should be permitted· to remain in the
College. If permitted to remain he may be placed on probation . for a period of one term.
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. Probation .
A student who is- on probation may be dropped from
the College at any .tim-e if · he fails to. maintain a satisfactory academic standing. In: addition, . such a student: may
not represent the College as a member of any i1th1etic. team,
or in any _o ther way. While on probation a student·may not
carry more than sixteen hours of academic .work.
,
Any student dropped from the College, whose · permarierit . residence is not.,} n Winter Park, must leave ·Winter Park
within three days . after being sent notice to this effect in
writing, or forfeit the -privilege of -possible re-entry · to the
College and transfer of credits to other institutions~
CLASSIFICATION OF STUDENTS.

For Freshman Standing.
No student will be classified as freshman who is deficient
in more than 1 unit of preparatory work.

For Sophomore Standing.
All entrance deficiencies· must be removed ..
At least 40 term hours of college work and 42 honor points
(including the required freshman courses in Englis.h, Mathematics, .Latin, Hygiene, and Physical Education).
For Junior Standing.
.
At least 90 term hours and 95 honor points (including
Physical Education 201£, 202w, 203s, and all preceding requirements).
·
For Senior Standing~
At least 140 term hours and 150 honor points, and all pre•
ceding requirements.

·.- . -

.

.... '

REQUIREMENTS FOR DEGREES
General Requirements _
.
.
Rollins College confers · the · undergraduate degrees of .
Bachelor of Arts and Bachelor of Science ~nd, . in co~opera. tion with the ·Conservatory of Music, the deg~ee of Bachelor
of Music. The graduate degrees of Master of Arts and .
Master of Science have been conferred upon , a few candidates who have done advanced work of an unusual q-uality .
.. The amount of work required of candidates for- a bachelor's degree is ·m easured by tuition term hours. A term
hour is a one hundred and twenty-minute period of · work ·a
week throughout one term. The requirements .of candidates
for a bachelor's degree are sixteen such hours each term
or one hundred and ninety-two term hours of .satisfactory.
work. Credit for not more than eighteen term hours may,. at
the discretion of the faculty, be allowed for work"done in the
Conservatory of Music. Under the honor· point system a
student is also · required to make as many quality or honor
points as hours. Therefore, a candidate for · a ·bachelor's
degree would need to have one hundred and ninety-~-two .t erm
hours and one hundred and ninety-two honor pOints.
With the exception of a few specifically required courses,
the choice of courses under the major and group require..:.
. m.ents is left· largely to the student~
·
For the regular Liberal Arts studies the College ordinarily
confers only_the Bachelor of Arts degree, but the Bach_elor
of Science . degree· may be conferred upon those who have
shown unusual excellence and intensive study in scientific
work.
All candidates for degrees must complete the required
courses of study· to the satisfaction of the Faculty; must
maintain that standard -of . morality and character which is
consistent _with the ideals of Rollins, must have a minimum
of one full year of residence study at the College~ and must
have satisfied all other· college requirements including the
payment of all bills.
Such candidates must have a working _knowledge of one
or more foreign languages according ·to the·. specifications
· ·
and plans of the major requirements.
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Requirements

for Degrees

.No st~dent will be permitted ·to carry more than eighteen
hours of work at one time without special permission. -The ·
number of hours in pre-professional courses will he gove·rn·e d
.by the regulations arid needs of that work. In general, ·
students are not permitted to register ,for more than the
regular number of hours unless they have made in the pre- ·
vious year an average of. more than C in all subjects and ·
have failed in none.
_ Bachelor of Arts Degree
The Bachelor of Arts degree-._ will be conferred upon students who- complete · satisfactorily one hundred and ninetytwo term hours according to .the prescribed courses_, and
who satisfy all other requirements of the College. The _candidate for a degree -m ust meet the requirements of his _· selected major study. The work of the degree is planu.ed . for
four · full yea·rs of $tudy and has a prerequisite of _fou_r fufl
years of secondary work or its· equivalent. · Students of rare
ability, who can · make such high marks as -to . permit _c onstant _over-registration, may shorten this time, but such -. an
accomplishment is ·rarely. don_e a:nd is not encouraged .u_nless
the circumstances fiilly justify -it. . Under no_conditions will
a student be allowed to complete his course in less. than ten
terms.
The requirements for the degree of Bachelor of ·Art·s are _
summarized below:
·
Major - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 4 0 -.50 Term Hours
Group Requirements (in addition to Bible, Engli.sh and
other specified requirements)
Bible . .
.
..
·
Lite .Problems and Hygiene (required freshman year)______
Physical Education -- - - - --- ·_ _ _ _ _ _ _
English , (ten hours required freshman year)____
Latin (if not. offered for admission)_______

40

"

6

"

5 ·.

"

9·

15.

"

"

"
·u

'-'

"··

IO
" ·· "Foreign Language
Working Certificate
Electives - -- - - - ' - - - - - , - - - - - - -·- - - TOT AL
_ 192 Term H·ours

Bachelor of S_cie.nce Degree
The Bachelor of Science degree is offered for those stu~
dents who wish to concentrate·· upon science. A candidat_e
must major in .some branch .of science anq. must complete
sixty hours of scientific work, forty of which must ·be·_ichos·e n ·.
in his maj_or subject. The Bachelor of Science degree re·
quires freshman mathematics.

~-·.. .
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The requirements for the degree of Bachelor ·of Science
are summarized below:
Science Major -~-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Additional Science Group ·(ten term hours must -be . in
math.e matics) -

· 40 Term Hours

. -------------

Group Requirements (in ·addition to Bible, English and
other specified requirements.) .

·

20

"

"

40

"

"

Bible
·
. ·
.
6 . "
"
Li(e Problems and Hygiene (required freshman year)_
5
,~
"
Physical Education _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
9
"
"
English (ten hours required freshman year) _ __.____ 15
"
"
Foreign Language
Working Certificate
Additional electives
192_Term Hours
TOTAL

Master's Degree in Arts and Science
.
Master's degrees have been conferred in .the past upon a
few candidates who have done advanced work of exceptional
quality. The College does not seek graduate students, and ·
only those who can find here the material for post graduate
work of an inten~ive character are accepte·d. · :No graduate
· student is accepted .as a candidate for a ·master's degree
without approval . of the faculty committee ·o n . graduate
study. The master's degree will be granted oµly on the
completion of one full year's graduate work in res_idence and
the prepa-ration of a thesis giving evidence
thorough re- ·
search in some chosen and accepted field. The requirements
and rules g9verning graduate study are administered by the
faculty committee on graduate study.

of

_Residence Study
Any student seeking a degree of any kind . from Rollins
College must be in. residence at least one full year and must
complete not less than forty-five tuition term hours at Rollins. Full credit will be given for work done _in other instituan equal ·grade with Rollins but no more than three
tions
years of such work may count .toward a bachelor's degree.
No bachelor's degree is granted by Rollins to any applicant
who has not spent his senior year in residence at the-College.

of

Majors
Each candidate for a degree is required to complete a
major group of studies of not less than forty term ·hours.
The candidate's major work is done under the direction

I.
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and aqvice of the major instructor who advises · and a~sists
the stud~.mt in choosing the courses to complete the · major
requirem~nts as outlined.
.
_
The major subjects need not be chosen until the begi;liµin·g· ·_
of the sophomore year .and, in special cases, =may he delayed
until the begiiining of the junior year.
No ·grade is · accepted for credit in a major subject unless
it is C or better.
. Group Arrangement of Studies
The different departments of instruction may be arranged
·
under four groups.
GROUP I
English
Books
Public Speaking
French
German
· Greek
· Latin
Spanish
GROUP Ill
Astronomy
Biology.
Botany and Horticulture
Entomology
Ornithology and Nature Study
Zoology
Chemistry
Geology
·Mathematics
Physics

GROUP ll
BibUcal Literature and Religion
Economics
·
Education
Government .and Political Science
History
Philosophy
Psychology
Sociology ·
GROUP IV
Art
Dramatic Art
Music

Group Requirements
A major subject may be chos·en in the case of a Bachelor ·
of Arts· degree from any of . the above groups, .while- for a
Bachelor of Science degree a major subject must be chosen _
from Group III. In_addition to · his maj9r .subject, a can-didate for• a bachelor's degree must complete twenty . term ·
hours in each of the-other groups except Group· IV. M~jors
may be chq_sen in each of the a_bove su~jects except Bi_b lkal
Literature and Religion, Books, Government . and Political
Science, Public Speaking, Dramatic Art, Astronomy, Entomology, Geology and Ornithology. Music may be chos~n
for a major only for a Bachelor of Music .degree. Some
majors . may require more than · the mini_mum. number -of .
hours if, in the judgment of the- major· instructor and -t he ·
Dean of the College, more hours are .necess·a ry for adequate
completion of the · major.

'.
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·Description ·o f Major~
A detailed description of the majors is ·g_iven below.

Art
PREREQUiSITE :_ Art lOlf and-102w.
REQUIRED CouRsEs: Art 104f, 201w, 202.s, :203£, 206s and
additional elective courses in Art to total forty term hours.
Biology
PREREQUISITE: Biology 101f.
REQUIRED CouRsEs: Biology 102w, 103s, 210f, 308w,
309s and additional elective courses either in Botany and
Horticulture or in Zoology, as desired by the student, to total
forty term hours.
_
_
Students majoring in Biology are strongly urged to complete courses in Organic Chemistry and Modern Physics and
to have a working knowledge of German and_French.
Chemistry
.
REQUIRED CouksEs: Chemistry lOlf, 102w, ·1s1s and additional elective courses in Chemistry to total at least forty
term hours. Students majoring in Chemistry are advised to
complete Calculus,: two terms of Physics, and Biology lOlf,
as well as to have a · working knowledge of French ·and
German.
Economics

REQUIREB CouRsEs: Economics . 201£, 202w, 204w, 301£
and additional elective courses in Economics to total · forty
term hours.
Education
REQUIRED CouRSES: ·Education 30lf, 304s, 306s, 401£,
402w, 403s and additional elective courses in Education or
Psychology to total forty term hours.

,.

I .

,.
I

English
PREREQUISITE: Fif_teen term hours of ·E nglish, including
·
courses 101£ and 102w.
REQUIRED CouRsEs: English 201£, 202w, 317w, 318~ and
additional elective courses in English to total fifty term
hours.
Five term hours in the Department of ·Books may be
counted in the major.

·.
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Students majorixi.g in English. ~re advise<:! .to complete also ·
courses in Sociology, Psychology,·History· and Modern.·Languages. .
French
.
. .
REQUIRED CouRSES :· French 102w, 103s, 201£, 202w, 303s,
401£, · 402w, 403s and additional elective courses · in other
modern languages to -total forty term : hours~
Gfrman

. REQUIRED CouRsEs: German 102w, · 103s, :201£, 202w,
304f, 401£, 402w, 403s . and additional elective courses in
other modern · languages to total forty . te.r m hour_s.

Greek
·REQUIRED CoURsEs: Greek 201£; 202w, 301f, 302w, 401£.,.
402w, History 351w and additional ·elective ·courses· in Latin,
above. course 106s to total from forty to fifty term hours . .
Students ·m ajoring in Greek are urged to complete English
201£, 202w and two terms of French.
History
PREREQUlSITE: History 102w and 103s.
REQUIRED CouRSES: History ·204£, 205w, 210f, 21 lw, and
additional' elective courses in History to total forty term
hours.
·
· · Students majoring in History are advised to ·complete also
Economics· 201f and Government. 30~w, 303s.

Latin
PREREQUISITE: 102w, 103s, 105w, .106s or equivalent . .
REQUIRED CouRsEs: Latin 108w, 109-s, 201£, 30ls, and
additional elective courses in Latin or Greek -to total forty
term hours.
Mathematics
· REQUIRED CoURsEs: M'a thematics 101£, 102w, 202w, 302w,
305w, 306s and . additional elective courses ·in Mathematjcs
to total from forty to fifty term hours.
- _
Students majoring in Mathematics are urged t<;> complete
. courses in Biology, Chemistry and P_hysics atid to have a
working knowledge of German or French.
Music
See Special Conservatory Catalogue·.
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Philosophy
.
REQUIRED CoURsEs: Psychology 201£, Philosophy 201£,
202w, 206~, 303s and additional elective courses in Psychology or Education to total forty term hours.
·
·

Physics
. PREREQU.ISITES: Mathematjcs 101£, • 102w, 20lf, · 202w,
Chemistry 101£; 102w, 15 ls.
· REQUIRED . CouRsEs: Physics 201£, 202w, 3.05£, 306w,
307s, and additional elective courses chosen from Mathemat- ics 305w, 306s, Chemistry 201£, 202w, 401£, 402w, 403s or
Astronomy 303 s to total forty term hours.
·

. Psychology
REQUIRED CoURsEs: Psychology 201f, 305w, 311s and
a~ditional elective courses in Psychology or Philosophy to
total f arty term hours.

Sociology
.

REQUIRED CoURsEs: Sociology 201£, 202w, 203s, 401£, .
402w, 403s, Economics 301f and additional elective courses
in Sociology to total forty-five term hours.
·

Spanish .
REQUIRED Cm.msEs: Spanish 102w, 103.s, 201£, 202w, 203s,
30Jf, 304f, 305w, '306s and additional courses in· other mod. ern languages to total forty term hours.
·
REQUIREMENTS FOR GRADUATION.
!
!.

I

I.

i

Major. Not less than forty term hours must be completed in the ·major . subject.
A dditfonal Group Requirements. Each candidate for a
bachelor's degree must complete at least twenty term hours
in each of the groups · other than the major one and Group
IV. The group requirements are in addition to.Bible, English and other specified requirements.
· ·
·
Bible. Every candidate for a bachelor's degre~ ·from Rollins niust have completed at least six term hours of work in .
the · Department ·o f_Biblical Literature and _R eligion. ·
°Life Problems and Hygiene. Five term hours of wo,rk in
Life Problems and Hygiene are required of each graduate.
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The work of this course is basic to that of the social sciences .
and must be taken in the freshman year.
Physical Education. ·. Three term hours o_f physical ~d~cation are required in each of the first three ye.a rs of. the can~
_ didate's course, a total of nine term hours being required for
graduation. Additional credit may be earn.e d ·duriiig the
fourth year or by _taking two classes -con~urrently. ·or
this additional credit, a maximum of three hours may be
used as electiyes toward graduation.
·
English. · At least. fifteen te-rm hours of English are required for . graduation, ten term hours of which must ·be
taken in the_. freshman year.
Language Requirements. The general rule of the College
is to require every candidate for the bachelor's degree to .h~ve
acquired a working· knowledge of some one foreign language.
The amount of study necessary for such a working -knowl.;. .
edge would ordinarily be three years, but the stµdent's
· nationality, family inheritance, or previous experience inight
provide the required accomplishment with less regular class
. work. The College wishes to stress the effective accomplishment made ·in a language rather than a stated · amount of
study. Whenever the ·head of the department in which ·the
student is taking his language reports that he has acquired
a practical working knowledge of the chosen language .. :his
requirements in · that regard are fulfilled.

Language Studies Suggested
1. Students ente~ng with two years of one modern Ian-.
guage . take a_ minimum_ of one . year of the language - in
College.
2. Th0se entering with two years each of more-- than
one modern language take one year of one of them - ·college.
·
_
·
3. Those entering ~th two years of Latin, and no
modern language, take two years of Latin or complete a
modern language, according to the recommendation·. of the
Dean. ·
· ·
·
'
4. Thos.e entering with three. years of a foreign language may -apply to the proper language. professor for a certificate
of a "working _knowledge." If this cannot be secured the
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. student should _make plans. to fulfill the catalogue -requirements by. means of class- work.
Latin. In .order to secure the Bachelor of Arts degree a
student must have passed four books of Caesar or their
equivalent. If he had no Latin for ·entrance; but did have
another la·ngua:ge,. the Latin must be taken before the junior
year in order to . obtain ·college credits. If taken _after the .
sophomore year no· credit is allowed.
Mathematics. Each candidate for the Bachelor of Science
degree must complete ten term hours of mathematics.
PROFESSIONAL .REQUIREMENTS IN EDUCATION

Students desiring · to obtain a college degree and at the
same time to prepare for teaching may enter college in the
usual way and major in English, in mathematics·, in science,
in a niod~rn ·language, or in any other subject which they
desire to teach. As a minor they may select courses in the
Department of Education and in certain other departments
to the extent of three-twentieths of their college course
( about twenty-seven term hours) and thereby prepare themselves to receive a state teaching certificate without·examination. Of the courses taken in the Department of Education,
at least one term's work should be in observation or practice
teaching. . Students who have passed college courses in
American Government and History will be exempt from the
Florida State examination on the Constitution.
Teachers' ·Certificates
Students completing twenty-seven-=- term hours in ·education will have the same status as will graduates from the
four-year educational course offered by the State · U:niversity
and the State College for Women. · The State Superintendent of Education, at present, holds that the law as now
on the statute books permits him to grant· state certificates
without examination only to graduates from_four-:-year college courses. The provisions of the law governing the granting .of certificates are stated· in the following _paragraph ·: .
·The present state law of Florida provides two ways in which graduates
from Rollins College and similar institutions may · obtain state certUlcates.
U~der Chapter 7:178, . S~tions 1 and 2, graduates froin the • College may
obtau~ state certificates without examination, provided, first, they '. have ._ devoted three-twentieths of their time to ·study of psychology and education;
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and, secondly, . that .the College .submits to. such · insp~Uon and regula~ns .
as may be prescribed ·by· the · State Board of Education · and •the ·· State B0&;rd. ·
of Control; and thirdly,,· tha,t ~he courses of study are found to bethe same
or equivalent to those prescrfbed and sustained by the State University and · ·
the Florida- State College· for Women.

Under Chapter 7372i Section 17, of the laws ·as enacted in
1917, any Rollins student regularly graduated since Jurie· ·15,
1905, . may obtain a state certificate without examination ·by
filing with the State Superintendent of Public Instruction his
or her diploma, or a certified copy of it, presenting satista_ctory evidence ·of twenty-four months of successful teaching,
and paying .a fee of five dollars.
·
Pre-Professional Courses

· Rollins College offer·s Pre-Professional courses for students
who wish to enter schools of Law, . Medicine,_ Engineering
and the other professions. These courses are arranged to
satisfy the require~ents of the particular school chos-e n by ·
the student. Each student :s hould provide him.self . with. ·a ·
catalogue of the professional school he interids ·to enter .a~d
with the aid . of ·his adviser he can pla~ his course accord~·
ingly. ·· This should be done when he first enters college; s6
that he may be sure to cover all the necessary requi-rertients.
While it is possible to enter certain professional schools
~fter two years of college training, the student is advised,
whenever possible, to complete the_full college course before
. undertaking professional study. . This will enable the. s_tudent to obtain a better .grasp of his chosen subject and a
broader viewpoint of the profession which he plans to enter . . ·_ ·
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COURSES OF INSTRUCTION
The ideal which is now entering its fifth·. year at Rollins College is the Conference or Work-shop Plan,_one purpose of which is to bring the student and professor into ~loser
contact. . Students register for classes in the usual manner,
arranging their · schedules so · that two full hours may be
spent with each instructor. During the conference period
students . spend -their time in study, in conference with the
professor, in -small group di,s cussion; in writing dass papers,
preparing outlines, and in studying other matters incident
to the mastery of. the subject. At times even the whole
group or class may be called together for a conference on a
com!llon topic with the· instructor as the leader in the discussion.
Each instructor is permitted to apply the plan to his
course in the manner which he thinks most suitable to the
subject to be studied. General outlines .of course·s · are furnished :to students that they may know the approximate expectation for the term or year of each course; Sp·ecific outlines, .references, topics and questions are in· many instances
supplied by the instructor to facilitate the more economical
study and mastery of the. subject. The "lock-step'' method
of procedure has been eliminated and students are permitted
to -progress as rapidly as they wish or are able.
As an added feature ,of the Rollins Conference Plan most
courses meet five times a week instead ·of three.. Under this
concentration plan the student registers for three five-b.our
courses where in the past he has registered for five threehour courses. This enables the student to complete most of
the _required courses by the end of. his sophomore year,
leaving him free to follow - his natural interests· during his
junior and senior years.
Numbering of Courses
In .the numbering of courses the following system has been
used: Courses open to freshmen are numbered beginning
with 101; those open to sophomores and _above are numbered beginning with 201; juniors and seniors with 301;
seniors and graduates with 401. The term. is indicated with
the letter f, fall; w, winter; s, spring.
104
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Most courses are given . in term. units; however, in -some
cases two or -more· terms constitute a unit. The-prjnting .of
a cours~ with a hyphen between the .term numbers, foi: ex.:.
ample, (101f-102w-103s), indicates that ·credit is not given_·
.for the work of any term until the work of -the other terms
is completed. The printing of a course with __ a comma
between the term -numbers, for example, (10lf,. 102w', _1O3:s)., . . indicates that the course· extends· throughout the _number. ·of.··
terms specified; but that independent credit is given for.the .
work of _any term. · When course numbers are separated by ·
.a semicolon it indicates .that the course is repeated, for ·e_xample, (l0lf;l0lw).
. .
_ ..
The number of hours refers to the credit per. term. allowed _·
for the course, sixteen or seventeen. hours constituting ·full
· work.
The courses are arranged alphabetically in the following
order:
· Art ·

. Astronorpy
Biblical Literature and Religion
BiologyBotany and Horticulture
Entomology·
. Ornithology and Nature Study
Zoology
Books .

. Chemistry
- ·nramatic Art
Economics .
Education
English French

Geology

German

Government and Political Science
Greek

mstory .

.

Hygiene and Physlcal Education,
Italian
Latin

· Mathematics

· Music
Phllosopby
Physlcs
Psychology
Public Speaking
Sociology
Spanish

ART
The aim of the instruction in Art is to give the students
a thorough · and- practical knowledge of art, and to develop an understanding of the bro.ad principles underlying· :all art.
The value of drawing or designing· mental training can- ·_
not be overestimated. The ability to create original ·work
which this department aims to ·develop demands -an _intensive application of the mental faculties. Each year the Department of Art conducts an exhibit of antiq~es.
l0H. ART APPRECIATION. This course wil~ be devote.cl to
the study of the theory of the rules for the production of
any artistic ·result~ both in fine arts and ·in industrial. arts.

as

Credit, five hours~
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102w. ART APPRECIATiON. A course in color theory and
its application to problems . of block printing, and batiks..
Prerequisite, 101/. Credit, five hours. .
·
.
104£, 105w, 106s. DRAWING. In this course the student
applies the fundamental principles of drawing and bec·omes
familiar with the use .of different mediums-charcoal, pencil,
crayons, pen and ink, and water color. The course also deals
with simple arrangements of lines, spaces, sh_adows, rhythm
and other factors, as well as affording the student .o pportunity to study form and color, offering · valuable training. for
advanced work in painting. Credit, five hours a term. · Fee,
per term, regular students $-30.00; special students, .$45.00.
107£. MODELING fROM CASTS. This course . ~ffers ·elementary work in pla-s-tic art. Credit, five hours. Fee, regular students, $30.00; special students, $45.00.
108w, 109s. BAs RE.LIEF. ·This course consists of a ·
study of composition and design in the flat~ .-Credit, five
hours a term. . Fee., . per term, regular students, .$.30.00;
special students, $45.00.
·
201w, _202s. DESIGN. This course covers the fundamental
art principles -involved in developing original expression in
line, mass and color, developing during · the second ·term
into practical problems. Particular attention is given to
attractive arrangements of simple forms~ Credit, five hours
a term. Fee, -per term, regular st:udents, $30.00; special
·students, ·$45 .00.
203£. INTERIOR DECORATION. This course deals with the
evolution of the house from the time of the Norman Conquest to the present·era, and includes a study of fundamental
principles with their practical application in the .furnishing ·
of a house. Credit, five hours. Fee, regular students,
$20.00; special students, -$30.00.
204w. INTERIOR ·oEcORATION. This course is a .continuation of 203f, but may be taken separately. It includes the
history and development of period furniture _·and .:a-study
. of antiques. Credit, five . hours. Fee, regula.r . students,
$20.00; special students~ $30.00.
205w. HISTORY OF GREEK. ART . . This course i's a study of
the development of Greek sculpture, with a consideration

Courses of Instruction
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also of_the influence of Greek sculpture .upon both .corit_em~
porary ~nd later art and literature. It aJ~o includes ·a· brjef
consideration of Greek minor arts, such as v'.ases, ·coins,- -and
- metal-work. Credit~ two ho71:rs~
·
206s. HISTORY OF ART. This course is allied with 205w
but ·may be taken independently. It de'als . with ·e a·r ly-. art
periods, not included in. the above -course, and- stres~es ·the
development of architecture, · painting and sculpture · from·
the Fall of Rome through the great historic eras down ·to
the present day. . The Carnegie Fou11:dation Art Library, _
which is a part of the Studio equipment, offers a rich J0:nd
.of reference material which is avai_lable to .the student. Credit~ _five hours. _
207£, 208w, .209s. CoM¥ERCIAL ART. _ This course de.als
with the practical designing of posters for commercial ·purposes, 'e mphasizing lettering, simple effective :layouts an4 composition for illustrative .purpos.es. Color theory; with the
limitations of reproduction, as well as ·b lack and white work.:.ing of problems, is _carefully df;:veloped. Credit, one hour a
term. Feet-per term, regular students, $10.00; special stu·dents, $15.00.
ii
210£, 211w, 212s. CRAFTS. This is a brief .course in the
American crafts and industrial arts, such as batik, tie and .
dye, leather tooling and linoleum block. Credit, _two hours _
a term. Fee, per term, regular students, $15.00; special
·
.
students, $20.00.
213£, 214w, 215s . . COMPOSITION AND DESIGN IN. ~CULPTURE. A course including sketch building of all kinds with
special emphasis on lights and shadows. Figure -composi- .
tion for -ideal and practical work for marble · and. bronze. ·
Credit, five hours a term. Fee, per term, regular students,
$30.00; special students, $45.00.
218s. PENCIL SKETCHING. _A · course in drawing . with
especial attention to the particular medium of pencil ren~er~
ing. _ Credit, five . hours. Fee; regular students, $30~00;·
_ special students, $45.00.
·
301£. PUBu-c ScHooL ART ME-i-Hons. ( GE.ADEs). This
course deals with · the -fundamental principles of art teach~
ing in the- grade_ schools. Practice problems are presented
for each grade. Credit, two hours.
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302w. CLAY MODELING.

The production of hand-built
tiles, vases, book-ends and other art objects is considered
in this course. Prerequis"ite 106s. · Credit, fi-v e hours. Fee,
-regular students, $30.00; special students, $45.00~
303s. ART METHODS FOR HIGH ScHooLs. This .course is
a continuation of 301£ and deals .with art principles as .applied to the · junior and senior high schools. Prerequisite,
301/. Credit, iwo hours.
304£, 305w, 306s. LIFE CLASS. A course· in sculpture for .
advanced and talented students. Credit, five . hours. Fee,
per term, regular students, $30.00; special students, $45.00.
309s. ADVANCED PAINTING. Design and elementary draw- .
ing. _. Prerequisite, 102w. Credit, five· hours. (Special course
to be arranged). Fee, regular students, $30.00; special students, $45.00.
401£, . 402w, 403s. LIFE -CLASSES. This course gives a
study of the construction of the human figure, stressing balance, unity and rhyt.hm and proportion in lin~ and mass.
Dtawing · and pair.ting from costume pose. Prerequisite,
202s. Credit; five- hours a term. Fee, per term, regular stu·
dents, $30.00; special students, $45.00.
405w, 406s. ETCHING. The first term will be devoted
primarily to dry point and etching; the second te_rm to more
specialized methods, as mezzotints, aquatint, monotype,- etc.
The technique of printing plates will be given -especial emphasis. Admission only by approval of instructor. Cre.dit,
five ~ours a term. Fee, r:,egular students, $30.00 per term; ·
spe~ial students, $45 .00 per term.
· · _
407£, 408w, 409s. NATURE PAINTING-LANDSCAPE~ · The
natural beauty of the Rollins campus and the surrounding country lends · an inspirational .setting for -the work of this
course. Painting is done -in both water colors and oils. Pre- ·
requisite, 106s. Credit, five hours a term. Fee, per term,regular students, $30.00; special students, $45.00.
410£. ADVANCED DESIGN. A course giving advanced work
in design. Prere_quisite, 1O2w. Credit, five hours. · (Special
cour_se to be arranged). Fee, regular students, $30.00;
special students, $45.00.
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... AsTRONOMY

301s.- DEscRiPTIVE AsTRONOMY. A general . survey· of
· modern astronomy. · Prerequisite, Mathematics 102w. Cred-

it, five hours.

.

AND RELIGION
RELIGION. See Philosophy .cou:rse ·_

BIBLICAL LITERATURE
.

.

.

.

206s. PHtLosoPHY OF
206s. · Credit, five hours.
301£. . THE RISE AND FALL OF THE HEBREW NAT10N.
This course covers the Babylonian , background, .the primitive religion of Israel and the development of Hebrew in· ·
stitutions. Credit, two hours.
302w. THE OLD TESTAMENT AS LITERATURE. The varied
types of Hebrew literary records with incidental reference
to the · Apocrypha. t4eir social and spiritual values. are
considered in this : course. · Prerequisite 301/. Credit, two .·

hours.
·
303 s. PROBLEMS OF PERSONAL , CONDUCT. A discussion
course · in the problems of faith and life in the. light of the
teachings of Jesus. Prerequisite, 302w. Credit, two ho1lrs.
307£. OLti AND NEW TESTA.MENT · IDEALS . . This course
d~als with the sources of the popular beliefs of the Jews in .
·the times of Jesus. The ptimary and distinctive teachin.g of
the New Testament in relation both to the times of ·their
promulgation and to the. present day a·re given. Credit, five
hours.
·
· ·
308w. · APoc~YPHAL -AND APOCALYPTIC LITERATURE. A
seminar course in · the · extra-biblic.al books. Prerequisite,:
· 307/. Credit; one or two hours. ,
· .
309s. · STUDY oF THE WoiiLD RELiG10Ns.. The fundamen-tal teachings . of the world's · living . religions in compa~ison
with ·one another arid with special reference to the Christian -religion. Prerequisite, 307/~ .Credit, five hours.
BIOLOGY
.

.

101£; -101s. GENERAL BIOLOGY. This course deals with the
general principles of the subject-life, growth, · reprodiiction,._
irritability, elementary embryology, fundamental ._structural
characteristics of both · plants · and animals, · and with such
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topics as immunity and heredity. This · course should be ·
taken by anyone .who . plans to do further work in ·this department_. Credit, five hours. Laboratory ·fee, '1,7.50 per
term.
304£. BACTE~IOLOGY. _This course dea:ls in a: general way
with . the application ·of bacteriology to · sanitation and _the
. bacterial diseases of .men, animals ,and plants. Soff bacteriology is also considered. Prerequisite, 101£. · Credit, two
hours. Laboratory fee, $1.50 per credit _hour. ·
305£. MICROSCOPiCAL TECHNIQUE. This . course considers the important methods of fixing, hardening, dehydrat. ing, staining, clearing, imbedding, sectioning with the rotary
and sliding microtome, and mounting objects for microscopical study. Prerequisite, 101/. Credit, five · hours. Laboratory fee, $7 .50 per term.

Botany · and Horticulture
210£. PLANT MoRPHOLOGY. This course considers the
general morphology of . plants. Different plant associations
and formations will be studied in relation to environment.
· Prerequisite, 101/. Credit, five hours . . Laboratory fee, i,7,.50
per term.
·
·
·211 w. PLANT PHYSIOLOGY AND ANATOMY. A study of
the metabolism · of plants, their anatomy, growth; nutrition, photosynthesis, material transformations in the .· cells,
influence of external conditions, symbiosis, parasitism and
. fermentation. Prerequisite, 210/. Credit; five -hours~· Laboratory fee, $7.50.
·
· ·
215s. Svsn:MATrc AND EcoNC>Mic BoTANY. A study of
families of flowering plants, mosses, fungi . and algae, especially with reference to the wild flora .and their various products and different species _of the plant families. · Prerequisite,
210/. Credit, five hours.
3 l0w-3118'. . 'HORTICULTURE AND FRUIT GROWING. · A twoterm course dealing ·with a thorough study of the physics,
chemistry and bacte.riology of the soil; irrigation and drainage; natural an<l artificial propagation of plants; ,general
.outline of the tropical and subtropical fruit and vegetable
growing-; grove ·management; a ·study of plant dis.eases .and
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pests, and means of eradication. Pr~requisite, 210f~ Credit; .
fi.v e hours· a term.
. Zoology
10Zw-l03s.. GENERAL Zc>oLOGY. . A two-term· course
· which aims to teach the ·g eneral principles of ·the· sµbiect;
its history and sub-division; the·.si.r ucture, development .and .
functions . of cells, tissues and organs as· welt as · the mor.;.
phology, ecology and general classification of inver~ebrate ·
animals. Prerequisite, · lOlf. Credit, five · hours a · ·trrm.
Laboratory fee, $7.50 per term. ·
·
· .
. 204f-205w-:206s. VERTEBRATE ANAT~MY. The study
the .
morpho~ogy, ecology and general classification of vertebrate
anim~ls. Representative animals of the different dasse·$_. of
the vertebrata . are dissected and studied in · detail. .· This
course is intended · for pre-ID:edi~al students·· and ·for those. ·
specializing in zoology. Prerequisite, 103s. · Credit, :three
·
hours a term. Laboratory fee, $1.50 per credit hour.
301f-302w~303s. HuMAN ANATOMY AND ·p:aysIOLOGY~ .
This course pres·erits the essentials of anatomy and physiolo- _·
gy in a -logical sequence with a biological .appro~ch . . Op_en
. only to pre-medical students , and nurses. ·Credit, two .h6urs
a term. · (Not given in 1930~ll). Laboratory fee, $1.50 -pet
. credit hour. ·
· · ·
306w.. HrsTOLOGY AND EMBRYOLOGY. This- is a continua.;.
tion of .course 305£ ·and considers · ·t he general subj'ect of a~imal histology~ . · Prerequisite, 305w. Credit, five · hours~
LahoratoryJee, $7.50 a term.
.
.
·
: . ..
. 308w-309s. · GENETICS. This' course deals . with· 'the Jaws
of variation and . heredity, factor analysis, . Law :of Mendel,
mutation theory, hybridism, -principles of biometry, . plant
and animal breeding. Prerequisite, 101/. Cre/ii, •two hours
a term. ·
'
··
Entomology
3 5ll-3 52w~3 5'3 s. ENTOMOLOGY. . This course ·comprises
fie_ld, · .systematic and ·economic entomology, includ.irig the ·
collection, identification and · mounting of · insects for · the
College Museum,. with speci~l reference to species ·i?f econ- .
·oniic. significance.to. Florida~ The work is largely :- in-. tbe field
in company with .the in.structor~· - Prerequisite, . Biology 103s._
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Credit) one hour a term. Laboratory fee, $1.50 per credit
hour.
Ornithology and Nature Study

362w. 0RNI1HOLOGY. _
A study of- bird life throughout
centr~l Florida. The course consists very largely - -0£ field
trips by individual students and by ;groups. Credit, · to be
determined. (Not given in 1930-31). ,
364f-365w-366s. NATURE STUDY. This course is intended
to familiarize the student with those forms of animal and ·
plarit lif~ found in the open country . .The course . consists
entirely of field · work. Prerequisite, Biology 103s~ Credit,
one hour a term. Laboratory fee, $'1.50 pe~ credit hour .
. BOOKS

The courses of instruction in Books deal with their appreciation _and use. The courses aim to develop reading
habits, to interest the student in the history ·and significance
of books, and to guide the student's -recreational reading.
204f; 204s.

READING CouRsE IN ENGLISH AND AMERiCAN -

This course will follow Emerson's-dictum that,
"The best rule of reading will be a method · from Nature,
and not a mechanical one of hours and pages. · lt·holds each
student to a pursuit of his native aim, instead of.a desultory
miscellany." A definite amount of reading will be ·expected
from each student, but it will be largely along the line of
his tastes and interests, although he will be· continually exposed to the ·contagion of higher forms of literatu·re that
_ make for broader culture. Only one term's .work may be
elected. · Credit, five hours a term. ·
.305w. · H1sTORY · OF THE BooK. This is a course· in -the
history of human ·records from the day tablets ·of Babylonia to the making of -books by . modern machinery. . It
includes a study of ·early. human records in hieroglyphic
and cuneiform writing, followed by a study of the papyrus
· books of Egypt and the •missals of the · middle ages. The
story of the invention and early development of ·· prin~ing
with movable types, including the methods -of modern bookmaking is also studied. · Credit, two hours.
LITERATURE.
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Courses of Instruction
306w. LITERARY PERSONALITIES. In this com;se 'the bi~
graphies of -some ;of the leading wrlters ·o f ·English .
. American lite.r ature are studied. ;. The · di-scussion. ·will
deal larg_ely. .wit'h the human side of the biographies, i:n·-· an
· effort·to develop an _interest in books through an · acqhaint-:- ·
ance with their writers.- · Credit, two hours.

~nd··

CHEMISTRY

10lf-102w. . GENERAL - CHEMISTRY. This course is _·ae-.·
signed to provide-the student with an introduction ·to· the
science of chemistry . . The major part _of the subject m~tter
is in the field of inorganic. chemistry but some· time i$ ·given
to organic chemistry. · The theoretical aspects . of the ---s ubject are emphasized. The work is . presented_by mean_s _of
demonstrations, conferences and laboratory practice.- Credit,
five hours a term. Laboratory fee, $10.00 · p.er · term . .
151s. QUALITATIVE · A~ALYsis. The propertie~ and reac..:.
tions of the common basic- and acidic ions . together. with
methods for their separation and identification are studied.
Special emphasis is . placed ·on t~e theoretical questions _: involved. Students are required to analyze a ._considera~le
number of unknown substances . .Prerequisit'e, 102.w~ Credit,
_five hours. Laboratory fee, $10.00.
·
201£. QuANTITA';-IVE ANALYSIS. This course de~ls -with ·
the theory and practice of gravimetric methods of ·chemic'al
analysis. The work in the laboratory is ·chosen so ·as . to
give the student as wide an acquaintance as possil;,le .- with
different procedures and manipulations. It should be ·followed by.Chemistry 202w.. Prerequi:site, 151s .. · Credit, five
hours. Laboratory fee, $8.00.
202w. ·QuANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. · This course is similar
to Chemistry 201f but deals with volumetric methods of
·chemical analysis. ·Prerequisite, 201/. Credit, five .hou.rs-. _
Laboratory fee; $8.00.
205£. INTRODUCTORY - QuANTITATIVE ANALYSIS. · Shorter
Course. This .is· a brief course· coveri11g work.in both gravi- •
metric and volumetric methods . of chemical ana-lysis. __lt_:· is .
designed to meet the needs ·of students who -are.· prep~rin-g
for the study of medic_ine and _may not be· counted towards.
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a major in chemistry. Prerequisite, 151s. Credit five hour,r.
Laboratory fee, $8~00.
251w. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. The courses in Organic
Che.mistry are designed to serve as an introduction to
the .chemistry of :the compounds of carbon. :". In this
·course, the work is largely confined to the .aliphatic com- ·
pounds. The laboratory work is arranged to give the student practice with ·the procedures employed in orga.r1ic chemistry and .in the preparation and study of a considerable
number of typical compounds. Prerequisite, 201/. ·-· .Credit,
five hours. Laboratory fee, $12.00.
·
·
252s. ORGANIC CHEMISTRY. This course continues · the
work in Chemistry 251 w and deals chiefly · with the aromatic compounds. · Prerequisite, 251w. Credit, five hours.
La_b oratory fee, $12.00.
·
301£, 302w, · 303s. ADVANCED QuANTITATI~ · A;NALYSIS.
This is a laboratory course in which the ·_ wor~ of courses
201£ and 202w is continued with more difficult determinations. The m.ateria_l will be arranged in so far as possible to
meet the . needs of the individual student. . Prerequis.ite,
202w. Credit, two or more hours a term. Laboratory fee,
$5.00 per credit hour.
.
401f-402w-403s. , CHEMISTRY .SEMINAR. A Seminar course
the content of which is varied from year to year to meet the
needs and interests of the advanced students majoring · in
chemistry. Minimum prerequisite, 252s. _Credit, one or
more hours a term.
NoTE: Advanced students in Chemistry, who ·are· interested in work not covered by -the aboi,e courses, may, if
properly prepared and' if facilities are availa_ble, arr~nge _with
the head of the department for such ·special . work~ Credit
will be allowed "·orresponding to the work accomplished~
DRAMATIC ART

Although there is no major in Dramatic Art, it .is possible
· to specialize in this subject while working for the "B"achelor
of Arts degree. All students desiring · to take courses . in
Dramatic ·Art should confer •with Miss Thomas before
registering.
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Courses .of Instruction

101£, 102w, 103s.

ACTING FOR BEGINNERS.

.In thi_s,coµrse

the student b~gip.s _to train his voice and. body for ~11. types

of p-lafform work -with -sp~cial reference to play-s: -_. H¢ begins
his study of character analysis· and interpretation and wheri··
his training has ·been ·sufficient he -will take small parts·· in--the
Workshop ✓ p:rod\lctions. · Credit, one -hour a term fo.r -e very ··
two · hours .taken~ - Fee, .regular students, -$6:00 . per ·credit hour; special · students~ $9.00 per credit hour~
·
104f,-105w,· 106s. PLA'7 PRo~ucTioN FOR BEGINNERS~ In
this course the st-~ dent makes a thorough study of:prodtic- _
ing the one-act play. He i~ given opportunity to work .out all
practical details of lighting, staging, . ~nd costuming :for _at
least one play for The Little Theatre Workshop._·. He· be:comes thoroughly acquainted with all the .machinery-back of
the production on the ·stage a.s well ~s with the :methocis .of
producing the artistic effects. _ He begins his study of directing plays . . Credit; one hour a term · for every two. hours .
taken. Fee, regular students, $6.0(). per credit hour; · special ·
students, $9.00 per credit- hour~ ·.
.
201f, 202w, 203s. AcTING FOR AnyANCED S~UDENTs. This
-course is a . continuation of 103's. The student is -t aught_to
· analyze characters · a~d is encourage.cl .to develop origin~l in.:. ·
terpretations. · At the. ·same time he is given· a_ thorough·
study and ·exercise of technique both . in voice· and -. pantomime. Prerequisite, -103s 'or equivalent. C,:edit, .· on~ : !rour
a term for every two hours taken. Fee, regular :. studen~s,
$6.00 per credit' hour; special students, $9.00 per credit
·hour.
204f, 205w, 206s. · Pi.AY PRODUCTION FOR ADVANCED STu- ·.
DENTS. This course continues the work in 106s. A ·three-act _
play is studied and produced. . The student ·:works out the
·production of several one-act plays. He h_as. ac_tual..experi~
ence in directing and ·managing at least one ·· one~act . play
for The Little .Theatre Workshop. Prerequisite; 106s or
equivalent~ Credit, one ·hour. a term for every two hours
taken. Fee, reg.u lar student, $6.00 per credit hour; . special
students; $9.00 per credit h9ur. ·
_
~0lf, 302w, 303s. ACTING-ADVANCED CoURsE. :· This·..
course is a continuation of-203s. ·the students, . w~en _fitted
to do so, play leading .parts in Workshop productions.·.. .Pr~requisite, 203s or equivalent. . Credit, one hour a term fqr
.
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every two hours taken. Fee, regular students, $6.00 p.er
credit hour; special students, $9.00 per credit hour.
304£, 305w, 306s. PLAY PRbDUCTION-ADVA.NCE_D CopRsE.
This course, which is a continuation of 206s, should equip the
student to produce independently. Prerequisite, 206s or
equivalent. Credit, one hour a term ·for every tw·o hours
taken. Fee, regularstudents, $6.00 per credit hour; special
students, $9.00 per credit hour.
ECONOMICS

201£; 201s. PRINCIPLES OF EcoNOMics. A course in the
fundamental principles of economics using the case system
of approach._ Prerequisite, .History 103w. - Credit, five
(This course is repeated in the Spring Term.)
hours.
202w. BusINESS ·AND FINANCIAL ORG.ANIZAT_ION. This
_course will trace, brie"ily the history of mari's ·economic life
leading down ·from prehistoric times through the industrial
revolution and into the mode.rn situation. It will take up
the relationship of discovery and invention to economic progress and will tra·ce from the earliest times the· evolution of
our fundamental industries. The course will also. indude a
study of the present business structure. Prerequisite, 201/.
Credit, five hours. (Not given 1930-31).
203s.· BusINi;:ss AND lTs RELATION To SocrETY. · This
course deals .with the necessity for better organization of the
world's system of production and distribution and studjes
such questions as overproduction, the co-operative movement in industry, mergers and consolidations, -foreign trade,
distribution of population, poverty, waste ·and the relation
of the individual career to the problem of better social coordination. · Prerequisite, 201/. Credit, five hour$. (Not
given in 1930-31).
204w. BusINEss LAw. This course deals with the fundamental principles of the common law which every ·a ctive
business man and citizen ought to know. Short studies in
cases as they occur iri practical business - .operations . in
America -supplement _the textbook and conference work.
Credit, five hours.
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301£. .. LABOR MOVEMENTS AND INDUSTRIAL PR-OBLEMS._ , A
study of the history, organizations, . activities and .policies· of
labor, both ·organized- and unorganized. The status .o f the
laborer in · a mechanized civilization, from the. viewpoint ·.o f
the worker, the -· ~anager and society. A study-will also be
triade of · such · industrial problems as plant location, plant
lay-out, employment psychology and personnel . problem~;
and ·mass production. Credit, five hours.
_ .
302w. VocATIONS. The aims· of life, .the qualifications
quired for success in any career and_ the principal lines of
. professio~al and· business work are considered in this course.
Each student will choose for special study . the caree-r ·which
he believes pe will .enter and will present its opportu•n ities
- and problems: to the class for general information and dis,; ·
cussion. Credit, five hourL
303s. Bus1NESS ADMINISTRATION. This course_ will be .
a general introduction to the · major business problems, _such
as business organization; advertising, marketing, trans-porta- .
tion, factory lay-out _ and mass producti(?n. Credit:, · fve
hours.
·
·
- 306s. PUBLIC FINANCE AND TAXATION. The course i-S '· designed to teach- the principles and facts of _taxation, .especially-, and of public fina-rice in general. It .has_in view: the needs
-of the effective; active citizen who pays taxes, serve~
public boards, compiissions and l~gislatures and leads in the µ_
p- building of ·civic affai.r.s. · Credit, •five hours. (Not · given_in
1930-31).
401f, 402w, 403s. · EcoNOMIC SEMINAR. A seminar course
open ·only to advanced students who have shown special
~ and who -desire -to pursue econ?mic subjects . .Prrrequisite, 201/, 202w, 301/, 303s. Credit, one to two hour_s
a term.

re-

on

EDUCATION

202w. ME~TAL·_ AND EDUCATIONAL TESTING. See Psychology course -202w. Credit,five hours.
.
301't INTRODUCTION To TEACHING AND. HISTORY OF EnuCATION. This course -ai.ms to introduce· the student· to the
study -o f E _d ucation, to orient him: in the fields. of teaching,
and to ·prepa·re him for more specialized study. · 1t· also 'in-
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eludes the development of. educational thought ·and practice.
The' essential fe_a tures ·of_ the past are stressed as a basis for
an intelligent knowledge of present-day theory and practice.
Especial . att'ehtion is given to the history of education· in
the United States. Credit, 'fi:71e hours. · :

302f. CHILD PsYCHOLOGY. See Psychology course 302£.
Credit, five .hours~
304s. EoucATIONAL .PSYCHOLOGY. See Psychology course
304s. Credit, five hours.
3-06s. EoucATIONAL · Soc10LOGY.
306s. Credit, five hours.

See Sociology course

401£. PRINCIPLES OF SECONDARY EoucATION. The historical types of secondary schools; the development of six ,
secondary school yea-rs; the aims, functions, and -relations ·
of junior and ~enior schools; their programs· of studie·s, cur·ricula, and courses of study; implications of adolescent psychology and of individual differences · for se~ondary· education; present types of sec6ndary schools; guidance programs;
junior -c itizenship activities; and personal and-_·. professional
standards for secondary teachers. · Credit, five hours_ ..

402w.. MooERN ·METHODS

SECONDARY ScHOOL TEAc·HING. The objective:s of teaching in secondary schools;· planning the instruction; questioning and assignments; supervising pupil study and teaching pupils how to study:; socialized classroom procedures; problem and project teaching;
unit and contract plans of class procedure; and other ·present-day experiments illustrative of the operation. of the principle of pupil activity as -the chief _means of learning; and
techniques of modern m.e thods in secondary schools. · Credit,
IN

.five hours. ·
.

.403 s. _ PROBLEMS IN SECONDARY CLASSROOM PRACTICES
· AND CAsE STUDIES. Problems in presentation of subjectmatter; in directing pupils' learning; in class .management;
in securing pupils' co-operation; i~ personal relations of pupils and teachers. Case studies in classroom. practices·; . in
pupil group activities;· in individual pupil adjustments; and
in the teacher's personal and professional career: · Credit, .fi've
hours.
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ENGLISH .

101f-102w. ENGLISH CoMPosxnoN. A freshman course ·
in which special attention i~ ·giyen to .the collection· a~d ·ar:--·
range:m ent of material and to the d·e velopment of _s_tyle; -based
upon the principle that extensive reading and practice in
writing ·a.re necessary to dev~lop the latent creative powe·r of
the student. ·Required . of freshmen. Credit, . five hou:rs ·a · ·

term.
20lf, 202w. ENGLISH LITERATURE. A survey cotlrse- and.·
. general history .of the_ development ·of English·_ ·literature
from the Anglo-Sa~on period to modern times. The-·- d~v~lopnient is correlated with 1:he spcial, political .and economic ·
history _of England. ·Prerequisite, 102w~ Credit, five hour_s ·.

a term.
206s. ADVANCED CoM_POSITION. Conferences wiU consider the principles · of ·composition · as applied ·to . the. pro. duction of literature. The essay, criticism; · short story and
poetry will -be studied - and practiced. · Prerequisite, 102w . .
.Credit, five hours~· . _ ·
·
_
207w. ARGUMENTA.TION AND DEBATING. A syst~matic study ·
of t~e principles and p.rac~ice of argu·me.ntatiori._.·
a~-·.
aly'sis of . proposition-s, evide~ce, . brief-making · and Jhe. pr¢~·
.paration and delivery of forensics are considered~ . Spe~al ·
emphasis -is placed upon debating style and .the psy~hology
of. the ·a udience. Prerequisite, 101/, 102w. Credit/five h_our1. ·
302w-:303s. AMERICAN LITERATURE. The growth of
ture in . America · from the colonial ·er-a to modern -time~
be studied ·with considerable . reading ot the more -i~- .
portant authors of pr.ose and ·verse, and with espe~ial · r_efer. ence to native American elements, ana to- the _background ·.
of · English literature. · Prlrequisite 1 · 201/, 202w. Credit, ·

:r~--

lit-era:~:

-will

five hours a term.

·
·
307f-308w. JoUR~ALISM. An elementary _course in practical news· story- a~d feature writing. Thr_oughol)t the_.c9urse
the -students supply considerable copy to th_e college "Sand~ .
· spur" and are encouraged to serve as correspondents·. for. ·n ational newspapers . . The .f irst ·purpo$e is- to teach· .th_e ·: h1tel- ..
-ligent reading ·of .periodicals. · Prerequisite; . 201/, _202w.": . ·
Credit, five_·hours a term . . (Students admitted ·o nly .aftet
conference with instructor).
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- 309s. MAGAZINE AND FEATURE WRITING. A ~ontinuation
of course 308w. As a part of the work of,,this course, each
stude~t is expected to prepare and sell at least one magazine
article to a reputable national publicatio~~ -The .c~urse includes det'ailed study of formal and informal essay .. and of
laws of thought. (Students admitted only after conference
with instructor). Prerequisite, 308w. Credit, fi,v_
e hours. ·
310f-311w~312s. INTRODUCTION TO PoETRY.·· This course
aims to create an understanding of poetry ·for the purpose
of reading as well as . writing it. The student is e~couraged ·
to farm independent critical opinion. Emphasis is . placed
upon important contemporary American and English poets.
Prerequisite 201/, 202w. · ·credit, t'!'°o hours a te:m.. _
313f-3l4w-315s. DEVELOPMENT OF ENGLISH · DRAMA.
This course, after a ·short, preliminary review of the ·origin
and development_· of the Greek and Roman drama, considers the development of the English drama· ·to · 1642. and
is a preliminary study to the plays of Shakespeare. · Prerequisite, 317/) 318w. Credit, two hours a term.
_ 317f~318w. PLAYS · OF SHAKESPEARE. A brief _survey of
the works of Shakespe~re, his life and times, will be fol~
lowed by a close study of seyeral selected plays, with special
· reference to sources, plot, diction and dramatic art in general. The poems and sonnets will be studied a-n.d discussed,
and some reading of Shakespearean criticism will be required. · Prerequisite 201f, 202w. Credit, five houri a term.
319£, 320w, 321s.· SHORT STORY. A course in the technique
and writing of the short story. The history .and development of the short story form · is · considered a·s a background
for practical composition. The course is primarily for those
interested in cr~ative story writing. -Prerequisite 101f, 102w.
· ·
Credit, two hours a term. ·
322£, 323w, 324s. ENGLISH NovEL AND F1cTION·. ·_· The
history of the origin · and development of the English novel,
with a careful study of the technique of fiction. · Several rep_resentative novels will be · read and analyzed. Prerequisite
101/, 102w. Cr.edit, two hours a term.
325f-326w. · CONTEMPORARY DRAMA AND PLAYWRITING.
Reading of represent_ati~e modern ·dramas. Thorough study
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of the technique _of the _drama; abundant practice -in . the
writing and criti~ism of plays by the student with. th~ supervision and co-operation of the instructor. Prerequisite, 201f,
202w~ Credit, five hours a t~rm.
·
·
329s. MooERN Ro~ANTIC POETRY. The reading and discussion of the ·poetry of Wordsworth, Coleridge, Keats, "Shelley, Byron, Tennyson and Poe, with _special emphasis upon
Tennyson. The various · social, political and religiq9_s influ:ences are carefully considered. Prerequisite, 201/, 202w~
Credit, five hours.
·
·
·
· 33 lf. BROWNING. This course is a study of Browning
with a general survey of the -social, religious and - _political
history of · England in the _n ineteenth century, with discus-:sions, reports, themes and conferences. Prerequisite, .201/,
202w. Credit, five hours. -(Not offered in 1930-Jf).
333s. C~AUCER. Reading of representative _works of
Chaucer. A · thorough study is made of the social, religio_us.
and political life of the fourteenth century~ Collateral.read-_
ing in authors contemporary with Chaucer. -Prerequisite,_ ·
201/, 202w. Credit, five hours.
334t ANGL.o-SAxoN. Old English prose and poetry; English before the Conquest.- The historical basis of English is
·sought in a careful reading of.sele_c ted pieces of Anglo-Saxon;_
others are read :in translations~ or modernized versions ·of the
Saxon originals. , Prerequiiite~ 2-0lf, 202w. Credit, five hours.
(Not offered in .1930-31) .·
33 5s. COMPARATIVE LITERATURE_. Old world epics. -. Because of the wide use. of classical literature . by_ En·gI-tsh
writers courses are . recommended which comprise- a·_ co~parativ·e study of the great epic poems of gene·ral _literature -world drama from Aeschylus to Ibsen and Shaw. ·:Typ~cal
dramas and important literary movements are studied clo_se- ·
Credit) five
ly and critically. - Prerequisite, 2.0 lf, 202w.
hours.
·
339s. MrLTON. _An intensive study of Paradise Lost. and
a few of the minor · poems with a brief survey of _Milton's
more important prose writi_ngs~ The life and times of Milton.
Prerequisite, 201/, 202w. Credit, five hours.
_.
343s. EIGHTEENTH CENTURY .PRos~ . . This course -is des_igned to give -an appreciation of the major ·prose writers
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the eighteenth century. Special emphasis is laid ori the
-works 01 Addison,. Steele, Swift, Johnson and Goldsmith.

Prfrequisite, 201/, 202w.

Credit, five hours.

, ·

i

I

346s. NINETEENTH CENTURY PROSE. This course is de- ~
signed to give
appreciation of the major _prose writers of ·
the nineteenth century a_nd to trace its ram.antic tendencies
back to Rousseau . . Special emphasis is .laid on the works· of
Carlyle, Macauley, Newman, Pater, Huxley and Ruskin.

an

Prerequisite, 201/, 202w. .Credit, five hours.
414w. SEMINAR IN FICTION WRITING. This is an honor
course offered only to a group of selected students who show
unusual interest c1:nd ability in literary work. · It is_ given
under the personal direction of R~bert Herrick. _Prerequisite

201/, 202w. Credit, two hours.
417w. SEMINAR IN POETRY WRITING. This honor course
is off.e red only to a group of selected students· who show unusual interest and ability in the art of writing poetry . . It is
given under the · personal direction of Jessie Belle Rittenhouse. Prerequisite, -201f, 202w. Credit, two hours .
. FRENCH

102w-103s. ELEMENTARY FRENCH. Study of phonetics
and elementary grammar, including irregular verbs. Translations into French. Reading of simple texts, translation
and conversation. Reading texts chosen to illustrate French
geography, history and civilization. Credit, five hours a
~~-

.

.

201f-202w. lNTERME;DIATE FRENCH. Review of the elementary principles of the written and the spoken language,
with emphasis on Frenc;h syntax and the accurate understanding of oral and written French. Diction and phonetic
drill. Translations . into Fre·n ch. Prereq~isite, · 103s or

equivalent. Credit, five hours a term.

·

303s. · ADVANCED . FRENCH COMPOSITION AND . CONVERSAA thorough review of French syntax, translations and
compositions in.. French. Reading of masterpieces of French
literature with explanations and conversation in French.

TION.

Prerequisite, French 202w.

Credit, five hours.

·

304s. LITERARY ·COURSE IN CLASSIC AUTHORS. Readings
of the masterpieces of the French classical ·period and an
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appreciation of their literary value. Prerequisite, 2O2w;
303s ,advised. Credit, five hours.
.
401f, 402w, f03s. _ SEl\HNAR IN FRENCH LnERATURE. A
· study . of the masterpieces of French literature as· well as
modern French literatur~~ Credit, two hours a term_~ · .
NOTE: Students interested in advanced literary, scientific

':

.

or philological work _in French may follow their individual
inclinations under the supervision and direction of the:· head
of the department. Credit will be given correspo_nding to
the amount of work accomplished.
GEOLOGY

301f. PHYSICAL. GEOLOGY. A study of the broad facts
and principles ofthe science. Credit, two hours. (Not given
.
·
· . .
in 193 0-31 ) .
302w. HISTORICAL GEOLOGY. A study of the ori_gi-n of
the earth and its development through the eras of geological
time. Prerequisite, 301/. Credit, two hours. (Not given in

1930-3.1).
303s. EcoNoM1c GEOLQGY. A study of the nature, mode
of occurrence and uses of the- earth-substances which have
commercial and industrial importance. _ Prerequisite, 302w.
Credit, .two hours.·. (Not given _in 1930-31).
GERMAN

102w-103s. ELEME~TARY· GERMAN.

Study of phonetics
and elementary grammar. _Transfations into -German.
Reading of simple texts, translation and conversation.. Texts
chosen to illustrate German geography, history and civilization. ·Credit,, fiv~ hours a term.
201f-202w~ INTERMEDIATE GERMAN. _ Study of G~rman
syntax. Translations and composi_tions in German. Read-·
ing of modern German prose. Conversation in_-German.
Prerequisite, 103s or equivalent-. Credit, five hours -.a term.
304£. . A~VANCED GERMAN CoMPOSITION·. AND CoNVERSA-·
TION. _ A thorough review .of the· German grammar, especially syntax. Translations .and compositions · in _-. G~rznan~ ·
Reading ·o f maste·r pieces ·of German literature with -explanations and · conversation_ in _German. Prerequisite, 202w.
Credit, five hours. ·
. ·.
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308w. . THE CLASSIC PERIOD OF GERMAN LITERATU~E. A
study in English of Herde·r, Wieland, Goethe and Schiller in
Weimar. Prerequisite, 403s. Credit, two hours.
_ 401£, 402w, 403s. SEMINAR IN GERMAN LITERATURE. A
reading course of the outstanding masterpieces qf Gennan
literature including the modern German works. Prerequisite, 304/ or equivalent. Credit, two hours a _term. ·
NoTE: Students _
i nterested in advanced literary, scientific
or philological work ·in German may fallow their individual
inclinations under the supervision and direction of the head
of the department. . Credit will be given corresponding to
the amount of work accomplished.
GOVERNMENT AND POLITICAL SCIENCE

202w. INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS. This course is designed to give an understanding of the principles upon which
the· dealings of the United States with other · nations are
based, the historic and economic circumstances from which
those principles have evolved, and the present status of our
foreign relations. Special emphasis will be placed on the development of foreign relations since the Great War and upon the part taken by the United States in creating the agencies for settling disputes without recourse to war~ . Credit,
·
· ··
two hours.
·
302f. · AMERICAN GOVERNMENT AND PoLITics. The course
deals with the structure and constitution of the Federal gov.ernment and the administration of the federal laws. The -relations of the Washington · government to the business and
personal rights of the people, political parties, polic~ powers,
transportation, war, territories and _the monetary system are
also studied. The course i.s designed to satisfy the require- .
ments in . government for the Florida State Teachers' Certificat~. Credit, fi.ve hours..
.
303w. FOREIGN GovERNMENTS. A study of the structure
and operation of the governments of the different countries
of Europe will cc>I1:·s titute the principal · part ·of the course.
Other governme~ts of the world will be reviewed according
to the time available. Credit, five hours.
304s. STATE AND MuNICIPAL GovERNMENTS. · This course
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consists of the study of the structure and· operation .of the
state, municipal and local pqli_tical organization~ of 'the . -·
United States and Canada. Credit, fiv.e hours.. . .
313£-.J 14w-315s.. HISTORY ·OF PoLITICAL .THOUGHT.. The
course examines prevailing ,political attitudes and the ·theorie"
of outstanding political thinkers from the Greeks ·to the·
present. Prerequisite, History 103w, Government 302w and
303s. · Credit, two hours a term.
·
401£. INTERNATIONAL LAW AND DIPLOMACY. A study of .
the principles of international law and of the · genesis . an_d
organization of the departments of State with a consideration of . the rules and ·procedure of diplomatic intercourse.
Credit, five hours. (Not given in 1930-31).
GREEK .

201 f-202w. ELEMENTARY GREEK. Study of _the · mam
principles of Greek grammar. Xenoph9n, Anabasis~ two
books. Supplemen!ary readings in Greek archaeology; with
especial emphasis upon the influence of Greek life up.o n mod.:.
ern life. Credit, five hours a term. ·
301f-302w. HoMER, ILIAD AND READINGS IN THE ODYSSEY.
Supplementary readings. in Greek mythology and religion.
Prerequisite, 201f-202w. -. Credit, fi~e hours a term.
305w. GREEK CivrLIZATI0N. See History 351w. Credit~
five hours.
401f-402w. GREEK DRAMA. Reading of Euripides,. Medea;
Aeschylus, Agamemnon; Sophocles, Oedipus Tyran!lus. Supplementary readings in the history and development of
Greek drama, with especial emphasis upon its influence upo_n .
later literatures.
Prerequisite, 301f:-302w. Credit, five
hours a term ..
. HISTORY

102f-103w. INTRODUCTORY HISTORY OF WESTERN_SocIE.TY.
The course traces from the beginnings of ~n, through-the
early civilizations and the story of we tern Europe; the rise ·
of the outstanding traits of modern times. · Normally pre-_
requisite to all other courses in history. rhe coq_rse will'
divide between the"terms at' about the time of the Commer-·.
cial Revolution. Sections- of this course also started in :win;,_
ter and spring terms, 1929-30. Credit, five hours a term.
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204£, 205w. EUROPE SINCE 1815. The course develops
the political and . social career of the leading Eurqpean na~
tions during the past century, .stressing internal_mq_vements,
· such as liberalism; nationalism, industrialism, · socialism and
clericalism. The _second term of this course stresses .European international relations from 1870 -to the _present~ Pre. requisite to either half, 103s or equivalent . . Credit, five hours
a term ..
210£-2_11 w. HISTORY OF AMERICAN SocrnTY, The story
of European peoples and institutions in a new environment.
Special attention will be paid to the conflict between national
and sectional forces culminating in the Civil War, and to a
topical consideration of some major problems of the last
fifty years. Prere_q u.i site, 103s or equivalent. Credit, fi ve
hours a term.
301£: _ENGLISH CoNSTITUTIONAL_HISTORY. Surveys the
development of the leading English political .institution~.
Prerequisite, fifteen credit hours in History. · ·c redit, five
hours. (Not given in 1930-31).
302s. NINETEENTH CENTURY ENGLAND. The course deals
broadly with all aspects of British life in the · last century,
emphasizing the Industrial Revolution:, the transformations
of transportation and. agriculture, the movement of · social
and political ideas, social reform and problems of reconstruction following the World War. Prerequisite, fifteen credit
hours in History. Credit, five hours. (Not given in 19300-31).
303s. THE BRITISH EMPIRE. A study of the development
and organization of the British Commonwealth of Nations.
Among the topics .considered will be the Old Colonial System, the breach in. the Empire, British rule in India, the rise
of the self-governing dominions, economic factors in colonial
expansion, the growth of the dependent parts of the empire,
and· the present relations of the dominions to the mother ·
country. Prerequisite, fifteen credit hours in History.
Credit, five hours.
304£. THE ·FRENCH REVOLUTION. An intens~ve . study of
the nature and course of revolutionary movements, as illustrated by the history of F ranee from 1789 to 1815. Prerequisite, fifteen credit hours in !fistory. Credit, five hours.
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Courses of Instruction
305s. ~ISPANic-AMERICAN H1sioRY. The story of Spain's .
-cultural a:nd political exp4nsion in the New World; -a:nd .of
the .development of the ··Hispanic nations since _their _independence. Prerequisite, . fifteen credit hours·:. in -· History'.
Credit, five hours. ·
_
· _
._ ·
· -:
307f-308w-309s. LATIN AMERICA AND THE UNITED STATES.
A study of the relations of the United States with hef_- ileighbors to th_e South, stres·sing :activities in-the Caribbean since
1898. Prerequisite, fifteen credit hours -in History . . Credit,
~ two hours a term. _ (Not given· in 1930-31). _
310£. EcoNOMIC H1sTORY oF T _H E UNITED STATEs.. · A study
of. some typical American economic institutions. Prerequisite, fiftee·n credit ·hours in History. Credit, five--·_ hours.
(Not given in 1930-31).
.
_ · ·
312s. -A~ERICAN PoLITICAL -InEAS. A study of American .
concepts of government and the movement of social -and
political ideas, 16Q6-19~9. - Prerequisii.e., fi fteen credit hours
in History . . Credit, five hours.
313f-314w:--315s. HISTORY OF PoLITICAL THOUGHT. See
Government 313f-314w-315s. Credit, two hours 'a term. ·.·
316f-317w-318s. AMERICAN FoREIGN RELATIONS. Study
of the form~lation and development of the foreign .p,olicies
of the United ·States .. · Prerequisite·, fifteen credit hours in History.- Credit, two hours a term.
320w. _CAusEs _OF ·THE C1v1L WAR. An intensive study ·of
· sectional estrangementleading _to ·the Civil. War.· P rerequisite; fifteen credit · hours in History. Credit, five· hours.
(Not offered in 1930-31).
32 ls. THE AM.ERICAN WEST. A study of western ·influence and expansion. Prerequisite, fifteen .credit hours in
History. Credit, five hours~ . (Not offered in' 1930-31).
323w . . SPANISH CoLONIZATION WITH SPECIAL ·-1.lEFERJl::.NCE
TO FL01uDA. This course begins with , a -study ·. of- S.p.a in's
policies in American colonization. It covers the activities
of the Spanish, · French and English in Florida; beginning.with the discovery by Ponce de Leon- in 1513 and exte_n ds .to·
the English occupation in 1763 . . Elective during winter term
for students -who ·have taken: History ·1ozw, 103s . and · 210£,
211w or equivalent. · Credit, one hour.
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325f-326w-327s. PROBLEMS IN AMERICAN CoLONIAL H1sTORY. Intensive study of .some colonial . insti~utioris and
some aspects of the Revolution and the framing -0£ the
Constitution. Prerequisite, 210f-211w, or equivalent. Credit,
two hours _a term. (Not given in 1930-31).
328f-329w-330s. SEMINAR IN EuROPEAN HISTORY . .Selected problems in social -and intellectual history. · Prerequisite,
fifteen credit hours in History. Credit, two .hours a term.
-351w. GREEK Cr,VILIZATION. After a preliminary survey
of the rise of Oriental and Greek civilizations, . this course
deals with the artistic, intellectual and social developments
in the Periclean and Hellenistic . ages. Prerequisite, History
103w. · Credit, five hours. (This course may be taken for
. Greek, Latin or History credit). (Not given in _
1930-31).
3 52w. RoMAN C1v1LIZAi'ION~ A study of Roman life and
· institutions with special emphasis on the Republic and on
the Augustan period. · Prerequisite, History 35{w . Credit,
five hours. (This course may be taken for Greek,. Latin or
History credit).
HYGIENE AND PHYSICAL EDUCATION

The cour.ses in Hygiene and Physical Education aim . at
the following objectives: ·
. 1. To provide an opportunity for students to participate
in physical activities which will create and maintain general
health ideals.
2. To foster social development through co-operative re_creation.
.
3. To stress such types of work as will l_e ad to acquirement of skill in recreational activity that will not only be
satis~ying during college year·s, but will be carried on in
after-college life.
Weekly camping excursions are made by groups of s.tudents in canoes, under the direction of Mr. Peeples, down
the picturesque Wekiwa River.

College Requirements
Nin_e term hours . of Physical Education, one term .- hour
taken each term during the first three years of the course, are
required of every regularly enrolled student in. order that he
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may· be eligible -for graduation. Additional credit may be
earned during . the fourth . year or _by ·· taking two _classes_
concurrently . .Of this additional credit_·a max~mum of_three
hours :inay be used as electives towards graduation>
A four weeks' course ·in Hygiene is r~quired -in the _fte~hman year as ·a part ·of Social Scie1.1ce 10-lf, "The Individual
and His Life Problems."

Medical Certificate· and Physical Examination
Freshm~n a~d new students must furnish a· Medicai" Ce~tificate before entering college. Blank_. certificates may be obtained from the Dean of the College.
All students shall take a complete physical and - medical
examination each year. No student 'shall ·enter any activity for which he or she is not _physically fitted.
_
The Directors of · _Phy•sical Education and the . College
Phy$ician have ·daily office hours when they may be seen
for consultation .by the students of the College.
.

.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR MEN
Equipment
Those who enroll as candidates for varsity teams -will be
supplied with adequate · uniforms by the department. · In
the other courses in Physical Edu~ation each student will be
expected to supply himsdf with his own uniform and su~h
equipment as may be needed by the individual.
·

. Courses
101Mf, 102Mw, l03Ms. FRESHMAN CoURsE. Ea.ch male
student entering the fr~shman class is required to ··register
for this course. He may, with the advice -of the Director
of Physical Education for Men, select from . the , c!Ctivities
offered each term the one· in which h_e ·desires-· to participate.
Credit, one hour a term.
.
.
._
-.
201Mf, 202Mw, 203Ms. SOPHOMORE CoURsE. Eacµ male student in the sophomore class is required -to register for
this course. With the advice of the Director of Physical·
Education -·for Men, he may select from the activities offered
each term the one in -which he des.ires to participate~ Credit,
one hour a term.
.
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301Mf, 302Mw, ·303Ms. JUNIOR CouRSE ..· Each . male
member of the junior class is required to register for this
course~ He m:ay, ·with the advice of the Director of_Physical
Education · for Men, select from the activities· offered · each
term the one in which he desires to participate. Credit, one

hour a term.
401Mf, 402Mw; 403Ms. SENIOR COURSE.
Seniors. Credit, one hour a term.

Elective for

406Ms. FOOTBALL ~ND BAs.KETBALL CoACHING. _A course
to tra-in students who wish to coach ·in these sports·. Open
to Seniors only. Creclit, one -hour.

Activities for

}.![ en

REM;EDIAL AND CORRECTIVE GYMNASTICS. An individual
program designed to aid in correcting-or improving post"ural
and functional defects. This work is required as Physical
Education .credit of those whose physical examinations show
that they are in need of it.
The following activities are open to male students whose
physical examinations -show their health permits such participation. ·
Fall Term. FooTBALL, CREW, SWIMMING (for beginners,
intermediate and advanced students) and TENNIS~ Activities may be added or withdrawn at the discretion of the
Director of the Department of Physical Education.

Winter Term. BASKETBALL, CREW, DIAMOND BALL, Gou,
. AND TENNIS. Activities may be added or withdrawn at the
discretion of the Director . of the Department - of PhysicalEducation.
.
Spring Term. BASEBALL, CANOEING, CREW, GoLF, Sw1MMING AND .TENNIS. Activities may be added or withdrawn at
-the discretion of the Director of the Department of Physical
Education.
.

PHYSICAL EDUCATION FOR WOMEN
Costume
The regulation uniform may be purchased at the · time
of registration in the Physical Education Office at Cloverleaf.
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Courses
101Wf, ~102·W w, 103Ws. FRES.HMAN CoURsE. Each woman
student entering the freshma·n Class · is required_·to - register
for this course . .. S·he may, with the ·advice. of · the Director.
. of Physical Education for Women; select from . the activities
offered each term the one· in which she _d esires to partic~p.ate . .
Credit., one hour a term.
·
201Wf, 202Ww, 2O3-Ws. · SOPHOMORE . CoURSE. Each
woman student in the sophomore class is required. to: register for this course: With the advice of the Director o-f _P hys-_
ical Education for Women, she may select ofrom the activities ·
offered each term the one in which she desires to-participate._
Credit, -one hour :a term.
301Wf, 302Ww, 30~Ws. JuNIOR CoURsE. Each- woma_n
student in the junior class is required to· register · for ·. this
course. She may, with the advice of the Director of. .P hy~- '
ical Education for _Women, select from the activities offered
each term the one ·in which she desires to participate. -Credit,
one hour a term.
·
·
·
401 Wf, 402Ww, 403W s. SENIOR CouRSE. Elective for
seniors. Credit, one hour ~ ·term.
- 409Ws. TRAINING CoUllsE FOR CAMP CouNCILORS. ·· A ·
course for students who wish . to do work in summer camps. ··
Credit, one hou-r. ·
Activities for fVomen
REMEDiAL AND CoRRECTIVE GYMNASTICS. An individual
~ m d~signed to aid_. in correcting 9r improving po$tural
·
and functional defects which h~ve been . indicated· .by the
physical . examination . . .This work · is . required ~s Physical
Education creditof those . whose physical examinations .s_h ow
that they are in need of it. Special nutrition classes are·
provided for those needing .it.
_
.
· The following activities are open to wom·e n students whose
physical examinations show their health permits- such par.;..
ticipation:
·
Fall. Term. ARCHERY, BASKETBALL, GoLF, _SWIMMING; ·.
TAP .DANCING · AND TENNIS. Activities · may be added or
withdrawn at the discretion of the Direc_tor of the Department of Physical Education~ ·
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Winter Term. ARCHERY, CANOEING, FoLK DANCING, GoLF,
GYMNASTICS, HOCKEY, NATURAL DANCING, TAP . DANCING
AND TENNIS. Activities may be added or withdrawn at ·the
dis·c retion of the Director of the Department of Physical
Education.
Spring Term. ARCHERY, CANOEING, CLOG AND CHARACTER ·DANCING, DIVING, GoLF, SwIMMING, TENNIS· and VoLLEY BALL. Activities may be added or withdrawn at the
discretion of the Director of the Department of Physical
Education.
-ITALIAN

101f-102w-103s. ELEMENTARY ITALIAN. This course is
designed primarily for students in the Conservatory of Nlusic
who are .working for a Bachelor of Music Degree. Credit,
·
five hours a term.
-LATIN

102f-103w. ELEMENTARY LATIN. Elementary Latin and
Introduction to Latin Prose Literature~ This ·c ourse is
planned to cover the amount necessary to meet the requirement in Latin toward the Bachelor of Arts degree. Elements
of grammar and the equivalent of four books of Caes.a r.
Credit, five hours a term.· (No credit toward a degree if
taken · after the sophomore year).
·
105w. CICERO. Selected orations and letters. Supplementary studies in Roman public life. Open to students
entering with two credit, of Latin. Credit, five hours. 106s. VIRGIL-AENEID.
Selections and supplementary
reading. Supplementary studies in Roman publi~ life. Open
to students entering with two credits of Latin. · Credit; · five
· ·
hours.
108w. HoRACE. Selected odes and epodes. Supplementary studies in Roman ·antiquities. Open to students entering- with four credits in Latin. Credit, five hours.
109s. CICERO-LIVY. Essays from Cicero, de Amicitia and
de Senectute. Selected readings from Livy. Supplementary
studies in Roman antiquities. Open to students entering
with four credits in Lat-in. Credit, five hours. ·
·

,.
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ZOH. LATIN LYRIC PoETRY. -An introduction to -~-Latin
lyric poetry with selected poems from· Catullus. Introductory study of the development of verse forms by the· Romans ·
and the adaptat~on of Greek verse forms to Latin poetry. Prerequisite, 108w, 109s. Credit, five hours.
·
301s~ ROMAN Co~EDY. _Representative plays of. P~autu~
and _Terence. Supplementary readings in Roman history _
and . archaeology. · Prerequisite, 108w, 109s, 201/.· ·Credit, _
five hours. _ _
_
_ _
303s. RoM.AN PHILOSOPHY. Readings from· Cicero, Tusculan Disputations, _and from Lucretius·, de Rerum Natura.
History, with rea~ings frorii Cicero's Letters, Pliny's Leue·rs,
and. the histories of Tacitus c1;nd Suetonius. ·Introductory
study of Roman philosophical ideas ·arid religion.- _ Pte~equisite, 108w, 109s, 201/. Credit, five hours a term. (Not
given in 1930-31).
305w. RoMAN CIVILIZATION. See History, J52w. Cr-edit,
five _hours. ·
MATHEMATICS

101£; 101w.

review · . .of interm·ediate algebra; theory of equations; determinants; ·
.partial fractions. _Credit, fi'l!e hours 'a term.
.
_ _·
102w; 102s. PLANE AND SPHERICAL TRIGONOMETRY. Covering th~ six trigonometric functions, solutions of triangula_rs,
practical problems, plane. sailing, g~aphs of _fun~tii;>ns, application to cilgebra, · right and -oblique spherical triangles,
Napier's and Gauss's · equations, deriving formulae . . Credit,
five hours a term.
.
104£; 104s.. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS. A- review of."in- ·
termediate algebra. The history of algebra; m.athema-tical
quotations; evolution, involution; theory. of exponents-; radiccils; quadratics; logarithms; compound interest and annuities; functions; theory of equations; permutations. and com..:
binations; ·complex numbers . . The history of trigonometry_;
relations of the six trigonometric fun:ctions; ccmiplimentary
and supplementary angles; logarithms; s-olution_of- right and.
oblique triangles; Napier's and -Gauss's rules and equations-~
Practical application to·surveying~ History of analytic ge9metry; equations · of special types; the circle; the par_abola; ·
c,

---... , . ·,. ·.. .. . .

ADVANCED COLLEGE ALGEBRA. _ Rapid
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the ellipse; the · hyperbola; . the conchoid; practical application; die Cassinian oval; averages; areas. Credit, five hours
a term.
20.1£. CoLLEGE _GEOMETRY. General method of solution;
geometric loci; similar· and. homothetic figures; properties of
tr_iangJes; simson line; transversals; harmonic ·properties;
inversion. Prerequijite, 101/, 102w. Credit, five ho.urs.
(Not offered in 1. ~3-0-31) .
. 202f; 202w. PLANE ANALYTIC GEOMETRY. Geometric
Jl!agnitudes; loci; straight lines, circle; parabola; ·ellipse; hyperbola; conics, surfaces. \Prerequisite, 102w_. Credit, five
hours.
·
·
203s. ·_GRAPHIC STATICS. Moment of forces; concurrent
and non""'.concurrent fortes; equilibrium; polygons;·-reactions;
stresses; moment and sheer; pertaining to engineering. Prerequisite, 202w. Credit, five hours.
·
204s. ELEMENTARY MECHANICAL DRAWING. G·e ometrical
Problems; Orthographic and Isometric Projections; Mensuration; Developed Surface Intersections; Working Draw- .
ings; Tracings; Estimates; Blue Prints. This course is designed to meet the first year requirement , for- those who are
anticipating technical work in Engineering, .and will be given
if there is sufficient demand. Prerequisite, M cithematics
.
101/, 102w. Credit, three hours.
205w-206s~ PLANE SURVEYING. Care of field notes; use
of chain and tape; the compass, level, transit and adju§tments for same; land surveys; methods of computing; topographic survey. Prerequisite, 101/, 102w. Credit, five hours
a term.
302s. HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS. Thi.s course considers
the history of the science from the beginning:to the pre~ent.
Prerequisite, 202w. Credit, five hours.

305w.

DIFFERENTIAL. CALCULUS. F.unda¢-ent~f princi. pies; derivatives; application to geometry;_ maxima and
minima. Prerequisite, 202w. Credit, five _hours~
306s. INTEGRAL CALCULUS. Definite intervals;.· .application to areas . . Prerequisite, 305w. Credit; five hours.
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Music
The cou.rses in music . at Rollins College are offered ·in the .
Conservatory of .Music~ The a_ffiliation of ·a·. Con.se·rvatory
of Music with an .institution of ·learning of the adrn.owledged .
standing · of Rollins College affords unusual adva1;1tages .for
the study of- music in connection with the course5: in Arts
and Science. -Stuclents whose· ~nterests are general may~~ake;
in addition• to their regular college work, such · courses in music as they find .suitable, and those whose interests : are
primarily musical ·may' include in their programs -the basic
academic studies that are · important for alL
·
Students of the latt~r group are eligible as candidates for .·
a diploma from the Conse~vatory of Music, or the __Degree of ·.
· Bachelor of Music. Their courses are· grouped around· so~e
major· study such .as singing, · piano, .or -public school m~sic
supervision. A brief account of the courses in the Con.:.
servatory i~ given below.

Bachelor of- Music Degree
The Rollins College Conservatory of Mu.sic offers artist
and pedagogical ·cou.r _ses leading to the Degree of ·]3.a~·helor .
of Music with majors in the following s.ubj'ects:
· Voice
Piano
Organ
Violin

Viola
Conducting-Symphony, Opera
Cello
Theory and Composition
· ·
Harp
Pµblic School · Supervision
Woodwind and
- (either regular or . instrumental.)
Brass Instruments

The-courses offered in the C<?nservatory of Music include
work in sight singing and ear training, general and·~·peci~l~
ized . history ·_ of music, harntony, ·~ounterpoint, ca-non _and
fugue, composition, form and analysis, .i nstrumentation,. or;..
chestration, repertoire classes, criticis~ classes, music· appreciation, practice teaching and ensembl~ classes _in voice,
piano and the instruments.
Candidates_for the Bachelor of M:usic. degree may ·.elect
courses in child psychology; philosophy, education; English,
modern ·1arigua·ges. _a nd other academic subjects. ·
·
The training offered for the .first two years of the course .
is of a broad chc1racter, while .the work of the juniot and
· senior years admits of specialization. _·The nature of the
work depends -upon whether the student is ·to become a
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teacher or a performer. The Conservatory of Music _is
e_q uipped to give training of a high order in alt.branches of
music study, and practice facilittes are available for au ·subjects taught.
.
·
. .
. .. A maximum · credit of eighteen term hot1rs for study in .
music may be allowed toward the degree of Bachelor of Arts.
The courses in Music Appreciation, History of Music, -and
Glee Club are credited as regular college courses.
College Courses in Music .
lOlf-w-s. Music APPRECIATION. An inquiry into the
nature of music and its relation to the other arts and forrri.s of
expression; theories of.its origin and its function in social
life; an examination of the formal devices used_ to give clarity and richness to musical composition. The work ·of the
course will be supplemented by a variety of vocal and instru. mental illu.s tration, which will form the basis of class discussion. One class a week. Credit, one hour a term. · ·
102f-w-s~ H1sTORY OF Music. A survey of the development of musical art in Western Europe from the Middle
Ages to the present day. The course will · seek to show,
through illustration and analogy, the differing attitudes that
have been maintained toward music at different ·epochs, and
the reciprocal influences of music, poetry and · other forms
of thought. Two classes a week. Credit, two: hours a -te-rm.
146f~w-s. GLEE CLUB. Practice and choral · work for
mixed, male and .female voices .. ·The Clubs make · several
tours during the year. ·The personnel is formed by" competitive try-outs. Credit, one hour a term.
Complete details concerning admission and .fees as well a~
descriptions of all courses offered in the Conse·r11atory of
Music appear in the special Rollins Conservatory C(.italogue.
I

•

.

PHILOSOPHY

201£. ANCIENT AND MEDIEVAL PHILOSOPHY. This course
takes . up the nature and function of Philosophy. · Ancient
and Medieval Philosophies are studied in relation to th~ir
times. .Special attention is given to the formulation . of the
student's own philosophies. Outside speakers are , invited

...... :. :-·.,
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to contribute their viewpoints and discus~ them with the
·
.
class . . Cred.it, five hours.
202w. · MODERN PHILOSOPHY. ·. This ·course is similar to . ·
·201£, except that it deals with mo,d ern. phi~osophy •· anct _.emph~sizes the relation of philosophy · ·and personality·. Pre·
requisite, 201/~ . Credit, five hours.
206s. P_HILOSOPHY OF RELIGION. · This course is . a study
of the evolution of religion, starting ,with _a consideration
of the . religions, . beliefs and practices of primitive ·peoples,
and leading up to the place of religion in . our own day.
Credit, five hours..
·
·
· ··
·
303£. PHILOSOPHY OF. CHARACTER. A study .of philos6phy
of character and conduct from the . point · of view of . psychology of . character· and Christian ethics. Prereq'l!,isiti
202w.. ·Credit, fi.v e hours.
·
PHYSICS

20H-2°02w. GENERAL PHYSICS. In the ·first term this ·
course gives a general survey of the fundamental principles .
of Mechanics and Heat; in the second term· itgives a _gen~
eral survey of the fundamentals of Electricity, Light . ·and
Sound. The survey is accompanied by laboratory · work.
Credit, five · hqurs a term . . Laboratory fee, $6.00 per ~erm. · ·
· 301s. D:escR!PTJVE AsTRONOMY. SEE A~TRONOMY ·301s.
305[ FUNDAMENTALS OF HEAT ENGINEERIN.G. The _air
plication of the principles of heat to the problems of _en·
.
gineering. Prerequisite, 202w. Credit, five hours.
306w. FUNDAMENTALS OF - ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING. Th~
application of the principles of electricity . to the p.roblems
of engineering. Prerequisite, 202w. . Credit, five_ houfs~
307s. FUNDAMENTALS oF ENGI.:NEERING MECHANICS. The
application of the principles of mechanics to · proplems of
engineering. Prerequisite, 202w. Credit,· five hours. ·
PSYCHOLOGY

201£.

A general irt.trpductory .
course in. the principles underlying human . behavior, :including a study of .the fundamental forms of ·m ental reaction. ·
Credit, five hoitrs. ·
GENERAL

PsYCHOLOGY.
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202w~ MENTAL AND EDUCATIONAL TEs'i'iNc. . This- cotirse
includes the study of individual and group intelligence testing. The use of tests in the improvement of the ins-tru~tion
in elementary and secondary schools is also considered.
Credit, five hours._
_
302£. CHILD PSYCHOLOGY. This course is individual psy. chology consisting of reading, discussion and case st~dies
of childhood. Heredity and · environment, learned and un-_
learned behavior and the causes of delinquency and of personality · problems · are taken up. Emphasis is laid on home ~
and family relationships and their importance in childhood
and later _life. . .Credit, five hours.
·
303w. INDIVIDUAL PSYCHOLOGY. Case studies and reading are taken up, emphasizing mental hygiene. Attitudes of
inferiority, unsociability, rebellion and other character maladjustments are studied in order to understand their causes,
prevention and cure. .Credit, five hours.
304s. EDUCATIONAL PsYcHOLOGY. This course is a study
of the aims of education- and the methods of teaching~ Consideration is given to the laws of learning, measurement" of .
intelligence, etc. _ It is the application of child psychology
and mental hygiene for education. Credit, five hours.
305w. PsYCHOLOGY OF CHARACTER. This course considers
the fundamentals of personality and development of ch;racter, and is an introduction to ethology. Prerequisite, 2[)1 f
or 304s. Credit, five ~ours.
307f-308w-309s. PsYCHOLOGY SEMINAR. Practical contact
with social case -work and handling of delinquents will b~
provided. Case studies,- ·r eading and discussion will be used
in the study of abnormal psychology and psychotherapy.
There will be opportunity for papers on special_ topics of
interest to individuals in the -class. Limited to twelve. Prerequisi-tes, 303w and either 302/ or 304s. Credit; tw·o hours
a term.
· 311 s. APPLIED ETHOLOGY. · This course combines a .seminar with case work in_connection with the Orange · County
Juvenile Court, Social Service Department, Oppo.rtunity
School · and other welfare agencies, including church work.
Prerequisite, Philosophy 303f-and Psychology 305w. Credit,
five hours.
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PUBLIC.
SPEAKING .
.
.

.

101£. ELEMENTS OF PUBLIC s ·PEAKING. ·speech _c orrectiqn
and psychology of ·speech education; to train ·students in the
fundamentals of speech and to -eriable them to think on their
feet. Credit, two. hou.rs.
.
.
102w. PRINCIPLES lNVO~VED IN SPEECH. · Attention,, men- _
tal imagery, mem_o ry, imagination, vocabulary. Special ¢lassroom problems; voice defects, stage. fright, posture, .gesture,
conversational and oral English. Prerequisite, 101/. Credit,
two hours. .
·
103s. ORGANIZATION AND ARRANGEMENT OF MATERIAL.The ·outline arid delivery of · various type forms of ·public
address.· A public speaking contest. Prerequisi_te, 102w.
Credit, two_ hours..
·
202w. LITERARY INTERPRETATIONS. This course- covers ..
the field of American literature. Selected authors are studied
each week. The purpose of the course is· to acquire ~he.best possible expression-such as will reveal the th.ought .
and emotions of these differe.n:t writings. Credit, five -ho'l!,rs..
206£. COMMUNICATIVE SPEAKING. Speaking . hab,its, debating and speech construction. First, to form· the proper ~
speech habits, second, to teach _students to speak .-extempore,
to encourage thoroughness in the preparation of speech ·ideas
and to develop ability to thin!{. logically, and, third, to study
what' qmstitutes a good speech and to give directions for
constructing a gdod speech. Credit, five hours.
·
208s. . ExTEMPORA:l>iEous SPEAKJNG. The purpose of this
course is to help the . student to unders.t and the iµiportance
of extempore speaking both in the social and business ·world.
A study of s·peech material, speech analysis, · the· outline, .
picturing ideas; the introductiop, discussion and conclusion,
delivery and aft~r""dinner -speaking .. are taken· up in . this
_
..
course. Credit, five ho_urs.
3-03s·. ADVANCED PtrnLIC ,SPEAKING. The masterpieces of
m·o d·e rn oratory · are first studied as models,· then·· origi;nal
orations are w.ritten and delivered · from · th.e platform. -E.xtem.poraneous ·speaking on subjects assigned · in . advance
· and the development of mental imagery, in ·conjuncti~n with
· which are original descriptions of scenes, are. required by the
'
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student. . Each member of the class is required to write .and
deliver three orations during the course. Credit; five hours.
PROFESSIONAL CoACHING. A course in individual professional coaching- for .especially prepared stu_d ents -desiring
to become lecturers and entertainers for _the Lyceu·m . and ·
Chautauqua field, or radio entertainers and announcers. Fee,
$7 5.00 a term.
SOCIOLOGY

201f; 201w. · PRINCIPLES OF SocIOLOGY. This course 1s
basic to all courses in Sociology. It aims at a systematic
study of the underlying principles of sociology. Its general
plan is to show the individual in his relation to society,: proceeding from the simplest and most -direct form to the more
complex forms of association. Prerequisite, History 103w.
Credit, five hours a terrn.
202w. MonERN SocIAL PROBLEMS AND INSTITUT10Ns.
This course considers some of the -major social problems .now
confronting America, such as maladjustments in family life,
-the increase in crime; changing inorals, civic irresponsibility
and rural-urban problems. The social institutions are studied -in connection .with these problems. Prerequisite, 201/.
·
Credit, five hours.
203 s. RAcE PROBLEMS. A study of the racial characteristics and race problems with emphasis not only on the Negro
and Japanese in America but on other races in ·o ther countries. Each student will make a· special study ·of some particular group of people. Prerequisite, 2O2w . . Credit, five
hours.
304f. THE FAMILY. Economic and social .problems of
the normal family; con.t emporary problems of family instability. Among the subjects considered are the _standard
of living, housekeeping vs. boardi:µg, the· married . woman in
industry, the family budget, domestic recreation,. means of
improving marriage choices, the declining birthrate, education for marriage and parenthood, proposed . reforms of the
·
family. ·Prerequisite, · 201/. Credit, five hours~
306s. EnucATlONAL Soc10LqGY. · Education as a process
of social contr9l and achievement and the social problems of
the teacher form th_e basis of the discussions in· this course.
Prerequisite, 201/. Credit, five hours.
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.. 401£, 402w, 403.s . . SocIOLOGY SEMINAR. · A sen:11n~rcout$e.'.
ope:n only to advanced . students .wh6 have shown spec1al.
aptitude and who are majoring in Socioiogy. Prerequisite~
201/ and one other course. Credit one or two hours a term.
SOCIAL SCIENCE

General Course
lOlt THE INDIVIDUAL AN; :His LIFE PROBLEMS. · A study
of the individual and his social environment and a , conside~ation of the outstanding social and student problemf: ·of
today, including personal hygiene. This cou·rse is basic · to
the study. of Economics, · Sociology and. Political Science. R,equired of freshmen. Credit, five hours.
SPANISH .

102w-103s. ELEMENTARY SPANISH. Grammar; re~ding,
composition and conversation. Credit, five hours a term.
201f-202w. INTERMEDIATE SPANISH. Review· of grammar
with emphasis on· composition and conversation. · Collateral .
reading from -appropriate texts. Prerequisite, .103s·or equiva-:
lent. Credit, five hours a term.
.
203s. AnvANCED SPANISH CoMPOSITIO~ AND CONVERSATION. A thor.oug~ review .of Spanish grammar. Reading · of
modern aut4ors. The :work is carried on entirely in Spanish.
·Prerequisite, 202w or equivalent. C.redit,. five· hours~ .
301£. · CONVERSATIONAL AND COMMERCIAL SPANISU . . A
course in conversation and commercial correspo.ndenc~; . the
work being based upon an appropriate text. Prerequisite,
203s. Credit, five hours.
304f, 305w, 306s. SPANISH ·SEMINAR. · Under .the guidance
of .the professor in charge the student may read any period of ·
Spanish literature~ Frequent interviews and written reports
are required. A course on methods is offered for students
who . contemplate teaching Spanish. Prerequisite, 203s~
Credit, one ·or more hours a term.
·

ROLLINS \VINTER scH·o oL
Being the Winter Term of Rollins College,_
January 5 to March 21, 1931.
Under the three""'.term pla_n Rollins has organized a _Winter
School corresponding · to the summer schools _of · northern
_colleges and univers~ties. · This gives an opportunity for
students in other cqlleges who wish t9 spend the winter in
Florida to continue -their college work, and .for · other winter
visitors to pursue certain lines of study. Students. of the
Winter School enjoy aU the privileges and . advantages of
the college life. The regular faculty of the -College is augmented by special conference leaders. The Winter School
fatuity for the year 1929-30 are listed on pages 20-22 of the
catalogue.
. Regular Students
Students in other colleges wishing to transfer -to Rollins
should arrange to do so in time to matriculate before the
beginning of the Winter School, January 5. _Full c:ollege
credit will be given for work satisfactorily completed. _Such
students will also have the benefit of three months' work
under the Rollins Conference Plan of teaching.
Special Students
Although the Collt:!ge does not wish to encourage the
re_g istration of special students, mature students will be
allowed to take special courses in the Winter School. Such
students may be admitted to those classes for which _the
professors in charge may think they are prepared. · Arra·nge~
ments can be made with the Rollins Cons.e rvatory of Music ·
for individual instruction.
·
NoTE: · Full information as to expenses of the Winter
School will be found on page 81 of the catalogue. Further
information about the Winter School may be obtained by
writing to Dean Winslow_ S. Anderson, Rollins College,
Winter Park, Florida.
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